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Abstract

In many visual recognition tasks, the domain distribution mismatch between the training

set (i.e., source domain) and the test set (i.e., target domain) may cause the performance

of the classifier learnt from the training set to be significantly degraded on the test set.

The solutions to address the domain distribution mismatch can be classified into Do-

main Adaptation (DA) and Domain Generalization (DG). Specifically, DA utilizes the

unlabeled target domain data in the training phase to reduce the domain distribution

mismatch while DG aims to learn the classifier on the source domain which can gener-

alize well to any unseen target domain. This thesis focuses on DA and DG for visual

recognition.

Most of the existing DA and DG approaches require well labeled training data. Since

collecting labeled data is often time consuming and expensive, some recent works utilize

freely available web images/videos for visual recognition. Therefore, the DA and DG

methods can be categorized based on learning from web data or well labeled data.

For learning from web data, besides the data distribution mismatch between the web

training data and test data, there also exist some other problems such as label noise of

web data and extra information associated with web data (i.e., privileged information).

All the existing DA and DG methods only consider the domain distribution mismatch,

but ignore the label noise and privileged information. To this end, we propose a DA

framework and a DG method for learning from web data, which leads to the first and

second work in this thesis respectively.

In the first work, we propose our DA framework named Domain Adaptive Multi-

Instance Learning using Privileged Information (MIL-PI-DA) for visual recognition by

learning from web data, which can handle the label noise, utilize the privileged informa-

tion, and reduce the domain distribution mismatch at the same time.
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In the second work, we propose our DG method named Weakly Supervised Domain

Generalization (WSDG) for visual recognition by learning from web data, which can cope

with the label noise, take advantage of the privileged information, and generalize well to

any unseen target domain at the same time.

For learning from well labeled data, there are also some issues with the existing

DA and DG approaches. One issue is how to utilize multiple types of features in the

multi-view scenario. Although multi-view DA has been studied, no multi-view approach

has been proposed for DG, which motivates our third work in this thesis. In the third

work, we propose a framework named Exemplar-based Multi-View Domain Generaliza-

tion (EMVDG) for visual recognition based on the consensus principle and complemen-

tary principle, which is the first work to explore the DG problem under the multi-view

setting.

Another issue when learning from well labeled data is that for global feature repre-

sentations (e.g., Fisher vector encoded based on Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)), the

codebook (e.g., GMM) learnt on the source domain may not well capture the distribution

of the target domain. There is no existing DA approach considering this issue, which

motivates our fourth work in this thesis. In the fourth work, we propose a Domain Adap-

tive method based on Fisher Vector (DAFV) for visual recognition, which is specifically

designed for Fisher vector. Our key idea is to reduce the domain distribution mismatch

by selecting domain invariant components of Fisher vectors.

For all our proposed DA or DG methods, we conduct extensive experiments and

comparisons with the state-of-the-art methods. The experimental results demonstrate

the superior performance of our proposed methods under different scenarios.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

The research interest in developing visual recognition algorithms grows rapidly for a vari-

ety of real-world applications including object recognition, human action recognition, and

event recognition. The conventional method is to learn a classifier based on the training

samples and then apply the learnt classifier on the test samples. In real-world applica-

tions, the training data and test data may come from different domains, for example,

the training and test data are sampled from different datasets or captured in different

environments. When the training data come from one domain (i.e., source domain) and

the test data come from another domain (i.e., target domain), the data distributions

between the training data and test data are considerably different, which is generally

referred to as domain distribution mismatch. Due to the domain distribution mismatch,

the performance of the classifier learnt from the training set will be significantly degraded

on the test set. Therefore, how to address the domain distribution mismatch between

the source domain and target domain becomes a very important research topic in the

field of computer vision and has attracted a large number of researchers. The solutions

to address the domain distribution mismatch can be classified into domain adaptation

and domain generalization. The key difference between domain adaptation and domain

generalization lies in whether the unlabeled target domain is available in the training

stage. In this thesis, we study both domain adaptation and domain generalization for

visual recognition.

For domain adaptation, the unlabeled target domain is available during the train-

ing procedure. Thus, the unlabeled target domain data can be utilized in the train-

1



Introduction Chapter 1

ing phase to reduce the domain distribution mismatch between the source domain and

the target domain. The existing domain adaptation methods can be classified into fea-

ture based methods [3, 7, 19, 53, 60, 62, 86, 119], SVM based methods [16, 39, 41], instance-

reweighting methods [71], dictionary learning methods [136], and low-rank based meth-

ods [76, 133]. Specifically, feature based methods tend to interpolate the subspaces of

two domains [19, 60, 62], project two subspaces into a common subspace [7, 119], learn a

common metric [86], or align the source subspace to the target one [3, 53]. SVM based

approaches either used Multiple Kernel Learning (MKL) [39, 41] or progressively added

informative target domain samples into the training set [16]. The instance-reweighting

approach in [71] tended to assign larger weights to the source domain samples which are

closer to the target domain. Dictionary learning method [136] was proposed to learn

a common discriminative dictionary for both source and target domain samples. Low-

rank based methods [76, 133] assumed the source domain samples can be reconstructed

by using target domain samples or vice versa and the reconstruction matrix should be

low-rank. Interested readers can refer to the surveys [121, 122] on domain adaptation for

more details.

For domain generalization, the target domain is unseen in the training phase, and

thus the unlabeled target domain data cannot be utilized to reduce the domain distribu-

tion mismatch between the source domain and the target domain. Instead, the domain

generalization method aims to learn a classifier from the source domain which can be gen-

eralized well to any arbitrary target domain, by using existing multiple source domains

or discovering multiple latent domains from one source domain. The existing domain

generalization techniques can be roughly categorized into learning from multiple source

domains [80, 110] and discovering latent domains explicitly or implicitly [59, 69, 164]. In

particular, for learning from multiple source domains, domain invariant feature represen-

tations are learnt in [110] by reducing marginal distribution mismatch between different

source domains while maintaining the conditional distribution on each source domain. In

[80], an SVM based approach was proposed to undo the dataset bias problem by learning

one classifier for each source domain. For discovering latent domains explicitly [59, 69],

the training samples on the source domain are clustered into different hidden latent

domains in [69] while the sum of distribution mismatch between each pair of different

2



Introduction Chapter 1

latent domains is maximized in [59]. After the latent domains are discovered, the clas-

sifiers learnt based on each hidden latent domain can be fused to predict the test data.

Besiding discovering latent domains explicitly, Xu et al. [164] aims to exploit the latent

domain structure implicitly based on exemplar classifiers, in which the positive training

sample are assumed to come from multiple latent domains and the exemplar classifiers

corresponding to the positive training samples from the same latent domain should be

similar with each other. In the testing stage, for each test sample, the scores of the

exemplar classifiers which obtain the top highest scores on this test sample are fused as

the final score.

1.2 Motivation and Contributions

In terms of the existing domain adaptation and domain generalization approaches pro-

posed for visual recognition, most of them require well labeled source domain data.

However, collecting labeled training data is often time consuming and expensive. As

more and more people upload images or videos to public websites (e.g., Flickr, youtube)

in recent years, there is a rising research interest on how to learn a classifier based on

web images/videos for visual recognition such as [22, 41] because a large amount of web

data are freely available. Therefore, based on the type of used training data, the existing

domain adaptation and domain generalization methods can also be categorized into web

data based methods and well labeled data based methods.

For learning from web data, besides the data distribution mismatch between the

web training data and test data, there also exist some other problems such as the label

noise of web data and extra information associated with the web data. Specifically,

since the training web data for each category are crawled from the searching engine of

public website by using the category name as the query, the labels of crawled training

web data are usually very noisy and inaccurate, which will degrade the performance

of the learnt classifier on the test data. Moreover, the training web data are generally

associated with rich textual information (e.g., tags, captions, and short descriptions),

which are not available for the test data. In this case, the additional textual information

associated with the web data is referred to as privileged information [98, 150]. Although
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the privileged information is not available for the test data, it can still be used to help

train a more robust classifier in the training stage. To the best of our knowledge, all

the existing domain adaptation and domain generalization methods only consider the

domain distribution mismatch, but ignore the label noise and privileged information of

web data, which is not suitable for the application of learning from web data. To this

end, we propose a domain adaptation framework and a domain generalization method for

learning from web data, which leads to the first and second work in this thesis respectively.

In the first work, we propose our domain adaptation framework named Domain Adap-

tive Multi-Instance Learning using Privileged Information (MIL-PI-DA) for visual recog-

nition by learning from web data, which can handle the label noise of web data, utilize

the privileged information, and simultaneously reduce the domain distribution mismatch

by using unlabeled target domain data in the training stage. As far as we know, this

is the first work to tackle with the three major issues of learning from web data at the

same time.

In the second work, we propose our domain generalization method named weakly

supervised domain generalization (WSDG) for visual recognition by learning from web

data, which can cope with the label noise, take advantage of the privileged information,

and generalize well to any unseen target domain. In order to enhance the generalization

ability of the learnt classifier, we assume the source domain contains multiple latent

domains and learn one classifier for each latent domain so that the integrated classifier

can be generalized to arbitrary target domain. To the best of our knowledge, this is

the first work to explore the domain generalization problem under the weakly supervised

learning setting.

For learning from well labeled data, there are also some issues with the existing

domain adaptation and generalization approaches. One issue is that in many applications,

both the training data and test data are associated with multiple types of features, in

which exploiting the relation among multiple types of features can further improve the

performance instead of simple early fusion (i.e., concatenating multiple types of features)

or late fusion (i.e., averaging the decision values on multiple views). Although multi-view

(i.e., multiple types of features) domain adaptation has been studied in [11, 39, 166, 174],

no multi-view approach has been proposed for domain generalization, which motivates

our third work in this thesis.
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In the third work, we propose a framework named Exemplar-based Multi-View Do-

main Generalization (EMVDG) for visual recognition based on the exemplar SVM clas-

sifiers, following both the consensus principle and complementary principle. Specifically,

on one hand, we propose an EMVDG CO method by enforcing the cluster structures

of exemplar SVM classifiers on different views to be consistent based on the consensus

principle. On the other hand, we also propose another EMVDG MK method by fusing

the exemplar SVM classifiers from different views based on the complementary principle.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to explore the domain generalization

problem in the multi-view scenario.

Another issue when learning from well labeled data is how to design domain adap-

tation or generalization methods for global feature representations constructed based on

local descriptors of images/videos, in which a set of local descriptors are extracted from

each image/video and encoded into a high dimensional vector by using different encoding

methods. Among the encoding methods, Fisher vector [74] encoded based on Gaussian

Mixture Model (GMM) achieves satisfactory performances in many visual recognition

tasks. However, the GMM learnt on the source domain does not take the data distri-

bution of target domain into consideration and thus cannot generalize well to the target

domain, which has not been specified by previous domain adaptation approaches. Con-

sidering that the GMM learnt on the source domain may not capture the data distribution

of target domain very well, we propose a domain adaptation method which is specifically

designed for Fisher vector, resulting in the fourth work in this thesis.

In the fourth work, we propose a Domain Adaptation method based on Fisher Vec-

tor (DAFV) for visual recognition, which is the first work to select domain invariant

components of Fisher vectors with each component of Fisher vector corresponding to

one Gaussian model in the GMM. Specifically, we assign higher weights on the domain

invariant components of Fisher vectors, and thus the transformed Fisher vectors become

more invariant across the source domain and the target domain.

For all our proposed domain adaptation and domain generalization methods, compre-

hensive experiments are conducted on benchmark datasets and our methods are compared

with the state-of-the-art baselines. The experimental results indicate the effectiveness of

our proposed methods for visual recognition under different settings.
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1.3 Thesis Structure

This thesis contains seven chapters and the rest of the thesis is organized as follows. The

structure of this thesis is shown in Figure 1.1, from which we can observe that Chapter 3

and Chapter 4 focus on learning from web data while Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 focus on

learning from well labeled data. We can also observe that Chapter 3 and Chapter 6 focus

on domain adaptation while Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 focus on domain generalization. In

Chapter 2, we investigate previous works related to multi-instance learning, learning us-

ing privileged information, domain adaptation, and domain generalization. In Chapter 3,

we first propose a new MIL-PI framework together with three instantiations sMIL-PI,

mi-SVM-PI and MIL-CPB-PI, in which we take advantage of the additional textual in-

formation associated with the training web data and effectively cope with the label noise

as well, and then propose a new MIL-PI-DA framework and three instantiations sMIL-

PI-DA, mi-SVM-PI-DA and MIL-CPB-PI-DA for domain adaptation. In Chapter 4, we

first propose a novel weakly supervised domain generalization approach WSDG, which

is able to handle the label noise in training web data and has good generalization ability

to any unseen target domain, and then extended our WSDG approach to WSDG-PI by

utilizing additional textual features as privileged information. In Chapter 5, we propose

an exemplar-based multi-view domain generalization (EMVDG) framework, which can

enhance the domain generalization capability to any unseen target domain and simultane-

ously exploit the relation among multiple types of features. We also extend our EMVDG

framework to EMVDA framework for domain adaptation. In Chapter 6, we propose a

Domain Adaptation method based on Fisher Vector (DAFV), which is specifically de-

signed for Fisher vectors by selecting the domain invariant components of Fisher vectors

corresponding to the common Gaussian model. The effectiveness of all our proposed

methods for visual recognition has been demonstrated by comprehensive experiments.

In Chapter 7, we conclude our work and propose future research directions.
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Figure 1.1: The structure of this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

In this chapter, we conduct the literature survey in four aspects related to our proposed

methods, namely, multi-instance learning that deals with label noise, learning using priv-

ileged information that exploits privileged information, domain adaptation that can re-

duce domain distribution mismatch, and domain generalization that can learn classifiers

generalizable to arbitrary target domain. For ease of presentation, throughout the rest

of this thesis, we use a lowercase/uppercase letter in boldface to denote a vector/matrix

(e.g., a denotes a vector and A denotes a matrix). The superscript ′ denotes the trans-

pose of a vector or a matrix. We denote 0n,1n ∈ Rn as the n-dim column vectors of all

zeros and all ones, respectively. For simplicity, we also use 0 and 1 instead of 0n and 1n

when the dimension is obvious. Similarly, we use I and O to denote the identity matrix

and the matrix of all zeros, respectively. We use A−1 to denote the inverse matrix of

A and A ◦B to denote the element-wise product between two matrices A and B. The

inequality a ≤ b means that ai ≤ bi for i = 1, . . . , n. Moreover, we denote the indicator

function as δ(a = b), in which δ(a = b) = 0 if a 6= b, and δ(a = b) = 1, otherwise.

2.1 Multi-instance Learning

In traditional supervised learning paradigm, the positive and negative samples are unam-

biguously labeled. However, it takes expensive and time-consuming labor to collect data.

Moreover, the labels of collected data may not be reliable. For instance, many tag based

retrieved web images are in fact irrelevant. As is well known, few training samples will

damage the performance of trained classiers. Since unambiguously labeled samples can
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not be easily obtained, we can utilize the ambiguously labeled samples to assist in training

a more robust classier, which is named weakly supervised learning or ambiguous learning.

Multi-instance learning (MIL) is a weakly supervised learning paradigm which at rst

partitions the training images into clusters and then treats each cluster as a “bag” and

the images in each bag as “instances”. MIL was originally applied to solve the drug

prediction problem in biochemistry [33]. In this problem, a good drug molecule (positive

bag) will bind very tightly to the target binding site, while a poor drug (negative bag)

molecule will not. The variant instances (instances in bag) are alternative conformations

of the molecule-alternative shapes that the molecule can adopt by rotating its bonds.

One or a few of the instances from positive bags function in binding to the target binding

site and generate the positive observed result. Thus the traditional assumption in MIL

problem is that each positive bag contains at least one positive instance and each negative

bag only contains negative instances. Formally, let us represent the training data in MIL

as {(Bl, Yl)Ll=1}, Bl is a training bag, Yl ∈ {+1, 1} is the corresponding bag label, and

L is the total number of training bags. Each training bag Bl consists of a number of

training instances, i.e., Bl = {(xi, x̃i, yi)|i ∈ Il}, where Il is the set of indices for the

instances inside Bl, xi is the visual feature of the i-th sample and yi ∈ {+1, 1} is the

ground truth label of the instance which is unknown. Without loss of generality, we

assume the positive bags are the rst L+ training bags with a total number of n+ positive

training instances, and the total number of training instances is denoted as n. According

to the traditional MIL assumption, we have{∑
i∈Il

yi+1
2
≥ 1, ∀Yl = 1,

yi = −1, ∀i ∈ Il and Yl = −1,
(2.1)

In recent years, MIL has been applied to other areas such as computer vision, e.g.,

image retrieval and categorization [96, 177]. In [96], the MIL assumption is different from

traditional assumption, which claims that each positive bag contains at least a portion

of positive instances instead of one positive instance. The generalized MIL assumption

can be formulated as follows,{∑
i∈Il

yi+1
2
≥ σ|Bl|, ∀Yl = 1,

yi = −1, ∀i ∈ Il and Yl = −1,
(2.2)
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The earliest algorithms for MIL problem was proposed in [5, 33, 105]. These methods

solve MIL problem by using axis-aligned rectangle. Then a kernel based approach was

suggested in [28], which derives bag-level MI-kernels from instance-level dened kernels.

More recently, Stuart Andrews proposed two MIL methods in [56], i.e., mi-SVM and

MI-SVM, which are conceptual modications based on SVM. The rst method mi-SVM

alternatively infers hidden labels and maximizes soft margins given inferred labels. The

second method MI-SVM generalizes instance-level margin to bag-level margin and aims

to maximize bag-level margin directly. MI-SVM actually selects the most positive sample

from each positive bag. When each bag contains only one instance, which is named Single-

instance Learning (SIL), these two methods can be reduced to standard soft-margin SVM.

Similar with mi-SVM, MIL-CPB [96] also explicitly infers sample labels. However, mi-

SVM can only reach local optimum while MIL-CPB aims at global optimum by using

multiple kernel learning.

In contrast with the instance-level methods mentioned above, a bag-level method

sparse MIL [17] was proposed in favor of the situation that positive bags can be very

sparse with a small fraction of positive instances. This method treats each positive bag

as a positive sample and adjusts the margin based on the positive ratio of positive bags.

Another bag-level method MILES [24] maps each bag into feature space via instance sim-

ilarity within each bag and trains more robust classiers by using selected more important

features.

In summary, multi-instance learning methods can be generally classied into bag-level

methods and instance-level methods. The bag-level MIL methods [17, 24] focus on the

classication of the bags. Note the labels of training bags are known. By transforming

each training bag to one training sample, the MIL problem becomes a supervised learning

problem. Different from the bag-level MIL methods, the instance-level MIL methods [4,

96] directly solve the classication problem for the instances. However, the labels of

training instances are unknown, so one needs to infer the instance labels when learning

the MIL classier.
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2.2 Learning using Privileged Information

Privileged information [151] is the information that is only available during training

process but not available during test process. One metaphor used in [151] is that students

learn privileged knowledge from teachers in class but cannot gain knowledge from teachers

during examination. The new learning paradigm learning using privileged information is

exploiting the information which is only available during training process to help train

a more robust classifier via modeling loss by using correcting function w.r.t. privileged

information. Different types of privileged information are used in different areas, such as

bioinformatics, nance market prediction and digit recognition.

Let us denote the training data as {(xi, x̃i, yi)|ni=1}, where xi is feature representation

for the i-th training sample, x̃i is the corresponding feature representation of privileged

information which is not available for test data, yi ∈ {+1, 1} is the label, and n is

the number of training samples. The goal of SVM+ [151] is to learn the classier f(x) =

w′φ(x)+b, where φ(·) is a nonlinear feature mapping function. The objective of SVM+ is

as follows, SVM+: SVM+ builds up the traditional SVM by further exploiting privileged

information in training data. The objective of SVM+ is as follows,

min
w̃,b̃,w,b

1

2

(
‖w‖2 + γ‖w̃‖2

)
+ C

n∑
i=1

ξ(x̃i), (2.3)

s.t. yi(w
′φ(xi) + b) ≥ 1− ξ(x̃i), ξ(x̃i) ≥ 0, ∀i,

where γ and C are tradeoff parameters, ξ(x̃i) = w̃′φ̃(x̃i) + b̃ is the slack function, which

replaces the slack variable ξi in the hinge loss in SVM. Such a slack function plays a role

of the teacher in the training process. Recall the slack variable ξi in SVM tells about how

difficult to classify the training sample xi. The slack function ξ(x̃i) is expected to model

the optimal slack variable ξi by using privileged information analogous to the comments

and explanations from the teacher in human learning [151]. Similar with SVM, SVM+

can be solved in the dual form by optimizing a quadratic programming problem.

Several extensions of SVM+ are mentioned in [151] and one of them is partial SVM+

(pSVM+) where privileged information is only available for a part of training data.

Assume the training data with privileged information is {(xi, x̃i, yi)|ni=1} and the training

data without privileged information is {(xi, x̃i, yi)|li=n+1}. In this situation, we can use
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correcting function for the training data with privileged information and normal slack

variable which is the same as soft-margin SVM for the training data without privileged

information. The primal form is written as follows,

min
w̃,b̃,w,b,η

1

2

(
‖w‖2 + γ‖w̃‖2

)
+ C1

l∑
i=1

ξ(x̃i) +
n∑

i=l+1

ηi, (2.4)

s.t. yi(w
′φ(xi) + b) ≥ 1− ξ(x̃i), ∀i = 1, . . . , l,

ξ(x̃i) ≥ 0, ∀i = 1, . . . , l,

yi(w
′φ(xi) + b) ≥ 1− ηi, ∀i = l + 1, . . . , n,

ηi ≥ 0, ∀i = l + 1, . . . , n,

Similar with SVM+, we can obtain the dual form which can also be solved by opti-

mizing a quadratic programming problem.

2.3 Domain Adaptation

Supervised learning is widely employed in computer vision and achieves good performance

in many tasks, but the performance of supervise learning is limited by the amount of

labeled training data. However, collecting labeled data is expensive and time-consuming.

When the labeled training data is limited in one domain, another domain with sufficient

labeled training data is expected to help improve the performance. However, training

on one domain and testing on another domain may harm the performance due to the

domain distribution mismatch between source domain and target domain. This problem

is generally referred to as covariate shift [138] or dataset bias [80, 144]. Some special

issues in domain adaptation have been studied under different names, such as covariate

shift [138], class imbalance [75], and sample selection bias [66, 171].

Some machine learning problems are related to but different from domain adaptation,

such as transfer learning [121], self-taught learning [129], semi-supervised learning [181]

and multi-view learning [134]. The definition of transfer learning has changed through dif-

ferent periods. The generalized transfer learning contain domain adaptation, multi-task

learning, cross-category analysis and knowledge transfer. Multi-task learning consider

multiple tasks where source domain distribution and target domain distribution are the
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same. In self-taught learning, the labeled data is limited and a large amount of mildly

related unlabeled data is utilized. Semi-supervised learning is closely related to domain

adaptation. The unlabeled data which has the same distribution as labeled data is ex-

ploited to remedy the lack of labeled data. In domain adaptation situation, assuming

source domain and target domain have no domain difference, if we treat the labeled

source domain data as labeled data and the unlabeled target domain data as unlabeled

data, then the resulting problem is identical with the semi-supervised learning problem.

In many computer vision applications, multiple views of data are commonly used. Multi-

view learning (also known as cross-view or multi-modal) aims at nding the correspondence

among multiple views, which is essentially different from domain adaptation.

In domain adaptation problem, there are labeled source domain data as well as labeled

or unlabeled target domain data. Let us denote Xs (resp., Ys) as training data (resp.,

label) and Xt(resp., Yt) as test data (resp., label). We denote Ps(Xs, Ys) (resp., Pt(Xt, Yt))

as joint probability of source domain (target domain), which are usually unknown. We

denote Ps(Xs) (resp., Pt(Xt)) as marginal probability of source domain (target domain).

We also denote Ps(Ys|Xs) (resp., Pt(Yt|Xt)) as conditional probability of source domain

(resp., target domain).

• Covariate Shift: Pt(Yt|Xt) = Ps(Ys|Xs) but Pt(Xt) = Ps(Xs). This kind of domain

dierence is known as covariate shift [138] or sample selection bias [66, 171].

• Class Imbalance: Pt(Xt|Yt) = Ps(Xs|Ys) but Pt(Yt) = Ps(Ys), This kind of domain

dierence is known as class imbalance [75].

Generally speaking, domain adaptation approaches can be roughly categorized into

instance reweighting methods, feature-level methods, classifier-level methods, dictionary

learning methods, and deep learning methods.

For instance reweighting methods, regarding two specic cases in domain adaptation

mentioned above, training samples can be assigned different weights to make the classier

benecial for predicting target domain samples. For covariate shift, we can reweight each

training sample by using the ratio Pt(Xs)
Ps(Xs)

. Different methods such as non-parametric

method [138, 142] and kernel based method [71] can be employed to estimate the ratio
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Pt(Xs)
Ps(Xs)

. For class imbalance, we can reweight each training sample by using Pt(Ys)
Ps(Ys)

, similarly

as the solution to covariate shift.

For feature-level methods, feature augmentation (also known as feature replication) [31]

is one of the simplest feature-level methods. This method transforms N -dimensional

features to 3N -dimensional augmented features. The first N -dimension component rep-

resents the commonality between source domain and target domain. The second N -

dimensional component is specifically for source domain while the last N-dimensional

component is specically for target domain. The main idea of feature augmentation is to

treat labeled target domains samples more importantly than labeled source domain sam-

ples. Then the idea of feature augmentation is extended to manifold based approaches

which consider intermediate domains as in SGF [62]. By treating source domain sub-

space and target domain subspace as two points on Grassmann manifold, the sampled

intermediate points correspond to meaningful intermediate subspaces. Based on the work

of SGF, Gong [60] proposes to interpolate innite number of intermediate points which

correspond to continuous intermediate subspaces. Some recent approaches aim to learn

a domain invariant subspace [7] or align the subspaces from source domain and target

domain [53]. Subspace based methods can be unied into one formulation as follows,

min
P,U
‖PS−UT‖, (2.5)

where S (resp., T ) is the subspace of source domain (resp., target domain) and P (resp.,

U) is the transform matrix of source domain (resp., target domain).

For the classifier-level methods, SVM can be directly used by combining source do-

main samples with labeled target domain samples, which can generally produce better

results than only using labeled target domain samples. Some classier level domain adap-

tation methods are modied based on SVM. One of the earliest SVM based domain adap-

tation approaches A-SVM [165] utilizes the decision values of auxiliary classiers and adds

perturbation function which is learned by using labeled target domain data. Then L.

Duan proposes domain transfer SVM (DTSVM) [43] which aims to reduce domain dis-

tribution mismatch and minimize the structural risk function at the same time. DTSVM

uses Multiple Kernel Learning (MKL) to learn the weight of various types of kernels.

Inspired by A-SVM, DTSVM is further combined with the decision values of auxiliary
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classiers, which leads to a new domain adaptation approach A-MKL [41]. SVM based

domain adaptation approaches can also be applied to multiple source domain such as

Domain Adaptation Machine (DAM) [43] and Domain Selection Machine (DSM) [45].

DAM learns the weight of source domains by making the target classier decision values

close to the weighted combination of decision values of multiple source domain classiers

on unlabeled target domain data. Its worth mentioning that DAM is essentially support

vector regression. Based on DAM, DSM further adds a binary domain selector to choose

related source domains in order to avoid negative transfer. Another SVM based approach

DASVM [16] is different from all the approaches mentioned above. This approach pro-

gressively label target domain samples and remove labeled source domain samples such

that the learnt classier is gradually getting benecial for predicting on target domain.

For dictionary learning methods, dictionary learning has been widely used in vari-

ous computer vision applications since it provides robust discriminative representation.

However, the representation learnt on one domain may not adapt well to target domain if

source domain and target domain have distinctive domain distributions. Several dictio-

nary learning based approaches have been proposed to handle the domain issue, such as

[128, 136]. The approach in [136] project samples in both domains into low-dimensional

common subspace and learn dictionary based on projected common subspace.

For deep learning methods, deep learning has achieved tremendous improvement

(state-of-arts results) in many computer vision and machine learning tasks. Deep learn-

ing can extract deep features which are more domain invariant than shallow features.

However, there still exist domain distribution difference between source domain deep

features and target domain deep features. Thus, domain adaptation approach based on

deep learning can further improve the performance, such as [27, 58]. Some works [8] use

fine-tuning to adapt the pretrained neural network to a new dataset, but fine-tuning

requires the labels for the new dataset, which are not available for unsupervised domain

adaptation.

2.4 Domain Generalization

When target domain data is unseen in the training stage, we aim to learn the source

classifier which can be generalized to any unseen target domain, which leads to the
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domain generalization problem. In [110], domain invariant feature representations are

learnt by reducing marginal distribution mismatch between different latent domains while

maintaining the conditional distribution on each view. In [80], an SVM based approach

was proposed to undo the dataset bias problem by learning one classifier for each domain.

However, in the above works, latent domain labels in the source domain are required,

which are generally unavailable in the real-world applications. In order to exploit latent

domain structures, Xu et al. [164] proposed an approach based on exemplar classifiers,

in which the positive training sample are assumed to come from multiple latent domains

and the exemplar classifiers corresponding to the positive training samples from the same

latent domain should be similar with each other. In the testing stage, for each test sample,

we fuse the scores of the exemplar classifiers which obtain the top highest scores on this

test sample. In this way, we assume this test sample is more likely to be sampled from

the latent domain consisting of the selected positive training samples. Therefore, the

integrated classifier based on learnt exemplar classifiers can be generalized to arbitrary

target domain.

Domain generalization is closely related to the latent domain discovering methods [59,

69]. In [69], the training samples on the source domain are clustered into different hidden

latent domains. In [59], the sum of distribution mismatch between each pair of different

latent domains is maximized. After the latent domains are discovered, the classifiers

learnt based on each hidden latent domain can be fused to predict the test data. Two

fusing strategies are employed when fusing the learnt classifiers, which are referred to as

the “ensemble” strategy and “match” strategy, respectively. The “ensemble” strategy

is to reweight the decision values from different SVM classifiers by using the prelearnt

domain probabilities while the “match” strategy is to select the most relevant domain

based on the MMD criterion followed by using the corresponding SVM classier to predict

the test samples.

2.5 Visual Recognition

In this thesis, our applications focus on visual recognition including object recognition,

action recognition, and event recognition.
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For object recognition, which plays an important role in the field of computer vision,

myriad of approaches have been developed to improve the recognition accuracy. Based

on whether the training samples are used or not, object recognition methods can be cat-

egorized into supervised learning methods and unsupervised learning methods. Based on

whether the parameters related to the data distribution are used or not, object recog-

nition methods can be classified into parametric methods and non-parametric methods.

Based on which kind of pixel information is used, object recognition methods can be

roughly categorized into per-pixel methods and sub-pixel methods. Based on whether

spatial information is used or not, object recognition methods can be coarsely classified

into spectral methods, contextual methods, and spectral-contextual methods. The com-

monly used datasets for object recognition comprise Bing-Caltech [9], Office-Caltech [60],

Pascal VOC [46], Imagenet [32], and so on.

For action and event recognition, the research interest has been rising rapidly due to

the wide range of applications of action/event technologies including video search and

retrieval, intelligent video surveillance, and human computer interaction. Note that the

two terms actions and events are often interchangeably used in many previous works

[2, 13], high-level events generally consist of a sequence of interactions or stand-alone

actions [78]. Recognizing actions/events from videos is still a challenging task due to

considerable camera motion, cluttered backgrounds, and large intra-class variations. In

recent years, abundant approaches have been proposed for action recognition [70, 90,

102, 109, 137, 147, 154, 157, 169, 172, 180] and event recognition[21, 89, 113, 132, 143, 162].

Interested readers can refer to the recent surveys [2] and [78] for more details. The

popular benchmark datasets for action/event recognition contains Kodak [106], CCV [79],

HMDB51 [85], ACT42 [26], Online RGBD Action Dataset (ORGBD) [168], etc.
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Chapter 3

Exploiting Privileged Information from Web Data

for Visual Recognition

In the conventional approaches for action and event recognition, sufficient labelled train-

ing videos are generally required to learn robust classifiers with good generalization ca-

pability on new test videos. However, collecting labelled training videos is often time

consuming and expensive. In this chapter, we propose new learning frameworks to train

robust classifiers for action and event recognition by using freely available web videos as

training data. We aim to address three challenging issues: 1) the training web videos are

generally associated with rich textual descriptions, which are not available in test videos;

2) the labels of training web videos are noisy and may be inaccurate; 3) the data distri-

butions between training and test videos are often considerably different. To address the

first two issues, we propose a new framework called multi-instance learning with privi-

leged information (MIL-PI) together with three new MIL methods, in which we not only

take advantage of the additional textual descriptions of training web videos as privileged

information, but also explicitly cope with noise in the loose labels of training web videos.

When the training and test videos come from different data distributions, we further

extend our MIL-PI as a new framework called domain adaptive MIL-PI (MIL-PI-DA).

We also propose another three new domain adaptation methods, which can additionally

reduce the data distribution mismatch between training and test videos. Comprehen-

sive experiments for action and event recognition demonstrate the effectiveness of our

proposed approaches.
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3.1 Introduction

There is an increasing research interest in developing new action and event recogni-

tion technologies for a broad range of real-world applications including video search and

retrieval, intelligent video surveillance and human computer interaction. While the two

terms, actions and events, are often interchangeably used in several existing works [2, 13],

high-level events generally consist of a sequence of interactions or stand-alone actions [78].

It is still a challenging computer vision task to recognize actions/events from videos

due to considerable camera motion, cluttered backgrounds and large intra-class varia-

tions. Recently, a large number of approaches have been proposed for action recog-

nition [70, 90, 102, 109, 137, 147, 154, 157, 169, 172, 180] and event recognition[21, 89, 113,

132, 143, 162]. Interested readers can refer to the recent surveys [2] and [78] for more

details. However, all the above methods follow the conventional approaches, in which a

set of action/event lexicons are first defined and then a large corpus of training videos

are collected with the action/event labels assigned by human annotators.

Collecting labelled training videos are often time-consuming and expensive. Mean-

while, rich and massive social media data are being posted to the video sharing websites

like Flickr and Youtube everyday, in which web videos are generally associated with valu-

able contextual information (e.g., tags, captions, and surrounding texts). Consequently,

several recent works [22, 41] proposed to perform keywords (also called tags) based search

to collect a set of relevant and irrelevant web videos, which are directly used as positive

and negative training data for learning robust classifiers for action/event recognition.

However, those works cannot effectively utilize the textual descriptions of training web

videos because the test videos (e.g., the videos in the HMDB51 dataset) do not contain

such textual descriptions.

In this chapter, we propose new learning frameworks for action and event recognition

by using freely available web videos as training data. Specifically, as shown in Fig 3.1, we

aim to address three challenging issues 1) the training web videos are usually accompanied

with rich textual descriptions, while such textual descriptions are not available in the test

videos; 2) the labels of training web videos are noisy (i.e., some labels are inaccurate);

3) the feature distributions of training and test videos may have very different statistical

properties such as mean, intra-class variance and inter-class variance [39, 41].
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To utilize the additional textual descriptions from the training web videos, we extract

both visual features and textual features from the training videos. While we do not have

textual features in the test videos, such textual features extracted from the training

videos can still be used as privileged information, as shown in the recent work [150].

Their work is motivated by human learning, where a teacher provides the students with

hidden information through explanations, comments, comparisons etc. [150]. Similarly,

we observe that the surrounding textual descriptions more or less describe the content

of training data. So the textual features can additionally provide hidden information

for learning robust classifiers by bridging the semantic gap between the low-level visual

features and the high-level semantic concepts.

To cope with noisy labels of relevant training samples, we further employ the multi-

instance learning (MIL) technologies because the MIL methods can still be used to learn

classifiers even when the label of each training instance is unknown. Inspired by the

recent works [93, 96, 152], we first partition the training web videos into small subsets.

By treating each subset as a “bag” and the videos in each bag as “instances”, the MIL

methods such as Sparse MIL (sMIL) [17], mi-SVM [4] and MIL-CPB [96] can be readily

adopted to learn robust classifiers by using loosely labeled web videos as training data.

To address the first two challenging issues for action/event recognition, we propose our

first framework called multi-instance learning with privileged information (MIL-PI). In

this framework, we not only take advantage of the additional textual features from train-

ing web videos as privileged information, but also explicitly cope with noise in the loose

labels of relevant training web videos. We also develop three new MIL approaches called

sMIL-PI, mi-SVM-PI, and MIL-CPB-PI based on three existing MIL methods sMIL,

mi-SVM and MIL-CPB, respectively. Moreover, we also observe that the action/event

recognition performance could degrade when the training and test videos come from dif-

ferent data distributions, which is known as the dataset bias problem [144]. To explicitly

reduce the data distribution mismatch between the training and test videos, we further

extend our MIL-PI framework by additionally introducing a Maximum Mean Discrep-

ancy (MMD) based regularizer, which leads to our new MIL-PI-DA framework. We

further extend sMIL-PI, mi-SVM-PI, and MIL-CPB-PI as sMIL-PI-DA, mi-SVM-PI-DA

and MIL-CPB-PI-DA, respectively.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.1: Three challenging issues when learning from loosely labeled web videos: (a) the

training web videos are additionally associated with rich textual descriptions, (b) the labels of

relevant training web videos retrieved using the textual query “sports” are noisy, and (c) there

is domain distribution mismatch between the training web videos and test consumer videos.

We conduct comprehensive experiments to evaluate our new approaches for action and

event recognition. The results show that our newly proposed methods sMIL-PI, mi-SVM-

PI and MIL-CPB-PI not only improve the existing MIL methods (i.e., sMIL, mi-SVM

and MIL-CPB), but also outperform the learning methods using privileged information

as well as other related baselines. Moreover, our newly proposed domain adaptation

methods sMIL-PI-DA, mi-SVM-PI-DA and MIL-CPB-PI-DA are better than sMIL-PI,

mi-SVM-PI and MIL-CPB-PI, respectively, and they also outperform the existing domain

adaptation approaches.

3.2 Related Work

3.2.1 Learning from Web Data

Researchers have proposed effective methods to employ massive web data for various

computer vision applications [52, 72, 131, 145]. Torralba et al. [145] used a nearest neigh-

bor (NN) based approach for object and scene recognition by leveraging a large dataset

with 80 million tiny images. Fergus et al. [52] proposed a topic model based approach

for object categorization by exploiting the images retrieved from Google image search,

while Hwang and Grauman [72] employed kernel canonical correlation analysis (KCCA)

for image retrieval using different features. Recently, Chen et al. [23] proposed the NEIL

system for automatically labeling instances and extracting the visual relationships.
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This chapter is more related to [91, 93, 94, 96, 97, 152], which used multi-instance learn-

ing approaches to explicitly cope with noise in the loose labels of web images or web

videos. In particular, those works first partitioned the training images into small sub-

sets. By treating each subset as a “bag” and the images in each bag as “instances”, they

formulated this task as a multi-instance learning problem. The bag-based MIL method

Sparse MIL as well as its variant were used in [152] for image categorization, while

an instance-based approach called MIL-CPB was developed in [96] for image retrieval.

Moreover, a weighted MILBoost approach was proposed in [91] for video categorization.

Besides the above multi-instance learning methods, some other approaches were also

proposed to cope with label noise. For instance, Natarajan et al. [112] proposed two

approaches to modify the loss function for learning with noisy labels, in which the first

approach uses the unbiased estimator of loss function and the second approach uses a

weighted loss function. Bootkrajang and Kaban [14] proposed a robust Multiple Kernel

Logistic Regression algorithm (rMKLR), which incorporates the label flip probabilities

in the loss function. However, the works in [14, 91, 96, 112, 152] did not consider the

additional features in training data, and thus they can only employ the visual features

for learning MIL classifiers for action/event recognition1. In contrast, we propose a new

action/event recognition framework MIL-PI by incorporating the additional textual fea-

tures of training samples as privileged information.

3.2.2 Learning with Additional Information

Our approach is motivated by the work on learning using privileged information (LUPI) [150],

in which training data contains additional features (i.e., privileged information) that are

not available in the testing stage. Privileged information was also used for distance metric

learning [55], multiple task learning [101] and learning to rank [135]. However, all those

works only considered the supervised learning scenario using training data with accurate

supervision. In contrast, we formulate a new MIL-PI framework in order to cope with

noise in the loose labels of relevant training web videos.

1The work in [96] used both visual and textual features in the training process. However, it also

requires the textual features in the testing process.
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This chapter is also related to attribute based approaches [48, 54], in which the at-

tribute classifiers are learnt to extract the mid-level features. However, the mid-level

features can be extracted from both training and test images. Similarly, the classeme

based approaches [92, 146] were proposed to use the training images from additionally

annotated concepts to obtain the mid-level features. Those methods can be readily ap-

plied to our application by using the mid-level features as the main features to replace

our current visual features (i.e., the improved dense trajectory features [155] in our ex-

periments). However, the additional textual features, which are not available in the test

samples, can still be used as privileged information in our MIL-PI framework. Moreover,

those works did not explicitly reduce the data distribution mismatch between the training

and test samples as in our MIL-PI-DA framework.

3.2.3 Domain Adaptation

This chapter is also related to the domain adaptation methods [7, 9, 16, 39, 41, 45, 53, 60,

63, 71, 87, 95]. The previous domain adaptation approaches have been discussed in Sec-

tion 2.1. However, these method requires the labeled training samples from the target

domain, which are not required in our domain adaptation framework MIL-PI-DA. More-

over, our MIL-PI-DA framework achieves the best results for action/event recognition

when the training and test samples are from different datasets.

3.3 Multi-Instance Learning Using Privileged Infor-

mation

3.3.1 Problem Statement

Our task is to learn robust classifiers for action/event recognition by using loosely labeled

web videos. Given any action/event name, relevant and irrelevant web videos can be

automatically collected as training data by using tag-based video retrieval. Those relevant

(resp., irrelevant) videos can be used as positive (resp., negative) training samples for

learning classifiers for action/event recognition. However, not all those relevant videos

are semantically related to the action/event name, because the web videos are generally
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associated with noisy tags. Hence, we refer to those automatically collected web videos

as loosely labeled web videos.

Moreover, although the test videos do not contain textual information, the additional

textual features extracted from the training videos can still be used to improve the

recognition performance. As shown in [150], the additional features that are only available

in training data can be utilized as privileged information to help learn more robust

classifiers for the main features (i.e., the features that are available for both training and

test data).

To this end, we propose a new learning framework called multi-instance learning using

privileged information (MIL-PI) for action/event recognition, in which we not only take

advantage of the additional textual descriptions (i.e., privileged information) in training

data but also effectively cope with noise in the loose labels of relevant training videos.

In particular, to cope with label noise in training data, we partition the relevant

and irrelevant web videos into bags as in the recent works [91, 96, 152]. The training

bags constructed from relevant samples are labeled as positive and those from irrelevant

samples are labeled as negative. Let us represent the training data as {(Bl, Yl) |Ll=1}, where

Bl is a training bag, Yl ∈ {+1,−1} is the corresponding bag label, and L is the total

number of training bags. Each training bag Bl consists of a number of training instances,

i.e., Bl = {(xi, x̃i, yi)|i∈Il}, where Il is the set of indices for the instances inside Bl, xi

is the visual feature vector extracted from the i-th web video, x̃i is the corresponding

textual feature extracted from its surrounding textual descriptions, yi ∈ {+1,−1} is

the ground truth label that indicates whether the i-th video is semantically related to

the action/event name. Note the ground truth label yi is unknown. Without loss of

generality, we assume the positive bags are the first L+ training bags.

In our framework, we use the generalized constraints for the MIL problem [96]. As

shown in [96], the relevant samples usually contain a portion of positive samples, while

it is more likely that the irrelevant samples are all negative samples. Namely, we have{∑
i∈Il

yi+1
2
≥ σ|Bl|, ∀Yl = 1,

yi = −1, ∀i ∈ Il and Yl = −1,
(3.1)

where |Bl| is the cardinality of the bag Bl, and σ > 0 is a predefined ratio based on prior

information. In other words, each positive bag is assumed to contain at least a portion
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of true positive instances, and all instances in a negative bag are assumed to be negative

samples.

Recall the textual descriptions associated with the training videos are also noisy, so

privileged information may not be always reliable as in [135, 150]. Considering the labels

of instances in the negative bags are known to be negative [96, 152], and the results after

employing noisy privileged information for the instances in the negative bags are generally

worse (see our experiments in Section 3.5.3), we only utilize privileged information for

positive bags in our methods. However, it is worth mentioning that our method can be

readily used to employ privileged information for the instances in all training bags.

In the following, we firstly introduce two LUPI approaches called SVM+ and partial

SVM+ (pSVM+) that are related to this chapter. Then we propose a new bag-level

MIL-PI method called sMIL-PI in Section 3.3.3 based on Sparse MIL (sMIL) [17], and

also propose two instance-level MIL-PI methods called mi-SVM-PI and MIL-CPB-PI in

Section 3.3.4 based on mi-SVM [4] and MIL-CPB [96], respectively.

3.3.2 Learning using Privileged Information

Let us denote the training data as {(xi, x̃i, yi)|ni=1}, where xi is main feature for the i-th

training sample, x̃i is the corresponding feature representation of privileged information

which is not available for test data, yi ∈ {+1,−1} is the class label, and n is the total

number of training samples. Here the class label yi of each training sample is assumed

to be given. The goal of Learning Using Privileged Information (LUPI) is to learn the

classifier f(x) = w′φ(x) + b, where φ(·) is a nonlinear feature mapping function. We also

define another nonlinear feature mapping function φ̃(·) for privileged information. In

some situations, privileged information may not be available for all the training samples.

Particularly, when the training dataset contains l samples {(xi, x̃i, yi)|li=1} with privileged

information and n − l samples {(xi, yi)|ni=l+1} without privileged information, the slack

function can only be introduced for the l training samples with privileged information.

We refer to this case of SVM+ as partial SVM+ or pSVM+ for short. The primal forms

of SVM+ and pSVM+ have been fully introduced in Section 2.2 and thus we omit the

details here.
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3.3.3 Bag-level MIL using Privileged Information

The bag-level MIL methods [17, 24] focus on the classification of bags. As the labels

of training bags are known, by transforming each training bag to one training sample,

the MIL problem becomes a supervised learning problem. Such a strategy can also be

applied to our MIL-PI framework, and we refer to our new method as sMIL-PI.

3.3.3.1 sMIL-PI

Let us denote ψ(Bl) as the feature mapping function which converts a training bag into

a single feature vector. The feature mapping function in sMIL is defined as the mean of

instances inside the bag, i.e., ψ(Bl) = 1
|Bl|
∑

i∈Il φ(xi), where |Bl| is the cardinality of the

bag Bl. Recall the labels for negative instances are assumed to be negative, so we only ap-

ply the feature mapping function on the positive training bags. For ease of presentation,

we denote a set of virtual training samples {zj|mj=1}, in which z1, . . . , zL+ are the samples

mapped from the positive bags {ψ(Bj)|L
+

j=1}, the remaining samples zL++1, . . . , zm are the

instances {φ(xi)|i ∈ Il, Yl = −1} in the negative bags.

When there is additional privileged information for training data, we define another

feature mapping function ψ̃(Bl) on each training bag as the mean of instances inside the

bag by using privileged information, i.e., z̃j = ψ̃(Bj) = 1
|Bj |
∑

i∈Ij φ̃(x̃i) for j = 1, . . . , L+.

Based on the SVM+ formulation, the objective of our sMIL-PI can be formulated as,

min
w,b,w̃,b̃,η

1

2

(
‖w‖2 + γ‖w̃‖2

)
+ C1

L+∑
j=1

ξ(z̃j) +
m∑

j=L++1

ηj,

s.t. w′zj + b ≥ pj − ξ(z̃j), ∀j = 1, . . . , L+, (3.2)

w′zj + b ≤ −1 + ηj, ∀j = L+ + 1, . . . ,m, (3.3)

ξ(z̃j) ≥ 0, ∀j = 1, . . . , L+, (3.4)

ηj ≥ 0, ∀j = L+ + 1, . . . ,m, (3.5)

where w and b are the variables of the classifier f(z) = w′z + b, γ, C1 are the tradeoff

parameters, η = [ηL++1, . . . , ηm]′, the slack function is defined as ξ(z̃j) = w̃′z̃j + b̃, and pj

is the virtual label for the virtual sample zj. In sMIL [17], the virtual label is calculated
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by leveraging the instance labels of each positive bag. As sMIL assumes that there is at

least one true positive sample in each positive bag, the virtual label of positive virtual

sample zj is pj =
1−(|Bj |−1)

|Bj | =
2−|Bj |
|Bj | . Similarly, for our sMIL-PI using the generalized MIL

constraints in (3.1), we can derive it as pj =
σ|Bj |−(1−σ)|Bj |

|Bj | = 2σ − 1. Note the difference

between (3.2) and pSVM+ is that we use the bag-level features instead of instance-level

features and change the margin in the constraint from 1 to pj.

By introducing dual variable α = [α1, . . . , αm]′ for the constraints in (3.2) and (3.3),

and also introducing dual variable β = [β1, . . . , βL+ ]′ for the constraints in (3.4), respec-

tively, we arrive at the dual from of (3.2) as follows,

min
α,β

−p′α+
1

2
α′(K ◦ yy′)α+

1

2γ
(α̂+ β − C11)′K̃(α̂+ β − C11), (3.6)

s.t. α′y = 0, 1′(α̂+ β − C11) = 0,

ᾱ ≤ 1, α ≥ 0, β ≥ 0,

where α̂ ∈ RL+
and ᾱ ∈ Rm−L+

are from α = [α̂′, ᾱ′]′, y = [1′L+ ,−1′m−L+ ]′ is the label

vector, p = [p1, . . . , pL+ ,1′m−L+ ]′ ∈ Rm, K ∈ Rm×m is the kernel matrix constructed by

using the visual features, K̃ ∈ RL+×L+
is the kernel matrix constructed by using privileged

information (i.e., the textual features). The above problem is jointly convex in α and β,

and can be solved by optimizing a quadratic programming problem. sMIL-PI can also

be solved in the primal form (3.2) using stochastic gradient descent, but this is not the

focus of this work.

3.3.4 Instance-level MIL using Privileged Information

Different from the bag-level MIL methods, the instance-level MIL methods [4, 96] di-

rectly solve the classification problem for the instances. However, the labels of training

instances are unknown, so one needs to infer the instance labels when learning the MIL

classifier. Inspired by the works in [4, 96], we formulate the instance-level MIL-PI problem
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as follows,

min
y∈Y

w̃,b̃,w,b,η

1

2

(
‖w‖2 + γ‖w̃‖2

)
+ C1

n+∑
i=1

ξ(φ̃(x̃i)) +
n∑

i=n++1

ηi,

s.t. yi(w
′φ(xi) + b) ≥ 1− ξ(φ̃(x̃i)), (3.7)

ξ(φ̃(x̃i)) ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , n+, (3.8)

yi(w
′φ(xi) + b) ≥ 1− ηi, (3.9)

ηi ≥ 0, i = n+ + 1, . . . , n, (3.10)

where Y = {y|y satisfies the constraints in (3.1)} is the feasible set of labelings for

training instances with y = [y1, . . . , yn]′ being a feasible label vector, η = [ηn++1, . . . ,

ηn]′, γ and C1 are the tradeoff parameters, and ξ(φ̃(x̃)) = w̃′φ̃(x̃)+ b̃ is the slack function

similarly as in sMIL-PI. The difference between (3.7) and pSVM+ is that the label vector

y is also a variable which needs to be optimized in (3.7).

Note in this formulation, we need to infer the instance labels in the label vector y,

and simultaneously learn the classifier. It is a nontrivial mixed-integer programming

problem, because the number of all possible labelings (i.e., |Y|) increases exponentially

w.r.t. the number of positive instances n+. In mi-SVM [4], an iterative approach is

adopted to learn an SVM classifier and update the label vector y by using the prediction

from the learnt classifier. In MIL-CPB [96], a multiple kernel learning (MKL) based

approach is proposed to learn an optimal kernel by optimizing the linear combination of

the label kernels associated with all possible label vectors. We respectively apply those

two strategies to our objective function in (3.7), and develop two instance-level MIL-PI

approaches, mi-SVM-PI and MIL-CPB-PI.

3.3.4.1 mi-SVM-PI

In mi-SVM-PI, we adopt the strategy in mi-SVM [4] and use the similar iterative updating

approach to solve our instance based MIL-PI problem in (3.7). Specifically, as shown in

Algorithm 1, we first initialize the label vector y by setting the labels of instances as

their corresponding bag labels. Then we employ the alternating optimization method to

iteratively solve a pSVM+ problem by using the current label vector y, and infer y by
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Algorithm 1 The optimization algorithm for solving the objective function of our mi-

SVM-PI

Require: Training data {(Bl, Yl)|Ll=1} (see Section 3.1).

1: Initialize y = [1′n+ ,−1′n−n+ ]′.

2: repeat

3: Train f(x) = w′φ(x) + b by solving a pSVM+ problem based on y.

4: Calculate the decision values of training instances by using the learnt f(x).

5: Based on the decision values, obtain y that satisfies the constraints in (3.1).

6: until The labeling vector y does not change.

Ensure: The learnt classifier f(x) = w′φ(x) + b.

using the learnt classifier f(x) = w′φ(x) + b at the previous iteration. For any positive

bag Bl where the constraint in (3.1) is not satisfied, we additionally set the labels of σ|Bl|

instances with the largest decision values in this positive bag to be positive. The above

process is repeated until y does not change.

3.3.4.2 MIL-CPB-PI

The instance-level MIL-PI formulation in (3.7) can also be solved by optimizing an MKL

problem as in MIL-CPB, as discussed in [96]. The main idea is to firstly relax the duality

of (3.7) to its tight lower bound. Then we show that the relaxed problem shares a similar

form with the MKL problem, and thus can be similarly optimized by solving a convex

problem in the primal form.

To derive the solution of our MIL-CPB-PI method, we absorb the bias term b in

(3.7) into w by augmenting the feature vector φ(xi) with an additional dimension with

its value being 1 similarly as in [96]. By respectively introducing the dual variables

α̂ ∈ R
n+

, ᾱ ∈ R
n−n+

and β ∈ R
n+

for the constraints in (3.7), (3.9), and (3.8), and

defining α = [α̂′, ᾱ′]′ ∈ Rn, we arrive at the dual problem of (3.7) as follows,

min
y∈Y

max
(α,β)∈S

1′α− 1

2
α′(Q ◦ yy′)α− 1

2γ
(α̂+ β − C11)′K̃(α̂+ β − C11),
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where Q = K + 11′ with K ∈ R
n×n being the kernel matrix constructed by using the

visual features, K̃ ∈ Rn+×n+
is the kernel matrix constructed by using the textual features,

S = {(α,β)|1′(α̂+ β − C11) = 0, ᾱ ≤ 1,α ≥ 0,β ≥ 0} is the feasible set.

Note that each label vector y forms a label kernel yy′ in the duality in (3.11). Inspired

by [96], instead of directly optimizing an optimal label kernel yy′, we seek for an optimal

linear combination of all possible label kernels. We write the relaxed problem as follows,

min
d∈D

max
(α,β)∈S

1′α− 1

2
α′

(
T∑
t=1

dtQ ◦ yty
′
t

)
α− 1

2γ
(α̂+ β − C11)′K̃(α̂+ β − C11),

where yt ∈ Y is the t-th label vector in the feasible set Y , T = |Y| is the total number of la-

bel vectors in Y , dt is the combination coefficient of the label kernel yty
′
t, d = [d1, . . . , dT ]′

is the vector which contains all the combination coefficients, and D = {d|d′1 = 1,d ≥ 0}
is the feasible set of d.

Intuitively, for the optimization problem in (3.11), we search for an optimal yy′ in

Y , which is a set of discrete points in the space R
n×n. The optimization problem in

(3.11) is a Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) problem and is NP-hard. In contrast, the

optimization problem in (3.11) is in the convex hull of all possible yty
′
t’s in Rn×n, which is

a continuous region and makes the problem easier to be solved. Actually, by considering

each (Q ◦ yty
′
t) as a base kernel, the optimization problem in (3.11) shares a similar

form with the MKL problem, which can be solved by optimizing a convex optimization

problem in its primal problem [83].

The main challenge for applying the existing MKL techniques to solve (3.11) is that

we have too many base kernels, i.e., T = |Y| is possibly exponential to the number of

positive instances n+. Inspired by Infinite Kernel Learning (IKL) [57], we employ the

cutting-plane algorithm to solve it. Specifically, by introducing a dual variable τ for the

constraint d′1 = 1 in D, we arrive at the duality of (3.11) as follows,

max
τ,(α,β)∈S

1′α− 1

2γ
(α̂+ β − C11)′K̃(α̂+ β − C11)− τ,

s.t.
1

2
α′ (Q ◦ yty

′
t)α ≤ τ, ∀t = 1, . . . , T. (3.11)

As each of the constraints in (3.11) corresponds to a base kernel Q◦yty′t, there are many

constraints (i.e., T = |Y|) in the above problem. The main idea of the cutting-plane
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Algorithm 2 Approximately find the most violated yt

1: Initialize yi = 1 for all instances in positive bags {(Bl, Yl)|L
+

l=1}.

2: repeat

3: for each positive bag Bl do

4: Fix the labeling of all the other positive bags, find the optimal yl that maximizes

(3.12) by enumerating all the feasible labeling candidates of yl in Bl.

5: end for

6: until no labels are changed.

Algorithm 3 The optimization algorithm for solving the objective function of our MIL-

CPB-PI

Require: Training data {(Bl, Yl)|Ll=1} (see Section 3.1).

1: Initialize C = {y0} with y0 = [1′n+ ,−1′n−n+ ]′, and set r = 0.

2: repeat

3: Set r ← r + 1.

4: Based on Y = C, solve for (d,α,β) by optimizing the MKL problem in (3.11).

5: Set C ← C
⋃

yr where yr is obtained by solving (3.12).

6: until The objective of (3.11) converges.

Ensure: The learnt classifier f(x).

algorithm is to approximate (3.11) by using only a few constraints. Specifically, we start

from one constraint, and solve for (α,β) and τ . If there is any constraint that cannot be

satisfied, we add this constraint into the current optimization problem, and resolve for

(α,β) and τ again. The above process is repeated until all constraints are satisfied.

To find the violated constraint, we maximize the left-hand side of the constraint in

(3.11), which can be written as follows,

max
y∈Y

y′(Q ◦αα′)y, (3.12)

which can be solved approximately by enumerating the instance labels in a bag-by-bag

fashion when the size of each bag is not too large, as discussed in Algorithm 2.
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The algorithm of our MIL-CPB-PI is listed in Algorithm 3. We first initialize the

labeling set as C = {y0}. Then we iteratively train an MKL classifier by solving (3.11)

based on Y = C and update the labeling set C by adding the violated yr, which is obtained

by solving (3.12) based on the current α. This process is repeated until the objective of

(3.11) converges.

As we only need to solve an MKL problem based on a small set of base kernels at each

iteration, the optimization procedure is much more efficient. It can be solved similarly

as in the existing MKL solver in [83].

Moreover, the objective of (3.11) decreases monotonously as r increases, because

the labeling set is enlarged at each iteration. The final classifier can be presented as

f(x) = w′φ(x) + b with w =
∑n

i=1 αiỹiφ(xi), where αi is the i-th entry in the final dual

variable α, and ỹi =
∑r

t=1 dtyt,i with yt,i being the i-th entry of yt.

3.4 Domain Adaptive MIL-PI

The training web videos often have very different statistical properties from the test

videos, which is also known as the dataset bias problem [144]. To reduce the domain

distribution mismatch, we proposed a new domain adaptation framework by re-weighting

the source domain samples when learning the classifiers. In the following, we develop

our domain adaptation framework, which is referred to as MIL-PI-DA. Moreover, we also

extend sMIL-PI (resp., mi-SVM-PI, MIL-CPB-PI) to sMIL-PI-DA (resp., mi-SVM-PI-

DA, MIL-CPB-PI-DA).

This chapter is inspired by the Kernel Mean Matching (KMM) method [71], in which

the source domain samples are reweighted by minimizing the Maximum Mean Discrep-

ancy (MMD) between two domains. However, KMM is a two-stage method, in which

they first learn the weights for the source domain samples and then utilize the weights

to train a weighted SVM. Though the recent work [28] proposed to combine the primal

formulation of weighted-SVM and a regularizer based on the MMD criterion, their objec-

tive function is non-convex, and thus the global optimal solution cannot be guaranteed.

To this end, we propose a convex formulation by adding the regularizer based on the

MMD criterion to the dual formulation of our MIL-PI framework, which leads to a con-

vex objective function as discussed in Section 3.4.1. Formally, let us denote the target
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domain samples as {xti|nti=1}, and denote φ(xti) as the corresponding nonlinear feature. To

distinguish the two domains, we append a superscript s to the source domain samples,

i.e., {xsi |nsi=1} and denote φ(xsi ) as the corresponding nonlinear feature.

3.4.1 Bag-level Domain Adaptive MIL-PI

We propose a bag-level domain adaptive MIL-PI method sMIL-PI-DA, which is extended

from sMIL-PI. We denote the objective in (3.6) as H(α,β) = −p′α+ 1
2
α′(K ◦ yy′)α+

1
2γ

(α̂+β−C11)′K̃(α̂+β−C11), and also denote the weights for source domain samples

as θ = [θ1, . . . , θm]′ with each θi being the weight for the i-th source domain sample. We

also denote {zsi |mi=1} (resp., {zti|nti=1}) as the set of virtual samples in the source (resp.,

target ) domain, which are used in our sMIL-PI-DA. Note that zsi ’s and zti’s denote the

visual features. Then, we formulate our sMIL-PI-DA method as follows,

min
α,β,θ

H(α,β) +
µ

2
‖ 1

m

m∑
i=1

θiz
s
i −

1

nt

nt∑
i=1

zti‖2 (3.13)

s.t. α′y = 0, 1′(α̂+ β − C11) = 0, (3.14)

ᾱ ≤ 1, β ≥ 0 (3.15)

0 ≤ α ≤ C2θ, 1′θ = m, (3.16)

where C2 is a parameter and θi is the weight for zsi . The last term in (3.13) is a regularizer

based on the MMD criterion, which aims to reduce the domain distribution mismatch

between two domains by reweighting the source domain samples as in KMM, and the

constraints in (3.14) and (3.15) are from sMIL-PI. Note in (3.16), we use the box con-

straint 0 ≤ α ≤ C2θ to regularize the dual variable α, which is similarly used in weighted

SVM [71]. In (3.16), the second constraint 1′θ = m is used to enforce the expectation of

sample weights to be 1. The problem in (3.13) is jointly convex with respect to α, β and

θ, and thus we can obtain the global optimum by optimizing a quadratic programming

problem.

Interestingly, the primal form of (3.13) is closely related to the formulation of SVM+,

as described below,
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Proposition 1 The primal form of (3.13) is equivalent to the following problem,

min
w,b,w̃,b̃,ŵ,b̂,η

J(w, b, w̃, b̃,η) +
λ

2
‖ŵ − ρv‖2 + C2

m∑
i=1

ζ(zsi ), (3.17)

s.t. w′zsi + b ≥ pi − ξ(z̃si )− ζ(zsi ),∀i = 1, . . . , L+, (3.18)

w′zsi + b ≤ −1 + ηi + ζ(zsi ),∀i = L+ + 1, . . . ,m, (3.19)

ξ(z̃si ) ≥ 0, ∀i = 1, . . . , L+, (3.20)

ηi ≥ 0, ∀i = L+ + 1, . . . ,m, (3.21)

ζ(zsi ) ≥ 0, ∀i = 1, . . . ,m, (3.22)

where J(w, b, w̃, b̃,η) = 1
2

(‖w‖2 + γ‖w̃‖2) +C1

∑L+

j=1 ξ(z̃
s
j) +

∑m
j=L++1 ηj is the objective

function in (3.2), ζ(zsi ) = ŵ′zsi + b̂, v = 1
m

∑m
i=1 zsi − 1

nt

∑nt
i=1 zti, λ = (mC2)2

µ
and ρ = mC2

λ
.

The detailed proof is provided in Appendix A.

Compared with the objective function in (3.2), we introduce one more slack function

ζ(zsi ) = ŵ′zsi + b̂, and also regularize the weight vector of this slack function by using the

regularizer ‖ŵ − ρv‖2. Recall that the witness function in MMD is defined as g(z) =
1
‖v‖v

′z [64], which can be deemed as the mean similarity between z and the source

domain samples (i.e., 1
m

∑m
i=1 zsi

′z) minus the mean similarity between z and the target

domain samples (i.e., 1
nt

∑nt
i=1 zti

′
z). In other words, we conjecture that the witness

function outputs a lower value when the sample z is closer to the target domain samples

and vice versa. By using the regularizer ‖ŵ − ρv‖2, we expect the new slack function

ζ(zsi ) = ŵ′zsi + b̂ shares the similar trend2 with the witness function g(zsi ) = 1
‖v‖v

′zsi . As

a result, the training error of the training sample zsi (i.e., ξ(z̃si ) + ζ(zsi ) for the samples

in the positive bags or ηi + ζ(zsi ) for the negative samples) will tend to be lower if it is

closer to the target domain, which is helpful for learning a more robust classifier to better

predict the target domain samples.

3.4.2 Instance-level Domain Adaptive MIL-PI

Besides the bag-level MIL method sMIL, we can also incorporate the instance-level MIL

methods, mi-SVM and MIL-CPB, into our MIL-PI-DA framework. We refer to our new

2The bias term b̂ and the scalar terms ρ and 1
‖v‖ will not change the trend of functions.
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approaches as mi-SVM-PI-DA and MIL-CPB-PI-DA, respectively.

3.4.2.1 mi-SVM-PI-DA

To derive the formulation of mi-SVM-PI-DA, we firstly write the duality of the mi-SVM-

PI problem in (3.7) as follows,

min
y∈Y

max
α,β

J(α,β,y)
.
= 1′α− 1

2
α′(K ◦ yy′)α− 1

2γ
(α̂+ β − C11)′K̃(α̂+ β − C11),

s.t. α′y = 0, 1′(α̂+ β − C11) = 0,

ᾱ ≤ 1, α ≥ 0, β ≥ 0.

where α = [α̂′, ᾱ′]′ and β are the dual variables defined similarly as in the duality of

MIL-CPB-PI in (3.11).

Similarly as in sMIL-PI-DA, we also introduce the MMD based regularizer to (3.23)

in order to reduce the domain distribution mismatch, which leads to our mi-SVM-PI-DA

problem as follows,

min
y∈Y

max
α,β,θ

J(α,β,y)− µ

2
‖ 1

ns

ns∑
i=1

θix
s
i −

1

nt

nt∑
i=1

xti‖2 (3.23)

s.t. α′y = 0, 1′(α̂+ β − C11) = 0,

ᾱ ≤ 1, β ≥ 0,

0 ≤ α ≤ C2θ, 1′θ = ns,

where ns is the number of source domain samples, nt is the number of target domain

samples. Similarly as in weighted SVM, the box constraint 0 ≤ α ≤ C2θ is used, in

which each θi is the weight for the i-th source domain sample. Note we minus the MMD

based regularizer in (3.23), as the inner optimization problem is a maximization problem.

Similarly as in mi-SVM-PI, we solve the optimization problem in (3.23) in an iterative

approach. When the label vector y is fixed, the subproblem can be written as,

min
α,β,θ

−J(α,β,y) +
µ

2
(

1

n2
s

θ′Kθ − 2

nsnt
θ′Kst1) (3.24)

s.t. α′y = 0, 1′(α̂+ β − C11) = 0,

ᾱ ≤ 1, β ≥ 0,

0 ≤ α ≤ C2θ, 1′θ = ns,
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Algorithm 4 The optimization algorithm for solving the objective function of our mi-

SVM-PI-DA

Require: Training data {(Bl, Yl)|Ll=1} (see Section 3.1).

1: Initialize y = [1′n+ ,−1′ns−n+ ]′.

2: repeat

3: Train f(x) = w′φ(x) + b by solving the subproblem in (3.24) based on y.

4: Calculate the decision values of training instances by using the learnt f(x).

5: Based on the decision values, obtain y that satisfies the constraints in (3.1).

6: until The labeling vector y does not change.

Ensure: The learnt classifier f(x) = w′φ(x) + b.

where Kst ∈ R
ns×nt is the kernel matrix measuring the similarity between the training

samples and test samples by using visual features.

We describe the algorithm for solving mi-SVM-PI-DA in Algorithm 4. We first ini-

tialize the label vector y by setting the labels of instances as their corresponding bag

labels. Then we iteratively solve the inner optimization problem based on the current

y, and infer y by using the learnt classifier f(x) = w′φ(x) + b from the previous iter-

ation. The inner optimization problem can be solved by optimizing a convex quadratic

programming problem as in (3.24). For any positive bag Bl where the constraint in (3.1)

is not satisfied, we additionally set the labels of σ|Bl| instances with the largest decision

values in this positive bag to be positive. The above process is repeated until y does not

change.

Similarly as sMIL-PI-DA, the primal form of (3.23) is is also related to the formulation

of SVM+ and the details are ignored here.

3.4.2.2 MIL-CPB-PI-DA

Let us denote the objective of the duality of MIL-CPB-PI in (3.11) as J(α,β,d) =

1′α − 1
2
α′
(∑T

t=1 dtQ ◦ yty
′
t

)
α − 1

2γ
(α̂ + β − C11)′K̃(α̂ + β − C11). Similarly, we can

reduce the domain distribution mismatch by using a MMD based regularizer. We arrive

at the objective function of our MIL-CPB-PI-DA as follows,
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min
d∈D

max
α,β,θ

J(α,β,d)− µ

2
(

1

n2
s

θ′Kθ − 2

nsnt
θ′Kst1) (3.25)

s.t. 1′(α̂+ β − C11) = 0,

ᾱ ≤ 1, β ≥ 0,

0 ≤ α ≤ C2θ, 1′θ = ns,

which can be solved similarly as in Algorithm 3. The only difference is that we have

one more MMD regularizer in the inner optimization problem. Therefore, for MIL-

CPB-PI-DA, we need solve for (d,α,β,θ) at Step 4 of Algorithm 3 by optimizing the

MKL problem in (3.25) based on the current Y . The final classifier can be presented as

f(x) = w′φ(x) + b with w =
∑n

i=1 αiỹiφ(xi), where αi is the i-th entry in the final dual

variable α, and ỹi =
∑r

t=1 dtyt,i with yt,i being the i-th entry of yt.

Similarly as sMIL-PI-DA, the primal form of (3.25) is is also related to the formulation

of SVM+ and the details are ignored here.

Discussion: In summary, we propose sMIL-PI (3.2), mi-SVM-PI (3.7), and MIL-CPB-

PI (3.11) for multi-instance learning using privileged information, in which mi-SVM-

PI and MIL-CPB-PI shares the common general primal form (3.7). Then, we extend

sMIL-PI (resp., mi-SVM-PI and MIL-CPB-PI) to sMIL-PI-DA (3.13) (resp., mi-SVM-

PI-DA (3.23) and MIL-CPB-PI-DA (3.25)) for domain adaptation by adding an MMD

regularizer in the dual form.

3.5 Experiments

In this chapter, we evaluate our proposed methods for action and event recognition by

using loosely labeled web videos as training data. However, it is worth mentioning that

our newly proposed methods can be readily used for other applications like image retrieval

and image categorization.

3.5.1 Video Event Recognition

Datasets and Features: We evaluate our proposed methods for video event recognition

on the benchmark datasets Kodak [106] and CCV [79].
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We construct a new training dataset called “Flickr”, which contains the web videos

crawled from Flickr by using six event names (i.e., “birthday”, “picnic”, “parade”,

“show”, “sports” and “wedding”) as the queries. We remove the web videos if they

are too short (i.e., the file size is smaller than 5M) or too long (i.e., the file size is

larger than 100M). Finally we keep the top 300 web videos for each query as the relevant

videos. For each query, we randomly sample the same number of Flickr videos that do

not contain this query as one of the textual descriptions as irrelevant videos.

The Kodak dataset was used in [41] and [44], which contains 195 consumer videos from

six event classes (i.e., “birthday”, “picnic”, “parade”, “show”, “sports” and “wedding”).

The CCV dataset [79] collected by Columbia University was also used in [44]. It consists

of a training set of 4659 videos and a test set of 4658 videos from 20 semantic categories.

Following [44], we only use the videos from the event related categories and we also merge

“wedding ceremony”, “wedding reception” “wedding dance” as “wedding”, “non-music

performance”, “music performance” as “show”, and “baseball”, “basketball”, “biking”,

“ice skating”, “skiing”, “soccer”, “swimming” as “sports”. Finally, there are 2440 videos

from five event classes (i.e., “birthday”, “parade”, “show”, “sports”, and “wedding”).

Since different datasets have different numbers of event classes, we use the 6 (resp.,

5) overlapped event classes between Flickr and Kodak (resp., CCV) for performance

evaluation.

We extract both textual features and improved dense trajectory features [155] from

the training web videos. The textual features are used as privileged information.

• Textual feature: A 2000-dim term-frequency (TF) feature is extracted for each

video by using the top-2000 words with the highest frequency as the vocabulary.

Stop-word removal is performed to remove the meaningless words.

• Visual feature: We extract improved dense trajectory features using the source

code provided in [155]. Specifically, three types of space-time (ST) features (i.e.,

96-dim Histogram of Oriented Gradient, 108-dim Histogram of Optical Flow and

192-dim Motion Boundary Histogram) are used, in which we set the trajectory

length as 50, the sampling stride as 16, and all the other parameters as their default

values. We construct the codebook by using k-means clustering on the ST features
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from all videos in the training dataset to generate 2000 clusters, and then use the

bag-of-words model for each type of ST features. Finally, each video is represented

as a 6000-dim feature by concatenating the 2000-dim TF feature from each type of

ST feature.

As the test data does not contain textual information, we only extract improved dense

trajectory features for the videos in the test set, and each test video is also represented

as a 6000-dim feature.

3.5.1.1 Experimental Results without Domain Adaptation

Baselines: We firstly compare our methods under the MIL-PI framework with two

sets of baselines: the recent LUPI methods including pSVM+ [150] and Rank Transfer

(RT) [135], as well as the conventional MIL method sMIL [17]. We also include SVM

as a baseline, which is trained by using the visual features only. Moreover, we also

compare our MIL methods with Classeme [146] and multi-view learning methods Kernel

Canonical Correlation Analysis (KCCA) and SVM-2K, because they can also be used for

our application.

• KCCA [65]: We apply KCCA on the training set by using the textual features and

visual features, and then train the SVM classifier by using the common represen-

tations of visual features. In the testing process, the visual features of test videos

are transformed into their common representations for the prediction.

• SVM-2K [49]: We train the SVM-2K classifiers by using the visual features and

textual features from the training samples, and apply the visual feature based

classifier on the test samples for the prediction.

• Classeme [146]: For each word in the 2000-dim textual features, we retrieve relevant

and irrelevant videos to construct positive bags and negative bags, respectively.

Then we follow [92] to use mi-SVM to train the classeme classifier for each word.

For each training video and test video, 2000 decision values are obtained by using

2000 learnt classeme classifiers and the decision values are augmented with the

visual features. Finally, we train the SVM classifiers for classifying the test videos

based on the augmented features.
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We also compare our MIL methods with MIML [179]. While we can treat the top 2000

words in the textual descriptions as noisy class labels, MIML cannot be directly applied

to our task because the 2000 words may be different from the concept names. Thus,

we use the decision values from the MIML classifiers as the features, similarly as in

Classeme. Moreover, we additionally compare our MIL methods with the MILBoost

method proposed in [91] which was used for video classification.

Experimental Settings: We train the classifiers by using the videos crawled from

Flickr and evaluate the performances of different methods on Kodak and CCV datasets,

respectively. Similarly as in [96], we uniformly partition the 300 relevant videos crawled

from Flickr into positive bags, and also randomly partition the 300 irrelevant videos into

negative bags. We obtain 60 positive bags and 60 negative bags by respectively using

relevant videos and irrelevant videos, in which each training bag contains 5 instances.

The positive ratio is set as σ = 0.6, as suggested in [96]. In our experiments, we use

Gaussian kernel for visual features and linear kernel for textual features for our method

and the baseline methods except RankTransfer (RT). The objective function of RT is

solved in the primal form, so we can only use linear kernel instead of Gaussian kernel for

visual features.

For performance evaluation, we report the Mean Average Precision (MAP) based

on all test videos. For our method, we empirically fix C1 = 102, γ = 102 (resp., C1 =

10−2, γ = 10) for sMIL-PI (resp., mi-SVM-PI, MIL-CPB-PI). For the baseline methods,

we choose the optimal parameters based on their MAPs on the test dataset.

Experimental Results: The MAPs of all methods are reported in Table 3.1. By

additionally exploiting textual information, pSVM+, Classme, MIML, KCCA, and SVM-

2K are generally better than SVM. The RT method is worse than SVM due to the use of

linear kernel for visual features. The MILBoost method is also much worse than SVM,

although we have carefully tuned the parameters. It is worth mentioning that pSVM+

achieves better results than Classme, MIML, RT, MILBoost and the multi-view methods

(i.e., SVM-2K and KCCA) on both datasets, which demonstrates it is helpful to use

textual features as privileged information.

Our MIL-PI methods generally achieve similar results. MIL-CPB-PI is the best when

using Kodak as the test set. While mi-SVM-PI outperforms sMIL-PI and MIL-CPB-
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Table 3.1: MAPs (%) of different methods without using domain adaptation. The results in

boldface are from our methods.

Method
Test Set

Kodak CCV

SVM 42.84 47.16

pSVM+ 44.54 48.04

RT 36.22 34.16

Classeme 43.84 46.89

MIML 42.94 47.75

MILBoost 32.77 36.63

KCCA 44.46 47.91

SVM-2K 43.69 47.78

sMIL 42.94 47.90

sMIL-PI 46.07 49.13

mi-SVM 44.23 47.68

mi-SVM-PI 45.89 49.32

MIL-CPB 44.81 47.87

MIL-CPB-PI 46.19 49.21

PI when using CCV as the test set, MIL-CPB-PI also achieves comparable results as

mi-SVM-PI.

Our MIL-PI methods (i.e., sMIL-PI, mi-SVM-PI, MIL-CPB-PI) are better than

pSVM+, RT, MIML, Classeme, and two existing multi-view learning methods, which

demonstrates that it is beneficial to further cope with label noise of web videos as in our

MIL-PI framework. Moreover, each of our MIL-PI methods also outperforms its corre-

sponding conventional MIL method (i.e., sMIL-PI v.s sMIL, mi-SVM-PI v.s mi-SVM,

MIL-CPB-PI v.s MIL-CPB), which again demonstrates it is beneficial to exploit the

additional textual features from web data as privileged information.
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Table 3.2: MAPs (%) of SVM, sMIL-PI, mi-SVM-PI, MIL-CPB-PI and different domain adap-

tation methods. For SA, TCA, DIP, KMM, GFK and SGF, the first number is obtained by

using the SVM classifier and the second number in the parenthesis is the best result obtained

by using one of our MIL-PI methods. The results in boldface are from our domain adaptation

methods.

Method
Test Set

Kodak CCV

SVM 42.84 47.16

sMIL-PI 46.07 49.13

sMIL-PI-DA 47.55 50.32

mi-SVM-PI 45.89 49.32

mi-SVM-PI-DA 47.59 50.75

MIL-CPB-PI 46.19 49.21

MIL-CPB-PI-DA 49.16 50.66

DASVM 45.86 47.67

STM 44.93 49.00

SA 40.30(41.34) 47.21(49.47)

TCA 44.24(45.92) 48.91(49.10)

DIP 41.56(45.69) 44.49(46.28)

KMM 43.94(46.29) 48.97(49.03)

GFK 44.19(45.79) 45.93(48.84)

SGF 41.19(46.41) 47.71(48.69)

3.5.1.2 Experimental Results with Domain Adaptation

Baselines: We compare our methods sMIL-PI-DA, mi-SVM-PI-DA, and MIL-CPB-

PI-DA in our MIL-PI-DA framework with the existing domain adaptation methods

GFK [60], SGF [63], SA [53], TCA [119], KMM [71], DIP [7], DASVM [16] and STM [28].

We notice that the feature-based domain adaptation methods such as GFK, SGF, SA,

TCA, DIP can be combined with the SVM classifier or our MIL-PI classifiers (i.e., sMIL-

PI, mi-SVM-PI, and MIL-CPB-PI), so we report two results for each domain adaptation
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baseline method by using the SVM classifier and the best classifier from our MIL-PI

framework.

Experiment Settings: We use the same setting as in Section 3.5.1.1. In our MIL-PI-DA

framework, we have two more parameters (i.e., C2 and λ) when compared with the MIL-

PI framework. Recall that λ = (C2m)2

µ
, where m is the number of source training samples

and µ is the parameter used in dual form of MIL-PI-DA framework. We empirically fix

C2 = 10 (resp., C2 = 10−5), λ = 102 for sMIL-PI-DA (resp., mi-SVM-PI-DA, MIL-CPB-

PI-DA). For the baseline methods, we choose the optimal parameters based on their best

MAPs on the test dataset.

Experimental Results: The MAPs of all methods are reported in Table 3.2.

When using the SVM classifier, some existing feature-based domain adaptation meth-

ods (SA, DIP, and SGF on Kodak, and TCA, DIP, and GFK on CCV) are worse when

compared with SVM. One possible explanation is that those two-step methods may not

well preserve the discriminability of features when reducing the domain distribution mis-

match in the first step. For these feature-based baselines, their results after using our

MIL-PI framework are better when compared with those using the SVM classifier, which

again shows the effectiveness of our MIL-PI framework for video event recognition by

coping with label noise and simultaneously taking advantage of the additional textual

features as privileged information. However, the results of the feature-based baselines

after using our MIL-PI framework are still worse than our MIL-PI-DA methods. The

experimental results clearly demonstrate our domain adaptation approaches are more

effective than those two-step feature-based baseline methods.

Our framework is more related to KMM and STM. We also report two results for

KMM because KMM can be combined with SVM or our sMIL-PI method. Particularly,

the instance weights are learnt in the first step by using KMM and then we use the learnt

instance weights to reweight the loss function of SVM or sMIL-PI in the second step.

We observe that our sMIL-PI-DA method is better than STM and KMM when using

the SVM or sMIL-PI classifier. One possible explanation is our sMIL-PI-DA method can

achieve the global optimal solution by solving a convex optimization problem in one step

while KMM is a two-step approach and STM can only achieve the local optimum.

We also observe that each of our methods under the domain adaptation framework

MIL-PI-DA outperforms its corresponding version under the MIL-PI framework (i.e.,
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sMIL-PI-DA v.s sMIL-PI, mi-SVM-PI-DA v.s mi-SVM-PI, MIL-CPB-PI-DA v.s MIL-

CPB-PI), which shows it is helpful to reduce the domain distribution mismatch by intro-

ducing the MMD based regularizer. Moreover, our MIL-PI-DA methods also outperform

all the existing domain adaptation baselines, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our

MIL-PI-DA framework.

Finally, our newly proposed instance-level MIL-PI-DA methods (i.e., mi-SVM-PI-

DA and MIL-CPB-PI-DA) achieve better results than the bag-level MIL-PI-DA method

sMIL-PI-DA on both test sets, which shows it is useful to infer the instance labels in the

positive bags on both datasets.

3.5.2 Human Action Recognition

Experimental Settings: In this section, we evaluate our MIL-PI and MIL-PI-DA

framework for human action recognition on the benchmark dataset HMDB51 [85].

We collect a new training dataset for human action recognition by crawling short

videos and their surrounding textual descriptions from YouTube website using 51 action

names from the HMDB51 dataset as the queries. We use the top 200 web videos for each

query as the relevant videos and randomly sample the same number of web videos that

do not contain the query as one of the surrounding texts as the irrelevant videos. Then,

for each action class, we construct 40 training bags, in which the size of each training

bag is 5. The HMDB51 dataset contains 6766 clips from 51 action classes. As suggested

in [85], we use 3 testing splits as the test set, in which each split contains 30 videos for

each action class.

For the YouTube dataset, we extract both the textual features and the visual features

for each video. For the textual features, we extract the same 2000-dim term frequency

(TF) features from the surrounding textual descriptions as in Section 3.5.1. For the

visual features, we follow [155] by utilizing Fisher vector encoding, which has shown

excellent performance for human action recognition. Specifically, we adopt the improved

dense trajectory features and extract four types of descriptors (i.e., 30-dim trajectory,

96-dim Histogram of Oriented Gradient, 108-dim Histogram of Optical Flow, and 192-

dim Motion Boundary Histogram). Then, we generate the Fisher vector features by using
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256 Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) for each type of descriptors, and then use PCA

to reduce the dimension of the concatenated Fisher vector to 10000. As the HMDB51

dataset does not contain textual descriptions, we only extract the visual features for each

video in the HMDB51 dataset.

As suggested in [85], we evaluate the baseline methods and our methods on 3 testing

splits, and report the mean accuracy over 3 splits for performance evaluation. For our

MIL-PI methods and MIL-PI-DA methods, we use the same parameters as in Section

3.5.1. For the baseline methods, we choose the optimal parameters based on their mean

accuracies on the test dataset. The other experimental settings are the same as in Section

3.5.1.

Experimental Results: The accuracies of all methods are reported in Table 3.3. From

the left subtable, we observe that multi-instance learning methods sMIL, mi-SVM and

MIL-CPB outperform SVM, which indicates the effectiveness of multi-instance learning

methods for coping with label noise. By additionally taking advantage of textual in-

formation, pSVM+, RT, Classme, MIML, KCCA, and SVM-2K are better than SVM,

and each of our MIL-PI methods is also better than its corresponding conventional MIL

method (i.e., sMIL-PI v.s sMIL, mi-SVM-PI v.s mi-SVM, or MIL-CPB-PI v.s MIL-CPB)

respectively.

From the left subtable, we also observe that our MIL-PI methods (i.e., sMIL-PI, mi-

SVM-PI, MIL-CPB-PI) are better than the baseline methods (i.e., pSVM+, RT, MIML,

Classeme, and multi-view learning methods), which can additionally utilize the textual

features. A possible explanation is that we additionally cope with label noise of web

videos by utilizing the multi-instance learning techniques.

From the right subtable, we observe that the existing domain adaptation methods

DASVM, SA, DIP, KMM, GFK, and SGF are better than SVM by utilizing the unla-

beled target domain samples to reduce the domain distribution mismatch. It is interesting

that STM and TCA are worse than SVM, although we have carefully tuned their param-

eters. We also observe that our sMIL-PI-DA (resp., mi-SVM-PI-DA, MIL-CPB-PI-DA)

outperforms sMIL-PI (resp., mi-SVM-PI, MIL-CPB-PI), which shows it is beneficial to

reduce the domain distribution mismatch by using our domain adaptation approach.

Moreover, our MIL-PI-DA methods also outperform all the existing domain adaptation

baselines.
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Table 3.3: The left subtable shows the accuracies (%) of different methods on the HMDB51

dataset without considering the domain distribution mismatch. The right subtable shows the

accuracies (%) of SVM, our MIL-PI methods, and different domain adaptation methods on the

HMDB51 dataset. In the right subtable, for SA, TCA, DIP, KMM, GFK and SGF, the first

number is obtained by using the SVM classifier and the second number in the parenthesis is

the best result obtained by using one of our MIL-PI methods. The results in boldface are from

our methods

Method Accuracy

SVM 50.94

pSVM+ 52.64

RT 51.42

Classeme 51.63

MIML 51.76

KCCA 51.24

SVM-2K 51.91

sMIL 51.96

sMIL-PI 53.62

mi-SVM 52.11

mi-SVM-PI 53.22

MIL-CPB 53.62

MIL-CPB-PI 55.38

Method Accuracy

SVM 50.94

sMIL-PI 53.62

sMIL-PI-DA 55.45

mi-SVM-PI 53.22

mi-SVM-PI-DA 57.65

MIL-CPB-PI 55.38

MIL-CPB-PI-DA 57.31

DASVM 51.98

STM 37.43

SA 53.16(55.58)

TCA 43.12(46.95)

DIP 51.20(55.73)

KMM 53.51(53.77)

GFK 52.90(54.27)

SGF 51.31(52.77)

In order to further evaluate our domain adaptation approaches, we combine the

feature-based domain adaptation methods (i.e., SA, TCA, DIP, GFK, and SGF) with our

MIL-PI methods (sMIL-PI, mi-SVM-PI, and MIL-CPB-PI) and combine KMM with our

sMIL-PI method, similarly as discussed in Section 3.5.1. For each feature-based domain

adaptation method, we report the best result obtained by using one of our three MIL-PI

methods. The feature-based domain adaptation methods and KMM after using the best

classifier learnt from one of our three MIL-PI methods (i.e., sMIL-PI, mi-SVM-PI, or

MIL-CPB-PI) achieve better results, because our MIL-PI methods can help handle label
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noise and simultaneously utilize privileged information.

Our instance-level methods mi-SVM-PI-DA and MIL-CPB-PI-DA outperform the

feature-based domain adaptation methods combined with our MIL-PI methods. For SA

and DIP, the results in the parenthesis are slightly better than our sMIL-PI-DA (see

the right subtable in Table 3.3). However, SA and DIP are both combined with our

MIL-CPB-PI method. When SA and DIP are combined with our sMIL-PI method, the

result of SA and DIP are 54.01% and 53.94%, respectively, which are still worse than our

sMIL-PI-DA method.

3.5.3 How to Utilize Privileged Information

As discussed in Section 3.3, in our MIL-PI framework, we use privileged information for

relevant videos (i.e., positive bags) only, because privileged information (i.e., textual fea-

tures) may not be always reliable. To verify it, we evaluate SVM+ by utilizing privileged

information for all training samples. The MAPs of SVM+ are 44.08% and 47.49% when

using Kodak and CCV as the test sets, respectively, which are worse than pSVM+ on

those two datasets (44.54% and 48.04% reported in Table 3.1).

Similarly, we also evaluate our MIL-PI methods under two settings (i.e., full privileged

information (PI) and partial privileged information (PI)). We report the results of our

MIL-PI methods under two settings on two datasets in Table 3.4. We observe that the

MAPs of our MIL-PI methods under the full PI setting are lower than their corresponding

results under the partial PI setting on both datasets. These results verify our conjecture

that privileged information of irrelevant web videos may not be helpful for learning robust

classifiers, because the labels of irrelevant videos are generally correct while the textual

features are not always reliable.

Since our MIL-PI methods with partial PI achieve better results than those with

full PI, we further conjecture it may be useful to additionally learn the importance of

privileged information of training samples during the training process. However, it is a

non-trivial task under our setting where the labels of training samples are noisy. So we

leave how to learn the importance of privileged information as our future work.
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Table 3.4: MAPs (%) of our MIL-PI methods when using partial privileged information (PI)

and full PI.

Method
partial PI full PI

Kodak CCV Kodak CCV

sMIL-PI 46.07 49.13 45.58 48.55

mi-SVM-PI 45.89 49.32 45.41 48.38

MIL-CPB-PI 46.19 49.21 45.51 48.04
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Figure 3.2: MAPs of sMIL-PI-DA on the CCV dataset when using different trade-off parame-

ters.

3.5.4 Robustness to the Parameters

Our methods are relatively robust when the trade-off parameters are set in certain ranges.

Here, we study the performance variation of our sMIL-PI-DA method with respect to

one parameter while fixing other parameters as their default values. Let us take the CCV

dataset as an example, the MAPs of sMIL-PI-DA are in the range of [50.32%, 50.66%]

(resp., [50.15%, 51.10%]) when we set γ ∈ [10−3, 103] (resp., C1 ∈ [101, 105]), as shown

in the left (resp., middle) subfigure in Fig 3.2. For the parameters C2 and λ, we observe

our methods are relatively robust when C2

λ
is empirically fixed as 104. The MAPs of

sMIL-PI-DA are in the range of [49.52%, 50.32%] when we set C2 ∈ [101, 105], as shown

in the right subfigure in Fig 3.2. We also have similar observations for our other methods

and on other datasets. We will study how to decide the optimal parameters in our future

work.
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Table 3.5: Training time of our sMIL-PI method and the baseline methods without domain

adaptation on the CCV dataset.

Method SVM pSVM+ RT Classeme MIML KCCA SVM-2K sMIL sMIL-PI

Time(s) 22.17 35.21 1501.51 1618.15 8785.27 88.13 96.98 18.31 21.86

Table 3.6: Training time of our sMIL-PI-DA method and the existing domain adaptation

methods on the CCV dataset.

Method DASVM STM SA TCA DIP KMM GFK SGF sMIL-PI-DA

Time(s) 1130.05 204.74 615.79 972.95 1089.95 111.23 1932.82 3592.87 151.71

3.5.5 Comparison of Training Time

In this section, we take sMIL-PI and sMIL-PI-DA as two examples to compare the

training time with the corresponding MIL method sMIL as well as other baselines. As

shown in (3.6), our sMIL-PI method can be formulated as a quadratic programming

(QP) problem with respect to two variables {α,β}. Compared with sMIL, which can

be formulated as a QP problem with respect to one variable α only, the size of the QP

problem in (3.6) is larger. However, it can still be efficiently solved with the existing QP

solvers. Specifically, we take the CCV dataset as an example to compare the training

time of sMIL-PI with other baseline methods. From Table 3.5, we observe that the

training time of sMIL-PI is only slightly longer than sMIL, and our sMIL-PI method is

much more efficient than other baseline methods.

Similarly, our sMIL-PI-DA method can also be solved as a QP problem w.r.t. three

variables {α,β,θ}. So it can also be efficiently solved by using the existing QP solvers.

In Table 3.6, we take the CCV dataset as an example to compare the training time of

sMIL-PI-DA with existing methods. We observe that our sMIL-PI-DA method is faster

than other baseline methods except KMM. A possible explanation is that KMM solves a

smaller scale QP problem w.r.t. θ before training an SVM classifier in the second step.
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3.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed new MIL approaches for action and event recognition

by learning from loosely labeled web data. We firstly propose a new MIL-PI framework

together with three instantiations sMIL-PI, mi-SVM-PI and MIL-CPB-PI, in which we

not only take advantage of the additional textual features in the training web videos but

also effectively cope with noise in the loose labels of relevant training web videos. We

further propose a new MIL-PI-DA framework and three instantiations sMIL-PI-DA, mi-

SVM-PI-DA and MIL-CPB-PI-DA, which can additionally reduce the data distribution

mismatch between the training and test videos. By using freely available web videos

as training data, our approaches are inherently not limited by any predefined lexicon.

Extensive experiments clearly demonstrate our proposed approaches are effective for

action and event recognition.
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Chapter 4

Visual Recognition by Learning from Web Data via

Weakly Supervised Domain Generalization

In this chapter, a weakly supervised domain generalization method is proposed for real-

world visual recognition tasks, in which we train classifiers by using web data (e.g., web

images and web videos) with noisy labels. In particular, two challenging problems need to

be solved when learning robust classifiers, in which the first issue is to cope with the label

noise of training web data from the source domain while the second issue is to enhance

the generalization capability of learnt classifiers to arbitrary target domain. In order

to handle the first problem, the training samples within each category are partitioned

into clusters, where we use “bag” to denote each cluster and “instances” to denote the

samples in each cluster. Then, we identify a proportion of good training samples in each

bag and train robust classifiers by using the good training samples, which leads to a multi-

instance learning (MIL) problem. In order to handle the second problem, we assume that

the training samples possibly form a set of hidden domains, with each hidden domain

associated with a distinctive data distribution. Then, for each category and each hidden

latent domain, we propose to learn one classifier by extending our MIL formulation, which

leads to our Weakly Supervised Domain Generalization (WSDG) approach. In the testing

stage, our approach can obtain better generalization capability by effectively integrating

multiple classifiers from different latent domains in each category. Moreover, our WSDG

approach is further extended to utilize additional textual descriptions associated with web

data as privileged information although test data do not have such privileged information.

Extensive experiments on three benchmark datasets indicate that our newly proposed

methods are effective for real-world visual recognition tasks by learning from web data.
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4.1 Introduction

The research interest on utilizing web images/videos as the training data to recog-

nize new images/videos grows rapidly in recent years. Nevertheless, as mentioned in

[144], the data distributions of training and test samples are most likely to be different,

which leads to the dataset bias problem [144]. In order to tackle this issue, researchers

have proposed abundant domain adaptation approaches for different computer vision

tasks [9, 22, 25, 40, 42, 44, 45, 63, 98, 120]. In the case that target domain data are unseen

in the training stage, the problem is called domain generalization. Compared with do-

main adaptation, domain generalization targets at learning robust classifiers that have

excellent generalization ability to arbitrary target domain [80, 110, 116, 164], which is

very important in real-world visual recognition tasks. For instance, different datasets

consisting of photos/videos captured by different users with different cameras can be

treated as different target domains which have different visual feature distributions. Due

to privacy issues, some users may be reluctant to upload their photos/videos to public

websites and thus we are lacking of data from some target domains. In such case, it is

crucial to develop effective approaches for domain generalization, which do not require

target domain data during the training stage.

In this chapter, the domain generalization problem is explored by utilizing freely

available source domain data (i.e., web images/videos). Specifically, a novel method

called weakly supervised domain generalization (WSDG) is developed in Section 4.3.

Two important issues are considered: 1) web images/videos are often associated with

inaccurate labels, i.e., they are loosely labeled; 2) the data distributions between the

source domain and the target domain are usually quite different. Moreover, during the

training stage, the target domain data is generally unseen.

To tackle the inaccurate labels of training images/videos, the training samples within

each category are first partitioned into clusters. We use “bag” to denote each cluster

and “instances” to denote the samples in each cluster. We only have the labels of each

training bags, but the instance labels in each training bag are unknown. Inspired by

multi-instance learning (MIL) works, we use a proportion of good samples selected from

a bag to representing the bag, assuming that the training bags from different categories
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Figure 4.1: The flowchart of our visual recognition methods. The flowchart consists of an

approach to discover the latent domains, which learns the probabilities that each training

sample comes from each latent domain, and a classification method WSDG/WSDG-PI, which

learns one classifier for each category and each hidden latent domain. For our WSDG method,

only the visual features are required as the input, while for our WSDG-PI method, visual

features together with textual features are required as the input.

can be well distinguished. We then unify learning robust classifiers and selecting good

training samples for each bag in a multi-class multi-instance formulation.

On the other hand, inspired by the recent works [59, 69, 164], we conjecture the train-

ing web samples possibly form a set of hidden latent domains, each of which has a different

data distribution. Thus, we apply the existing technology to discover multiple latent do-

mains, and then learn one classifier for each category and each latent domain. Since

the training samples for learning classifiers for each category and each latent domain are

relatively more coherent, the integrated classifier obtained by fusing multiple classifiers

from all categories is more robust to various data distributions. As a result, we expect

the integrated classifier will have good generalization ability to arbitrary target domain.

Note that for each training bag, we just use a proportion of training samples to learn

the classifiers, and thus we propose to identify the training instances that have more

distinctive data distributions by using a Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) based

regularizer.

In the testing stage, for each test sample, we select the classifier corresponding to

the highest response among all classifiers from different latent domains in each category,

which can be intuitively explained as we select the most matched latent domain for each

test sample. As a result, the data distribution mismatch between training samples and

test samples can be reduced.
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Additionally, the web data are usually accompanied by additional textual information

(e.g., tags, descriptions, and captions), which can be used as privileged information [98,

150], though these textual features are not available for the test data. In Section 4.4, our

WSDG method is extended by utilizing such privileged information, which is referred to

as WSDG-PI. The flowchart of our WSDG and WSDG-PI methods is shown in Fig. 4.1.

In Section 4.5, the extensive experimental results clearly show the effectiveness of our

approaches.

4.2 Related Work

Multi-instance learning (MIL) is in the sense that we partition the training samples into

clusters and use “bag” (resp., “instances”) to denote each cluster (resp., the samples in

each bag). A set of MIL approaches were developed in [4, 96, 99]. In mi-SVM [4], the

SVM classifier is trained at each iteration based on the inferred instance labels from the

previous iteration. In KI-SVM [99], the key instances inside each bag are used as the

representatives of the bag. Nevertheless, these methods were proposed without taking

the data distribution mismatch between two domains into consideration, so the learnt

classifiers may not generalize well to arbitrary target domain.

Domain generalization is another relevant research topic. When we have target do-

main data in the training process, domain adaptation approaches can be used to reduce

the domain distribution mismatch. The recent works on domain generalization and do-

main adaptation have been discussed in Section 2.4 and Section 2.3.

This chapter is also related to several recent approaches which can discover latent

domains [59, 69, 160, 164]. In these works, latent domains are discovered based on a

clustering approach (i.e., [69]), the MMD criterion (i.e., [59]), or mutual information

(i.e., [160]). After discovering the latent domains, these works train an SVM classifier

or K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) classifier for each hidden latent domain, and then all the

classifiers learnt for different latent domains are integrated to predict the test samples.

Unlike the above works, we jointly learn multiple classifiers for all latent domains and

categories, which can be effectively integrated in a unified formulation.

The sub-categorization problem [67] is also related to this chapter since each category

often consists of multiple subcategories. Recently, some works were proposed to integrate
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multi-instance learning (MIL) with sub-categorization [158, 175, 176]. Nevertheless, the

domain distribution mismatch between the training and the test data was not considered

in these works, which is quite different from the domain generalization problem discussed

in this chapter.

Finally, learning using privileged information (LUPI) [150] is also related to this

chapter. In the LUPI paradigm, training samples are associated with additional features

that are not available for the test data, which are referred to as privileged information.

In some recent works [55, 98, 135, 163], privileged information was exploited for different

computer vision tasks. In [135], rank SVM was proposed to rank web images based on

privileged information. In [55, 163], privileged information is incorporated into distance

metric learning. However, these works assume training data and test data are with the

same data distribution while this assumption does not hold in our setting. In [98], a new

method was proposed to simultaneously handle label noise, take advantage of privileged

information, and reduce the domain distribution mismatch. However, the target domain

data are required in [98], while they are assumed to be unseen in this chapter.

4.3 Weakly Supervised Domain Generalization

In this section, a novel weakly supervised domain generalization (WSDG) approach is

proposed, which simultaneously identifies good samples and learns robust classifiers. As-

suming there are N training samples from C categories in the source domain, the source

domain data are denoted as {(x1, y1), . . . , (xN , yN)}, where xi is the i-th training sample,

with its corresponding category label yi ∈ {1, . . . , C}.
Next, we first provide a brief introduction on how to discover latent domains using

the existing technology [59]. Then, we develop a multi-class multi-instance learning

approach without considering the latent domain issues. Last, we integrate the latent

domain discovery technique into our multi-class multi-instance learning formulation.

4.3.1 Discovering Latent Domains

In this chapter, the existing latent domain discovering technique in [59] is adopted, which

relies on the Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) criterion. We use πi,m ∈ {0, 1} to
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indicate whether each sample belongs to each latent domain. Specifically, πi,m = 1 if xi

comes from the m-th latent domain, and πi,m = 0 otherwise. We denote Nm =
∑N

i=1 πi,m

as the number of training samples from the m-th hidden latent domain. The approach in

[59] aims to maximize the sum of MMDs between each pair of latent domains, expecting

the discovered latent domains to be as distinctive as possible, i.e.,

max
πi,m

∑
m6=m̃

‖ 1

Nm

N∑
i=1

πi,mφ(xi)−
1

Nm̃

N∑
i=1

πi,m̃φ(xi)‖2, (4.1)

where φ(·) is the feature mapping function which is induced by a kernel K ∈ R
N×N

on the training data (i.e., K = [Ki,j] with Ki,j = φ(xi)
′φ(xj)). Let βi,m =

πi,m
Nm

and

βm = [β1,m, . . . , βN,m]′, we can relax the above problem according to [59] as,

max
β

∑
m6=m̃

(βm − βm̃)′K(βm − βm̃) (4.2)

s.t.
1

N
≤
∑M

m=1
βi,m ≤

1

C
, ∀i, (4.3)∑N

i=1
δ(yi = c)βi,m =

1

N

∑N

i=1
δ(yi = c),∀c,m, (4.4)∑N

i=1
βi,m = 1, βi,m ≥ 0, ∀i,m, (4.5)

where the first constraint in (4.3) is to guarantee that at least one training sample is

selected in each hidden latent domain per category, the second constraint in (4.4) is to

ensure the class distribution in the whole source domain is consistent with that in each

hidden latent domain, and the third constraint in (4.5) can be easily obtained based on

the definitions of βi,m and πi,m. Interested readers can refer to [59] for more technical

details. Note the above quadratic programming problem is non-convex, which is not

easy to be optimized. However, we can still utilize the existing solver in [1] to achieve

satisfactory performance.

After latent domains are discovered by optimizing the objective function in (4.2),

one classifier is learnt for each category and each hidden latent domain. Then, a set of

classifiers for each category are integrated based on the learnt βi,m’s. Next, we develop a

novel multi-class multi-instance learning formulation to cope with the label noise, followed

by extending our proposed formulation with the learnt βi,m’s to make the learnt classifiers

more capable of generalizing to arbitrary target domain.
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4.3.2 Formulation

4.3.2.1 Learning with Weakly Supervised Information

In multi-instance learning (MIL), training samples are partitioned into a set of bags

with explicit bag labels while the accurate labels of training instances in each bag are

unknown. Inspired by MIL, the training samples within each category in our case are

partitioned into training bags, i.e., {(Bl, Yl)|l = 1, . . . , L}. As the training samples are

obtained by using category names as searching queries, the bag label Yl ∈ {1, . . . , C} is

the corresponding query name. Similarly to [96], each positive bag is assumed to have

at least a certain portion of true positive instances. Thus, we use the ratio η to denote

the proportion of true positive training instances in each bag. Note η can be estimated

from some prior knowledge, similar to conventional MIL methods.

In order to learn robust classifiers effectively, we want to select good samples from each

training bag by removing the outliers with inaccurate class labels. Particularly, we use a

binary indicator hi ∈ {0, 1} to indicate whether each training sample xi is selected. To

be exact, hi = 0 if xi is not selected, and hi = 1, otherwise. We define h = [h1, . . . , hN ]′

as the indicator vector, and use H = {h|
∑

i∈Il hi = η|Bl|,∀l} to represent the feasible set

of h, where Il represents the set of instance indices in Bl, and |Bl| denotes the cardinality

of Bl.
Based on the multi-class SVM [30], we propose our multi-class MIL formulation as

follows. In particular, C classifiers {fc(x)|c = 1, . . . C} are to be learnt, where each clas-

sifier1 can be represented as fc(x) = (wc)
′φ(x). Inspired by the MIL learning method

KI-SVM [99] as well as multi-class SVM [30], we propose to jointly learn h and C clas-

sifiers as,

min
h∈H
wc,ξl

1

2

C∑
c=1

‖wc‖2 + C1

L∑
l=1

ξl (4.6)

s.t.
1

|Bl|
∑
i∈Il

hi ((wYl)
′φ(xi)− (wc̃)

′φ(xi)) ≥ η − ξl, ∀l, c̃ 6= Yl, (4.7)

ξl ≥ 0, ∀l, (4.8)

1We omit the bias term here for better representation. Instead, the feature of each training sample

is augmented with an extra element of 1.
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where C1 is a tradeoff parameter, and ξl’s are slack variables. We enforce the total decision

value of each bag Bl obtained based on the classifier corresponding to its category to be

larger than those obtained by using the classifiers for the other categories by using the

constraint in (4.7). Intuitively, we expect to identify good instances within each training

bag to reduce the bag-level loss.

Note that multi-class SVM [30] is a special case of the problem in (4.6) with the bag

size |Bl| being 1. Besides, when there are two categories, (4.6) becomes the MIL learning

problem in KI-SVM [99] with slight modifications.

4.3.2.2 Weakly Supervised Domain Generalization

Now considering the training samples in the source domain come from M latent domains,

we propose to enhance the generalization capability of the learnt classifiers by integrating

the classifiers from all latent domains for each category.

To be exact, totally C×M classifiers {fc,m(x)|c = 1, . . . C, and m = 1, . . . ,M} are to

be learnt, where fc,m(x) = (wc,m)′φ(x) represents the classifier corresponding to the m-th

hidden latent domain and the c-th category. Then, we can obtain the decision function

on xi for each category by integrating the learnt classifiers from multiple latent domains

as fc(xi) =
∑M

m=1 β̂i,mfc,m(xi), where β̂i,m is the probability that the i-th training sample

comes from the m-th hidden latent domain. β̂i,m is defined as β̂i,m =
βi,m∑M
m=1 βi,m

, where

βi,m’s are precomputed by solving (4.2). In summary, we expect to learn C×M classifiers

to make the integrated classifiers fc(xi)’s as discriminative as possible.

Note that the latent domain discovery technique in [59] was proposed for clean

training data without label noise. When dealing with the training data with noisy

labels, while maximizing (4.2), we need to seek for an optimal h to remove outliers.

With B = [β1, . . . ,βM ] ∈ R
N×M , the objective function in (4.2) can be written as

ρ(B,K) =
∑

m 6=m̃(βm − βm̃)′K(βm − βm̃). In order to learn an optimal h, we add a

regularizer ρ(B,K ◦ (hh′)) and derive the complete objective function of our proposed
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WSDG approach as,

min
h∈H

wc,m,ξl

1

2

C∑
c=1

M∑
m=1

‖wc,m‖2 + C1

L∑
l=1

ξl − C2 ρ(B,K ◦ (hh′)) (4.9)

s.t.
1

|Bl|
∑
i∈Il

hi

(
M∑
m=1

β̂i,m(wYl,m)′φ(xi)− (wc̃,m̃)′φ(xi)

)
≥ η − ξl, ∀l, m̃, c̃ 6= Yl, (4.10)

ξl ≥ 0, ∀l, (4.11)

where C2 is a tradeoff parameter. The explanation for the constraint (4.10) is similar

to that for (4.7) except that we replace (wYl)
′φ(xi) in (4.7) with

∑M
m=1 β̂i,m(wYl,m)′φ(xi)

and (wc̃)
′φ(xi) with (wc̃,m̃)′φ(xi).

Essentially, we train one classifier for each category and each hidden latent domain.

This is mainly because the data distributions of the training samples from one category

and one hidden latent domain are generally more similar [59], which makes learning a

discriminative classifier easier. In the testing stage, given a test sample x, we predict its

label by,

arg max
c

(
max
m

wc,m
′φ(x)

)
. (4.12)

Namely, for each category, we attempt to seek for the most matched hidden latent do-

main for a given test sample, whose classifier achieves the largest decision value from

all the latent domains. In this way, we conjecture the integrated classifiers have good

generalization ability to the test data from arbitrary target domain.

4.3.3 Optimization

The non-convex mixed integer problem in (4.9) is nontrivial to solve. According to some

recent works on MIL [96][99], the dual form of (4.9) can be relaxed as a multiple kernel

learning (MKL) problem, which shares a similar solution as that in [82]. Next, we

introduce how to relax the dual form of (4.9), and then discuss how to solve the relaxed

problem in detail.
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4.3.3.1 Reformulation in Dual Form

Proposition 1 The dual form of (4.9) is,

min
h∈H

max
α

−1

2
α′Qhα+ ζ ′α− C2 ρ(B,K ◦ (hh′)) (4.13)

s.t.
∑
c,m

αl,c,m = C1, ∀l

αl,c,m ≥ 0, ∀l, c,m,

where α ∈ RD̃ is a vector containing dual variables αl,c,m, D̃ = L ·C ·M , ζ ∈ RD̃ is a vec-

tor, in which each entry ζl,c,m = 0 if c = Yl and ζl,c,m = η otherwise. Each element in the

matrix Qh ∈ RD̃×D̃ can be obtained based on Qh
u,v = 1

|Bl||Bl̃|
∑

i∈Il

∑
j∈Il̃

hihjφ(xi)
′φ(xj)γ(i, j, c, c̃,m, m̃),

v = (l̃−1) ·C ·M+(c̃−1) ·M+m̃ and u = (l−1) ·C ·M+(c−1) ·M+m are the indices,

and γ(i, j, c, c̃,m, m̃) = [1 − δ(c = yi)][1 − δ(c̃ = yj)][δ(yi = yj)
∑M

q=1 β̂i,qβ̂j,q + δ(c =

c̃)δ(m = m̃)]− [1− δ(c = c̃)]{[1− δ(c = yi)]δ(c = yj)β̂j,m + [1− δ(c̃ = yj)]δ(c̃ = yi)β̂i,m̃}.

The proof of Proposition 1 can be found in Appendix B.

The problem in (4.13) is a mixed integer programming problem, which is difficult

to be solved. Inspired by [96][99], we use an alternative approach to find the optimal

combination coefficients of hth
′
t’s given all feasible ht ∈ H, i.e.,

∑
ht∈H dthth

′
t with dt

being the combination coefficient instead of directly optimizing over the indicator vector

h. For ease of presentation, we denote T = |H|, d = [d1, . . . , dT ]′, the feasible set of d as

D = {d|d′1 = 1,d ≥ 0}, and the feasible set of α in (4.13) as A. Then, we arrive at the

following optimization problem:

min
d∈D

max
α∈A

−1

2

T∑
t=1

dtα
′Qhtα+ ζ ′α

−C2

T∑
t=1

dtρ(B,K ◦ (hth
′
t)), (4.14)

Note that we move the sum operator over dt outside Qht and ρ(B,K◦ (hth
′
t)), since both

of them are linear terms of hth
′
t. The above problem is similar to the MKL dual form

when we treat each base kernel as Qht . Therefore, we can solve it based on its following
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primal form, which is a convex optimization problem:

min
d∈D,wt,ξl

1

2

T∑
t=1

‖wt‖2

dt
+ C1

L∑
l=1

ξl − C2

T∑
t=1

dtρ(B,K ◦ (hth
′
t)) (4.15)

s.t.
T∑
t=1

w′tψ(ht,Bl, c,m) ≥ ζl,c,m − ξl, ∀l, c,m, (4.16)

where ψ(ht,Bl, c,m) is used to denote the feature mapping induced by Qht , i.e., ψ(ht,Bl, c,m)′

ψ(ht,Bl̃, c̃, m̃) = Qht
u,v, in which v = (l̃− 1) ·C ·M + (c̃− 1) ·M + m̃, u = (l− 1) ·C ·M +

(c− 1) ·M +m.

4.3.3.2 The Solution to (4.15)

We solve the convex problem in (4.15) by updating d and {wt, ξl} in an alternative way.

Update d: When fixing {wt, ξl}, in order to solve d, we introduce a dual variable τ for

the constraint d′1 = 1 and derive the Lagrangian form of (4.15) as,

L̂ =
1

2

T∑
t=1

‖wt‖2

dt
+ C1

L∑
l=1

ξl − C2

T∑
t=1

dtρ(B,K ◦ (hth
′
t))

−
∑
l,c,m

αl,c,m(
T∑
t=1

w′tψ(ht,Bl, c,m)− ζl,c,m + ξl) + τ(
T∑
t=1

dt − 1) (4.17)

By setting the derivative of (4.17) w.r.t. each dt to zero, we have

τ =
‖wt‖2

2d2
t

+ C2ρ(B,K ◦ (hth
′
t)), ∀t = 1, . . . , T, (4.18)

which can be rewritten as,

dt =
‖wt‖√

2τ − 2C2ρ(B,K ◦ (hth′t))
, ∀t = 1, . . . , T. (4.19)

Since the function on the righthand side of (4.19) is monotonically decreasing w.r.t.

τ and d′1 = 1, we first apply binary search to seek for the value τ which satisfies the

constraint
∑T

t=1 dt = 1, and then recover dt’s based on (4.19).

Update wt: When d is fixed, α can be solved in the dual form (4.14) and wt can

be recovered. Particularly, we can solve the problem in (4.14), which is a quadratic

programming problem w.r.t. α, by employing QP solvers. Nevertheless, it is very time-

consuming to use the existing QP solvers which are not specifically designed for our

problem with L · C ·M variables. Thus, we solve this QP problem by using an efficient

Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) algorithm, based on [20] and [47].
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4.3.3.3 Cutting-Plane Algorithm

When using the above alternating optimization algorithm, the major challenge is that

there are too many base kernels. Inspired by the work on Infinite Kernel Learning (IKL)

[57], we begin with a small number of base kernels and then add a new violating base

kernel at each iteration iteratively, which is named the cutting-plane algorithm. Since

the MKL subproblem we need to solve at each iteration only has a small set of h, it

becomes much more efficient to optimize the whole problem. Particularly, we replace

ρ(B,K ◦ (hth
′
t)) in (4.17) equivalently by using h′tPht with P =

∑
m 6=m̃ K ◦ ((βm −

βm̃)(βm − βm̃)′). By setting the derivatives of (4.17) w.r.t. {wt, ξt, dt} as zeros followed

by some derivations, we can rewrite (4.14) as,

max
τ,α∈A

−τ + ζ ′α, (4.20)

s.t.
1

2
α′Qhtα+ C2h

′
tPht ≤ τ, ∀t, (4.21)

which has a large number of constraints.

To solve (4.20), we begin with only one constraint and add a new violated constraint

at each iteration. Specifically, since each constraint is related to an ht, the most violated

constraint can be obtained by optimizing

max
h

1

2
α′Qhα+ C2h

′Ph (4.22)

After a simple deduction, (4.22) can be rewritten as,

max
h

h′(
1

2
Q̂ ◦ (α̂α̂′) + C2P)h, (4.23)

where α̂ ∈ R
N is the shrinked vector of α with its element α̂i = 1

|Bl|
∑

c,m αl,c,m for

each i ∈ Il, and Q̂ ∈ R
N×N is the shrinked matrix of Q with its element Q̂i,j =∑

c,c̃,m,m̃ γ(i, j, c, c̃,m, m̃)φ(xi)
′φ(xj). The problem in (4.23) can be solved approximately

by enumerating the binary indicator vector h bag by bag in order to maximize the ob-

jective value of (4.23) until there is no change in h .

The proposed WSDG method is summarized in Algorithm 5.

2We initialize h1 by assigning the entries corresponding to the top η|Bl| instances (i.e., with highest

decision values) in each bag Bl to 1, and other entries to 0. In particular, we assign the labels of all

training instances as their corresponding bag labels to train SVM classifiers, and then get the decision

values of all training instances based on the learnt SVM classifiers.
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Algorithm 5 Weakly Supervised Domain Generalization (WSDG) Algorithm

Require: The training data {(Bl, Yl)|Ll=1}.

1: Initialize t = 1 and2 C = {h1}.

2: repeat

3: Set t← t+ 1.

4: Based on H = C, obtain (d,α) by optimizing the MKL subproblem in (4.14).

5: Solving (4.23) to find the violated ht, which is added to the violation set (i.e.,

C ← C
⋃

ht).

6: until The objective of (4.14) converges.

Ensure: The learnt classifier f(x).

4.4 Weakly Supervised Domain Generalization using

Privileged Information (WSDG-PI)

The web data are generally accompanied by massive and informative contextual informa-

tion (e.g., surrounding texts, tags, and captions). Although the contextual information

is not available for the test data, they can still be used as privileged information to

improve the performance of the learnt classifiers [98, 150]. Based on the above idea, we

extend our WSDG approach by further utilizing privileged information, i.e., the textual

features extracted from the textual descriptions of web images/videos, which leads to our

WSDG-PI approach.

Let us denote the textual feature of the i-th training sample as zi. Inspired by the

works in [98, 150], we define f̃c,m(zi) = (w̃c,m)′φ̃(zi) as the slack function, in which φ̃

is the feature mapping function for zi. For ease of presentation, we define the lefthand

side of (4.10) as F (Bl, c̃, m̃) = 1
|Bl|
∑

i∈Il hi(
∑M

m=1 β̂i,m(wYl,m)′φ(xi) − (wc̃,m̃)′φ(xi)), and

also define F̃ (Bl, c̃, m̃) = 1
|Bl|
∑

i∈Il hi(
∑M

m=1 β̂i,m(w̃Yl,m)′φ̃(zi) − (w̃c̃,m̃)′φ̃(zi)). Then we
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formulate our WSDG-PI approach as,

min
h∈H,ξl,εl

wc,m,w̃c,m

1

2

C∑
c=1

M∑
m=1

(
‖wc,m‖2 + λ‖w̃c,m‖2

)
+ C1

L∑
l=1

(ξl + εl)

−C2ρ(B,K ◦ (hh′)) + C3

L∑
l=1

M∑
m̃=1

∑
c̃6=Yl

F̃ (Bl, c̃, m̃) (4.24)

s.t. F (Bl, c̃, m̃) ≥ η − F̃ (Bl, c̃, m̃)− ξl, ∀l, m̃, c̃ 6= Yl, (4.25)

F̃ (Bl, c̃, m̃) ≥ η − εl, ∀l, m̃, c̃ 6= Yl, (4.26)

ξl ≥ 0, ∀l, (4.27)

εl ≥ 0, ∀l, (4.28)

where C1, C2, C3, and λ are the tradeoff parameters, and εl is the slack variable introduced

for the slack function F̃ (Bl, c̃, m̃). As discussed in [150], the slack function F̃ (Bl, c̃, m̃)

plays the role of teacher by providing the explanations to the students, so we expect

F̃ (Bl, c̃, m̃) can well adjust the prediction of F (Bl, c̃, m̃) for the samples which are difficult

to be classified.

To derive the solution to the above problem, we write the dual form of (4.24) as,

min
h∈H

max
α,ς

−1

2
α′Qhα− 1

2λ
(α+ ς − C31)′Q̃h(α+ ς − C31) + ζ ′(α+ ς)

−C2ρ(B,K ◦ (hh′)) (4.29)

s.t.
∑
c,m

αl,c,m = C1, ∀l

αl,c,m ≥ 0, ∀l, c,m,∑
c,m

ςl,c,m = C1, ∀l

ςl,c,m ≥ 0, ∀l, c,m,

where α ∈ RD̃ is a vector containing the dual variables αl,c,m, D̃ = L · C ·M , ς ∈ RD̃ is

a vector containing the dual variables ςl,c,m, Qh is defined in the paragraph after (4.13),

and Q̃h is defined by replacing φ(x) in Qh with φ̃(z). We leave the details of deriving

the dual form of (4.24) in Appendix B.

Similarly to solving (4.13), we optimize over the linear combination coefficients of

hth
′
t’s given all feasible ht ∈ H, i.e.,

∑
ht∈H dthth

′
t, where dt is the combination coefficient
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for hth
′
t. We denote T = |H|, d = [d1, . . . , dT ]′, D = {d|d′1 = 1,d ≥ 0} as the feasible

set of d, A as the feasible set of α in (4.29), and E as the feasible set of ς in (4.29).

Then, we can arrive at the problem as follows,

min
d∈D

max
α∈A
ς∈E

−1

2

T∑
t=1

dtα
′Qhtα+ ζ ′(α+ ς) (4.30)

− 1

2λ

T∑
t=1

dt(α+ ς − C31)′Q̃ht(α+ ς − C31)− C2

T∑
t=1

dtρ(B,K ◦ (hth
′
t)).

We solve (4.30) based on its primal problem, which is a Multiple Kernel Learning

(MKL) problem and we can solve it in a similar way as in [82],

min
d∈D,ξl,εl
wt,w̃t

1

2

T∑
t=1

‖wt‖2

dt
+
λ

2

T∑
t=1

‖w̃t‖2

dt
+ C1

L∑
l=1

(ξl + εl) (4.31)

−C2

T∑
t=1

dtρ(B,K ◦ (hth
′
t)) + C3

T∑
t=1

∑
l,m̃,c̃6=Yl

w̃′tψ̃(ht,Bl, c̃, m̃)

s.t.
T∑
t=1

w′tψ(ht,Bl, c̃, m̃)

≥ ζl,c̃,m̃ −
T∑
t=1

w̃′tψ̃(ht,Bl, c̃, m̃)− ξl,∀l, c̃, m̃,

T∑
t=1

w̃′tψ̃(ht,Bl, c̃, m̃) ≥ ζl,c̃,m̃ − εl, ∀l, c̃, m̃.

where ψ(ht,Bl, c,m) is defined below (4.15), ψ̃(ht,Bl, c,m) is the feature mapping induced

by Q̃ht , i.e., ψ̃(ht,Bl, c,m)′ψ̃(ht,Bl̃, c̃, m̃) = Q̃ht
u,v, in which v = (l̃− 1) ·C ·M + (c̃− 1) ·

M + m̃, u = (l − 1) · C ·M + (c− 1) ·M +m. wt and w̃t are defined as

wt = dt
∑
l,c,m

αl,c,mψ(ht,Bl, c,m), (4.32)

w̃t = dt
∑
l,c,m

(αl,c,m + ςl,c,m − C3)ψ̃(ht,Bl, c,m). (4.33)

Similar as (4.15), the problem in (4.31) is also a convex problem, which can be solved

by updating d and {wt, w̃t, ξl, εl} alternatively.
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Update d: When {wt, w̃t, ξl, εl} is fixed, we first introduce a dual variable τ for the

constraint d′1 = 1 to obtain the Lagrangian form of (4.31) similarly as (4.17). When the

derivative of the Lagrangian form w.r.t. each dt is set to zero, we can have

τ =
‖wt‖2

2d2
t

+ λ
‖w̃t‖2

2d2
t

+ C2ρ(B,K ◦ (hth
′
t)), ∀t, (4.34)

which leads to

dt =

√
‖wt‖2 + λ‖w̃t‖2

2τ − 2C2ρ(B,K ◦ (hth′t))
, ∀t. (4.35)

Similarly to (4.19), (4.35) is also monotonically decreasing w.r.t. τ . So we also use

the binary search method to seek for τ which satisfies
∑T

t=1 dt = 1, and calculate dt’s by

using (4.35).

Update {wt, w̃t, ξl, εl}: When d is fixed, we solve α and ς in (4.30). Specifically, we

concatenate α and ς into a long vector ϑ, and thus (4.30) becomes a QP problem w.r.t.

ϑ. Since there are too many variables in ϑ, it is very inefficient to be solved based on

QP solvers. Similar to Section 4.3.3.2, we use the SMO algorithm to solve (4.30).

Again, there are too many hth
′
t’s when using the above alternating optimization

procedure. Similar to Section 4.3.3.3, we employ the cutting-plane algorithm. In each

iteration, we seek for the most violating indicator h by solving the following problem

similar to solving (4.22),

max
h

1

2
α′Qhα+

1

2λ
(α+ ς − C31)′Q̃h(α+ ς − C31) + C2ρ(B,K ◦ (hh′)).(4.36)

The whole algorithm of weakly supervised domain generalization using privileged

information (WSDG-PI) is summarized in Algorithm 6. The testing stage of our WSDG-

PI method is similar to that of WSDG as discussed in Section 4.3.2.2. Note w̃c,m’s are

not used in the testing phase because the privileged information (i.e., textual features)

is not available for the test samples.

Time Complexity Analysis: Our WSDG-PI method consists of two steps, in which we

first discover latent domains by solving the QP problem in (4.1) and then learn classifiers

by solving the problem in (4.31). In the first step, according to [1], the time complexity

3We adopt the same initialization method as in Algorithm 5.
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Algorithm 6 Weakly Supervised Domain Generalization using Privileged Information

(WSDG-PI) Algorithm

Require: The training data {(Bl, Yl)|Ll=1}.

1: Initialize t = 1 and3 C = {h1}.

2: repeat

3: Set t← t+ 1.

4: Obtain (d,α, ς) by optimizing the MKL problem in (4.30) based on H = C.

5: Solve (4.36) to find the violated ht, which is added to the violation set (i.e., C ←

C
⋃

ht).

6: until The objective of (4.30) converges.

Ensure: The learnt classifier f(x).

for solving the non-convex QP problem in (4.1) is O((NM)3), in which N (resp., M) is

the number of training samples (resp., latent domains).

In the second step, we solve the convex problem in (4.31) by employing the cutting-

plane algorithm, in which we add the most violated label candidate and solve the MKL

subproblem at each iteration. Since it is much more time-consuming to solve the MKL

subproblems, the time complexity of the problem in (4.31) can be roughly estimated as

T ·O(MKL), in which T is the number of iterations and O(MKL) is the time complexity

of the MKL subproblem.

Nevertheless, no previous work has studied the time complexity of MKL theoretically.

When solving the MKL problem in (4.30), the most time-consuming step is to solve the

convex QP problem w.r.t. α and ς when fixing d, which is solved by using our sequential

minimal optimization (SMO) solver. According to [127], the time complexity of SMO is

between O(LCM) and O((LCM)2.3), in which M is the number of latent domains, and

L and C are the number of bags and categories, respectively. So the time complexity

of MKL (i.e., O(MKL)) is between t · O(LCM) and t · O((LCM)2.3), where t is the

number of iterations in MKL. Since our WSDG method also employs the cutting-plane

algorithm and solves an MKL subproblem by using our SMO solver at each iteration, its

time complexity can be analysed similarly.
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Table 4.1: Accuracies (%) of baselines and our WSDG method including two special cases

for the image classification and video event recognition tasks. We denote the best results in

boldface.

Method
Testing Dataset

Kodak CCV Caltech (CNN) Caltech (Classeme)

SVM [29] 40.00 45.80 70.93 33.87

sMIL [17] 46.15 50.52 71.33 34.67

mi-SVM [4] 43.59 51.31 71.47 35.07

MIL-CPB [96] 46.67 51.76 71.60 34.93

KI-SVM [99] 46.15 46.36 71.20 35.20

DICA [110] 45.12 50.80 70.80 35.60

LRESVM [164] 49.74 54.69 72.93 36.93

[69] (Match) 41.03 50.18 71.07 36.53

[69] (Ensemble) 42.05 49.96 70.08 36.80

[59] (Match) 45.13 50.78 71.47 36.40

[59](Ensemble) 46.15 52.20 72.40 37.07

Sub-Cate [67] 45.13 53.17 72.27 36.40

MMDL [158] 47.69 54.70 72.80 37.47

WSDG sim1 48.21 52.02 71.87 35.47

WSDG sim2 50.26 55.37 74.00 38.13

WSDG 51.28 56.83 75.20 38.80

4.5 Experiments

In this section, the effectiveness of our weakly supervised domain generalization (WSDG)

approach is demonstrated for image classification and video event recognition by com-

prehensive experiments on three benchmark datasets. We also analyze why we can learn

a better classifier and discover more distinctive latent domains by removing outliers in

our WSDG method. Moreover, we extend our WSDG method to WSDG-PI and the ex-

perimental results indicate the benefit of utilizing privileged information (i.e., additional

textual features).
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4.5.1 Weakly Supervised Domain Generalization

Experimental Settings: Our WSDG method is evaluated by utilizing the videos and

images crawled from web to train classifiers for video event recognition and image classi-

fication tasks, respectively. In this chapter, we use multi-class classification accuracy for

performance evaluation, as suggested in [69].

For the video event recognition task, we employ two benchmark datasets Kodak [107]

and CCV [79]. The Kodak dataset contains 195 consumer videos distributed over 6

event categories. The CCV dataset [79] contains 4659 and 4658 videos distributed over

20 categories for training and testing, respectively. Strictly following the experimental

setting in [44], only the videos belonging to the related event categories are used by

merging the categories sharing similar semantic meanings, which finally leads to 2440

videos from five event classes.

In order to collect the training set for video event recognition from the Internet, web

videos are crawled from Flickr.com by querying based on the 6 (resp., 5) event category

names for the Kodak (resp., CCV) test set. For each query, 100 relevant web videos are

downloaded and partitioned uniformly according to their ranks to construct 20 bags with

5 instances in each bag.

For the visual features used for video event recognition, we firstly extract Improved

Dense Trajectory (IDT) descriptors which include 100-dim trajectory, 96-dim HOG, 108-

dim HOF, and 192-dim MBH by using the source code provided in [156]. Then, following

the Fisher vector encoding method in [156], we train 256 Gaussian Mixture Models

(GMMs) by using the IDT descriptors from the videos in the Flickr training dataset and

generate the 128,000-dim Fisher vector for each video on both training and test datasets.

Finally, following [42], we use the Aligned Space-Time Pyramid Matching (ASTPM)

method to obtain the video clip distances based on Fisher vectors. When employing the

ASTPM method, we set the volume size as 1/2l (l = 1, . . . , L) of the original video in

height, width, and temporal dimension, in which L is set as 2 as suggested in [42]. Based

on the obtained distance matrices, we calculate the average of RBF kernel matrices from

different pyramid levels, which are used in the training or testing procedure.

For the image classification task, the BING dataset [9] is used as the source domain

while the Caltech-256 dataset is used as the test set. Strictly following the experimental
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setting in [69], we only utilize the images belonging to the first 30 categories in the

BING and Caltech-256 dataset. Following [69], 20 training images and 25 test images

are used per category, which leads to totally 600 (resp., 750) training (resp., test) samples.

Similar to video event recognition, we uniformly partition the training images based on

the given indices to construct training bags with 5 instances in each bag. We employ

both traditional and deep learning features on the Bing-Caltech dataset. Specifically,

for traditional features, we use the 2, 625-dim classeme feature provided in [9]. For deep

learning features, we the DeCAF features [38] (i.e., the 6th layer outputs), which leads

to 4, 096-dim DeCAF6 features.

As web data are not associated with explicit domain labels and even the number

of latent domains is not given, we follow [69] to assume there are 2 latent domains for

all methods on all datasets. We empirically fix C1 = C2 = 1, η = 0.8 (resp., 0.2) for

our WSDG approach for image classification (resp., video event recognition). For fair

comparison, the optimal parameters are selected for baseline methods based on their best

performances on the test dataset.

Baselines: Our WSDG approach is compared with three sets of baselines: the multi-

instance learning (MIL) baselines, the domain generalization baselines, and the latent do-

main discovering baselines. The MIL methods can be categorized into the instance-level

methods including mi-SVM [4] and MIL-CPB [96] and the bag-level methods including

sMIL [17] and KI-SVM [99]. The domain generalization methods contain the low-rank

exemplar SVM (LRESVM) method [164] and the domain-invariant component analysis

(DICA) method [110]. Note that the approach in [80] cannot be directly applied to our

tasks since the training web data are not associated with domain labels. For the two

latent domain discovering methods [59, 69], we employ two strategies named “Match”

and “Ensemble” following the suggestion in [164].

Furthermore, as the MMDL method in [158] and the discriminative sub-categorization

method [67] are related to our approach, our method is also compared with them.

To demonstrate the benefits of discovering latent domains and validate our MMD-

based regularizer in (4.9), the performances of two simplified versions of our WSDG

approach are additionally reported. We refer to them as WSDG sim1 and WSDG sim2

respectively. Specifically, in WSDG sim2, we set C2 = 0 to remove the MMD-based
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regularizer ρ(B,K ◦ (hh′)) in our WSDG approach. Based on WSDG sim2, the latent

domain issues are further ignored by setting the number of latent domains to one (i.e.,

M = 1) and we refer to this case as WSDG sim1, in which our objective in (4.9) can be

reduced to that in (4.6).

Experimental Results: The experimental results are reported in Table 4.1, from which

we can see that the sub-categorization baselines MMDL and Sub-Cate, the domain gen-

eralization baselines LRESVM and DICA, and the latent domain discovering baselines

[69] and [59] generally outperform SVM. These results show that exploiting additional

information such as subcategories, low-rank structure, or hidden latent domains in the

training samples is helpful.

Another observation is that the MIL baselines (e.g., mi-SVM, MIL-CPB, sMIL, and

KI-SVM) outperform SVM on all three datasets, although various MIL assumptions are

used in these methods. We also observe that MMDL outperforms both the Sub-Cate

method and MIL baselines, possibly because it simultaneously exploits subcategories

and utilizes the MIL technique to cope with the label noise in web data.

The performances of MIL baselines are worse than that of our special case WSDG sim1,

which might because the classifiers for different categories are jointly learnt. WSDG sim1

is worse than WSDG sim2 on all three datasets, which demonstrates the advantage of

integrating multiple classifiers from different latent domains. Moreover, our WSDG ap-

proach achieves better performances than WSDG sim2 on all three datasets, which proves

our MMD-based regularizer in (4.9) is valid. Another observation is that WSDG and

WSDG sim2 are better than all the MIL baselines [4, 17, 96, 99] and the domain gener-

alization baselines LRESVM and DICA, which shows the advantage of handling label

noise and exploiting latent domains in the web images/videos at the same time.

Finally, the best results are achieved by our WSDG method on all datasets and the

results clearly show that our WSDG method is effective for the image classification and

video event recognition tasks by utilizing the web data.

4.5.2 Experimental Analysis on WSDG

Recall that in our WSDG method, we tend to identify a subset of non-outliers from the

training samples and simultaneously expect the selected samples coming from more dis-

tinctive latent domains by using the indicator h in (4.9). Let us take image classification
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Figure 4.2: The top and bottom rows show the most and least confident images for the category

“cannon” on the Bing dataset, respectively.

task (i.e., the training and test sets are the Bing and Caltech-256 datasets, respectively)

as an example to show the benefits by introducing h for removing outliers and discovering

more distinctive latent domains.

We firstly demonstrate the effectiveness of our WSDG method for removing the out-

liers. Note that the problem for solving a binary indicator h is relaxed to seeking for a

linear combination of feasible ht’s, so we calculate h̃ =
∑T

t=1 dtht as the approximation

of h, where dt and ht are learnt by solving (4.15). Intuitively, for each element h̃i in

the vector h̃, the higher value h̃i indicates it is more confident that the corresponding

training image is a true positive instance. We show the most and least confident images

from the category “cannon” in the Bing dataset and their corresponding values h̃i’s in

Figure 4.2. We can observe that the images with the highest values h̃i’s are all true

positive instances (see the top row), while the images with the lowest values h̃i’s are the

outliers (see the bottom row). This indicates that our WSDG method is able to remove

the outliers from the training samples, and thus we can learn more robust classifiers for

the domain generalization problem.

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of our WSDG approach for constructing

more distinctive latent domains, we calculate the sum of MMDs (SMMDs) between each
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Table 4.2: The sum of MMDs (SMMDs) between each pair of latent domains by using different

methods.

Method [69] [59] WSDG

SMMDs 24.46 27.08 31.56

pair of latent domains to measure the distinctiveness of latent domains. We also compare

our WSDG method with the latent domain discovering methods in [69] and [59]. For [69],

we denote the binary latent domain indictor as π̄i,m’s, where π̄i,m indicates whether the

i-th training sample comes from the m-th hidden latent domain, and then we calculate

the sum of MMDs between each pair of latent domains as
∑

m6=m̃ ‖
1
Nm

∑N
i=1 π̄i,mφ(xi)−

1
Nm̃

∑N
i=1 π̄i,m̃φ(xi)‖2. For [59], we calculate the sum of MMDs between each pair of latent

domains based on the soft assignment coefficients βm’s as
∑

m 6=m̃ (βm − βm̃)′K(βm−βm̃)

(see (4.2)). For our method, we first calculate β̄m = h̃◦βm
‖h̃◦βm‖1

, and then obtain the sum

of MMDs between each pair of latent domains by using
∑

m 6=m̃ (β̄m − β̄m̃)
′
K(β̄m − β̄m̃).

In Table 4.2, the image classification task is taken as an example to report the sum

of MMDs between each pair of latent domains from different methods. It can be seen

from Table 4.2 that SMMDs of [59] is larger than that of [69], possibly because [59] is

specifically designed to maximize the sum of MMDs between each pair of latent domains.

We also observe that SMMDs of our WSDG approach is larger than that of [59], which

demonstrates our WSDG method can construct more distinctive latent domains by re-

moving the outliers. So our WSDG method has better generalization ability than [69]

and [59].

4.5.3 Weakly Supervised Domain Generalization using Privi-

leged Information

Experimental Settings: Our proposed WSDG-PI approach is evaluated using the

Flickr web video dataset (resp., the CCV and Kodak datasets) as the training set (resp.,

the test sets). Note that the Bing dataset provided in [9] is not associated with textual

information, so our WSDG-PI method cannot be evaluated on the Caltech-256 dataset.
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Table 4.3: Accuracies (%) of the baselines and our methods for the video event recognition

task. We denote the best results in boldface.

Method
Testing Dataset

Kodak CCV

SVM [29] 40.00 45.80

SVM-2K [49] 46.15 51.33

KCCA [65] 45.64 51.05

Classeme [146] 44.62 47.67

RT [135] 43.59 49.22

SVM+ [150] 47.69 52.69

sMIL-PI [98] 49.23 54.88

WSDG 51.28 56.83

WSDG-PI 55.38 58.15

We crawl the surrounding tags of each Flickr video and extract a 2, 000-dim term fre-

quency (TF) feature based on the associated tags for each video. The vocabulary when

extracting TF features is constructed by using 2, 000 most frequent words after remov-

ing the stop-words. These textual features of training data are considered as privileged

information. All other settings are identical to those in Section 4.5.1. WSDG-PI has two

more parameters C3 and λ, compared with WSDG. We empirically fix C3 as 0.1 and λ

as 10 on both datasets. For the baselines, the optimal parameters are selected based on

their best performances on the test dataset.

Baselines: Our method is compared with RankTransfer (RT) [135] and SVM+ [150].

Moreover, we additionally include Classeme [146] as well as two multi-view learning

methods SVM-2K [49] and KCCA [65] as the baselines because they can also utilize both

textual features and visual features of training samples.

• Classeme [146]: For each word in the 2, 000-dim textual features, we learn a

classeme classifier based on the relevant and irrelevant samples. For each sam-

ple from both training set and test set, the visual features are augmented with
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Figure 4.3: Accuracies of our WSDG and WSDG-PI methods on the CCV dataset when using

different trade-off parameters. The vertical dash lines indicate the default parameters.

the 2, 000 decision values which are obtained by using 2, 000 pre-learnt classeme

classifiers. Finally, we use the the augmented features to train the SVM classifiers

and predict the test samples.

• SVM-2K [49]: SVM-2K classifiers are trained by utilizing both visual features and

textual features of training data. Then, the classifier based on visual features is

used to classify the test samples.

• Kernel Canonical Correlation Analysis (KCCA) [65]: KCCA is employed on the

visual features and textual features of training data. Then, we use the projected

visual features to train SVM classifiers and classify the test samples.

We also compare our WSDG-PI method with sMIL-PI [98], which can simultaneously

cope with label noise and take advantage of privileged information (i.e., textual features).

We additionally include SVM and WSDG for comparison.

Experimental Results: The experimental results are reported in Table 4.3, from which

we observe that learning using privileged information methods SVM+ and RT outperform

SVM on both datasets, which indicates the advantage of utilizing privileged information

(i.e., additional textual features). Besides, multi-view approaches SVM-2K and KCCA

also outperform SVM on both datasets after employing both visual features and textual

features. We also observe that Classeme outperforms SVM on both datasets. One possi-

ble explanation is that it is helpful to augment the visual features with the decision values

obtained by using classeme classifiers. Moreover, sMIL-PI and our WSDG-PI method are

better than sMIL reported in Table 4.1 and WSDG respectively on both datasets, which

again demonstrates the benefits of utilizing the textual features as privileged information.
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Table 4.4: Training time (s) of the baselines without using privileged information and our

WSDG approach on the Bing and CCV dataset.

Method KI-SVM [69] [59] DICA LRESVM Sub-Cate MMDL WSDG

Bing 94.89 213.64 19.54 126.61 2986.57 436.18 195.01 102.15

CCV 20.50 189.91 17.49 83.85 2484.31 77.62 46.43 39.54

Table 4.5: Training time (s) of the baselines using privileged information and our WSDG-PI

approach on the CCV dataset.

Method SVM-2K KCCA Classeme RT SVM+ sMIL-PI WSDG-PI

CCV 31.67 41.32 1526.12 89.90 37.88 29.16 72.40

Finally, our method WSDG-PI outperforms all the baselines on both datasets, which

indicates the benefits of simultaneously handling label noise, exploiting privileged infor-

mation, and learning robust classifiers for better generalization ability.

4.5.4 Sensitivity of Our Approaches w.r.t. Parameters

We take the CCV dataset as an example to study the performance variation of our WSDG

and WSDG-PI methods by varying one parameter when fixing all other parameters as

their default values. Note that C1, C2, and M (i.e., the number of latent domains) are

the common parameters shared by our WSDG and WSDG-PI methods, while C3 and γ

are the additional parameters of WSDG-PI method. From Figure 4.3, we observe that

our methods are relatively robust when the trade-off parameters C1, C2, C3, and γ are

varied in certain ranges. We also observe that the results of our methods are improved

when M increases but less than 5. If M increases over 5, the results of our methods

decrease. One possible explanation is that the training set is considerably diverse, so it

contains more than two latent domains. On the other hand, the total number of training

samples is limited (only 600 training images/videos on the Bing/Flickr dataset), so the

results of our methods will decrease if we use too many latent domains.
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Figure 4.4: The training time and accuracies of our WSDG method with respect to the number

of training images on the Bing dataset.

4.5.5 Comparison of Training Time

We compare the training time of our WSDG and WSDG-PI methods with other baseline

methods. All the experiments are conducted on a server machine with 18 GB RAM and

Intel Xeon 3.33 GHz CPUs using a single thread. Let us take the Bing and CCV datasets

as two examples. In Table 4.4, we report the training time of our WSDG method and

other baselines without using privileged information. We observe that our WSDG method

is more efficient than other baselines except [59] and KI-SVM. WSDG is slower than [59]

because we need to solve (4.9) instead of directly using SVM after employing the latent

domain discovery technique in [59]. KI-SVM is also faster than WSDG. One possible

explanation is that we need to solve a more complex subproblem in each iteration.

In Table 4.5, we report the training time of our WSDG-PI method and other base-

line methods using privileged information. Note that the images in the Bing dataset

do not have additional textual information, so we only report the training time on the

CCV dataset in Table 4.5. The training time of WSDG-PI is longer than that of WSDG

reported in Table 4.4, because we need to solve a larger scale QP problem at each itera-

tion in our WSDG-PI method. Our WSDG-PI method is still reasonably efficient when

compared with other baseline methods.
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4.5.6 Time Complexity and Scalability of Our Approach

Let us take the image classification task with Bing as the training set and Caltech-256

as the test set as an example to demonstrate the scalability of our WSDG method. As

the Bing dataset and its associated training indices w.r.t. various numbers of training

samples per category are provided in [9], we use various numbers of training samples for

each category (i.e., [20, 40, 60, 80, 100]) to construct the training set in order to evaluate

the performance and the scalability of our algorithms. Since we use 30 categories on

the Bing dataset and n training samples per category, we have totally 30n training

samples. The accuracies and the training time with various numbers of training samples

are reported in Figure 4.4, from which we observe that both the accuracy and the training

time increase as the number of training samples increases.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter, a novel weakly supervised domain generalization approach WSDG has

been proposed for visual recognition tasks by utilizing loosely labeled web images/videos

as training data. Our WSDG method is able to handle the label noise in training web data

and has good generalization ability to arbitrary target domain. Additionally, we have

extended our WSDG approach to WSDG-PI by utilizing textual descriptions of training

web data as privileged information. The effectiveness of our WSDG and WSDG-PI

methods has also been demonstrated by the comprehensive experiments.
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Chapter 5

An Exemplar-based Multi-view Domain

Generalization Framework for Visual Recognition

In this chapter, we propose a new exemplar-based multi-view domain generalization

(EMVDG) framework for visual recognition, by learning robust classifiers which are able

to generalize well to arbitrary target domain based on the training samples with multiple

types of features (i.e., multi-view features). In this framework, we aim to address two

issues simultaneously: 1) the distribution of training samples (i.e., the source domain)

is often considerably different from that of test samples (i.e., the target domain), so

the performance of the classifiers learnt on the source domain may drop significantly on

the target domain. Moreover, the test data are often unseen during the training proce-

dure; 2) when the training data are associated with multi-view features, the recognition

performance can be further improved by exploiting the relation among multiple types

of features. To address the first issue, considering that it has been shown that fusing

multiple SVM classifiers can enhance the domain generalization ability, we build our

EMVDG framework upon exemplar SVMs, in which a set of exemplar SVM classifiers

are learnt with each one trained based on one positive training sample and all the neg-

ative training samples. When the source domain contains multiple latent domains, the

learnt exemplar SVM classifiers are expected to be grouped into multiple clusters. To ad-

dress the second issue, we propose two approaches under the EMVDG framework based

on the consensus principle and the complementary principle, respectively. Specifically,

we propose an EMVDG CO method by adding a co-regularizer to enforce the cluster

structures of exemplar SVM classifiers on different views to be consistent based on the

consensus principle. Inspired by multiple kernel learning (MKL), we also propose another
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EMVDG MK method by fusing the exemplar SVM classifiers from different views based

on the complementary principle. In addition, we further extend our EMVDG framework

to exemplar-based multi-view domain adaptation (EMVDA) framework when the unla-

beled target domain data are available during the training procedure. The effectiveness

of our EMVDG and EMVDA frameworks for visual recognition is clearly demonstrated

by comprehensive experiments on three benchmark datasets.

5.1 Introduction

In the field of visual recognition, the data distributions of the training data and the test

data are usually quite different, in which the training set (resp., the test set) are referred to

as the source domain (resp., the target domain). Recently, abundant domain adaptation

approaches [7, 16, 25, 39, 53, 60, 62, 71, 115]were proposed to reduce the data distribution

mismatch between the source domain and the target domain explicitly. Nevertheless,

the target domain samples are often unavailable during the training procedure and this

problem is named as domain generalization [110]. In comparison with domain adaptation,

domain generalization aims to learn robust classifiers that can generalize well to arbitrary

target domain. More recently, several domain generalization approaches [110, 114, 117,

164] were also developed to enhance the generalization capability of the classifiers learnt

on the source domain. For more details about domain generalization and adaptation,

please refer to Section 2.4 and Section 2.3.

Most of the existing approaches for domain generalization or domain adaptation only

utilize one type of feature in the training and test stage. In fact, when the training and

test data are associated with multiple types of features, the recognition performance can

be enhanced by exploiting the relation among multiple types of features (see Section 5.2

for the details). Some recently proposed domain adaptation approaches [11, 39, 166, 174]

are based on multiple types of features, which aim to tackle with the data distribution

mismatch and simultaneously exploit the relation among multiple types of features. In

[11], Blitzer et al. use Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) to learn the projection

matrices, based on which the classifiers learnt on the source domain are adapted to the

target domain. In [174], different weights are assigned to the training samples based
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on the Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD), while the prediction scores obtained on

multiple views are expected to be consistent. In [166], Yang et al. incorporate an MMD

based regularizer into the CCA framework. The approach in [39] can be used to learn the

kernel weights to cope with the domain distribution mismatch by treating each view as

a kernel. However, the above multi-view approaches [11, 39, 166, 174] require the target

domain samples in the training stage, which are not required by our domain generalization

methods.

To this end, we propose an exemplar-based multi-view domain generalization (EMVDG)

framework by utilizing multi-view source domain data to learn robust classifiers which are

able to generalize well to arbitrary target domain. On one hand, our approach is inspired

by the recent work [164] which demonstrates that fusing multiple SVM classifiers can en-

hance the domain generalization capability. In particular, our EMVDG framework builds

upon exemplar SVMs [108] with each SVM classifier learnt based on one positive training

sample together with all the negative training samples. According to the assumptions

in [59, 69, 164], the source domain may contain multiple hidden latent domains. Thus,

the exemplar SVM classifiers, which correspond to the positive samples belonging to the

same hidden latent domain, are expected to be similar. Therefore, the exemplar SVM

classifiers can be grouped into multiple clusters, which can be achieved by using low-rank

techniques (e.g., nuclear norm based regularizer or low rank representation (LRR)).

On the other hand, in order to take full advantage of multi-view features, we pro-

pose two methods under the EMVDG framework based on the consensus principle and

the complementary principle [161], respectively. Without loss of generality, the consensus

principle expects the information of multiple views to be consistent while the complemen-

tary principle assumes that each view may contain some information which are missing

in the other views so that multiple views can be jointly used to make the data represen-

tation more comprehensive. In this chapter, for the consensus principle, we enforce the

consistency of inherent cluster structures on different views by adding a co-regularizer,

which uses low-rank representation (LRR) [103] based on the the weight vectors of ex-

emplar SVM classifiers. This method is named as EMVDG CO. For the complementary

principle, we linearly combine multiple kernels on different views as in multiple kernel

learning (MKL) [6], and simultaneously enforce the dual matrix, which consists of the
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dual vectors of exemplar SVM classifiers, to be low-rank by adding a nuclear norm based

regularizer. We refer to this approach as EMVDG MK. For both methods, alternating

optimization algorithms are developed to solve the nontrivial optimization problems.

5.2 Related Work

This chapter is related to the domain generalization methods [110, 164]. Among the

exisiting domain generalization methods, this chapter is more related to [164], which

builds upon exemplar SVMs [108] to explore the low-rank structure in positive source

domain samples. However, the above approaches [110, 164] only focus on one type of

feature, while this chapter focuses on domain generalization in the multi-view scenario.

This chapter is also related to the latent domain discovering methods [59, 69]. How-

ever, the above methods require the number of hidden latent domains and these methods

do not discuss how to employ multiple types of features effectively.

In this chapter, our EMVDG framework is also extended to EMVDA for domain adap-

tation. As mentioned in Section 5.1, some domain adaptation approaches [11, 39, 166, 174]

can be used in the multi-view scenario. However, their methods require the target domain

samples in the training stage, which are not available for domain generalization.

Finally, this chapter is related to the multi-view learning approaches [6, 34, 49, 65, 73].

Generally, the existing multi-view learning methods mainly rely on either the consensus

principle or the complementary principle [161]. For the consensus principle, the approach

in [65] first uses Kernel Canonical Correlation Analysis (KCCA) to transform the training

and test features, and then learns SVM classifiers by using the transformed features,

while the work in [49] formulates this two-stage approach as one unified optimization

problem. In [34], Ding et al. proposed to learn a common low-rank subspace among

multiple types of features. For the complementary principle, the linear combination of

multiple kernels on different types of features is used to improve the performance in the

multiple kernel learning methods [6, 88]. In addition, some multi-view semi-supervised

learning approaches [12, 141] have also been proposed. For manifold based approaches,

a semi-supervised Laplacian regularizer is incorporated into KCCA in [10] while the

average matrix of multiple Laplacian matrices based on multi-view features is used in
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a semi-supervised learning method in [141]. In co-training [12], Blum et al. select the

confident unlabeled training samples by utilizing the classifier learnt on one view and add

these confident samples to the labeled training set for learning the classifier on the other

view in an iterative way. For more details about multi-view learning, please refer to the

recent survey [161]. However, all the above multi-view learning methods assume the data

distribution of the training data and the test data are the same, while our frameworks

do not have this assumption.

5.3 Exemplar-based Multi-view Domain Generaliza-

tion

In this section, an exemplar-based multi-view domain generalization (EMVDG) frame-

work is proposed. In the following, we first introduce domain generalization with ex-

emplar SVMs briefly in Section 5.3.1, and then introduce our two methods under the

EMVDG framework: EMVDG CO in Section 5.3.2 and EMVDG MK in Section 5.3.3.

In this chapter, we explore the multi-view domain generalization problem in the binary

classification scenario. Suppose the source domain contains n positive training samples

and m negative training samples, in which each sample is associated with V types of

features, then each positive training sample can be denoted as x+
i = (x1

i
+
, . . . ,xVi

+
),

i = 1, . . . , n, and each negative training sample can be denoted as x−j = (x1
j
−
, . . . ,xVj

−
),

j = 1, . . . ,m.

5.3.1 Domain Generalization with Exemplar SVMs

Domain generalization targets at learning robust classifiers that are able to generalize

well to arbitrary target domain by utilizing the source domain samples, which can be

achieved by fusing multiple SVM classifiers as discussed in Section 5.2. Specifically,

when the source domain data are assumed to be sampled from multiple latent domains,

the latent domain labels are given (i.e., in [110]) or obtained by using latent domain

discovering methods [59, 69]. Then, the classifiers learnt based on each latent domain

are integrated to predict the target domain data. Since the training samples within each

latent domain are with more coherent data distribution, each classifier corresponding to
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each latent domain should be more discriminative and the integrated classifier should be

more robust to the various data distribution of the unseen target domain.

However, in the real world scenario, the variance of training samples is likely to be

affected by complicated hidden factors that often overlap and interact with each other.

Considering that it is a very challenging task to explicitly discover the hidden latent

domains, low-rank exemplar SVM (LRESVM) was proposed in [164], which utilizes the

low-rank structure of positive source domain data. It is worth noting that this approach

builds upon the exemplar SVMs [108] with each SVM classifier learnt based on one

positive source domain sample and all negative source domain samples. Exemplar SVM

targets at capturing the specific feature of individual positive training sample, which has

been widely used in many computer vision tasks such as object detection [108], image

retrieval [139], and feature encoding [173]. By using fi(x) = w′ix to denote the exemplar

SVM classifier learnt based on the i-th positive sample x+
i and all the negative samples1

{x−j |mj=1} (we only focus on single-view learning in this section, so the superscript v is

omitted for ease of presentation), the formulation for learning n exemplar SVMs can be

written as,

min
wi,ξi,εij

1

2

n∑
i=1

‖wi‖2 + C
n∑
i=1

ξi + C
n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

εij (5.1)

s.t. wi
′x+
i ≥ 1− ξi, ξi ≥ 0, ∀i,

wi
′x−j ≤ −1 + εij, εij ≥ 0, ∀i,∀j,

where C is a trade-off parameter, ξi’s and εij’s are the slack variables, and ‖wi‖2 is the

regularizer to control the complexity of wi.

As the positive samples belonging to the same hidden latent domain should be similar,

the work in [164] enforces the prediction score matrix Ḡ ∈ Rn×n, in which Ḡij is the

prediction score by using the j-th exemplar SVM classifier on the i-th positive training

sample, to be low-rank by employing a nuclear norm based regularizer. However, this

approach only considers the training data with one type of feature. When the training

data are associated with multiple types of features, we demonstrate that it is useful to

exploit the relation among multiple types of features based on the consensus principle in

Section 5.3.2 or the complementary principle in Section 5.3.3 .

1We do not employ the bias term explicitly. Instead, we augment each feature vector with an extra

element of 1.
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5.3.2 Exemplar-based Multi-view Domain Generalization with

Co-regularizer

In this section, we propose our EMVDG CO method by taking advantage of multi-view

features based on the consensus principle, in which an exemplar SVM classifier is learnt

for each positive sample on each view. Specifically, we use f vi (xv) = wv
i
′xv to denote the

exemplar SVM classifier learnt based on xvi
+ and {xvj−|mj=1} on the v-th view. We also

use Wv = [wv
1, . . . ,w

v
n] to denote the weight matrix consisting of all the exemplar SVM

classifiers learnt on the v-th view.

5.3.2.1 Formulation

Since the positive samples belonging to the same hidden latent domain should be similar,

so their corresponding exemplar SVM classifiers should also be similar to each other, and

thus the weight vectors wv
i ’s on each view can be grouped into multiple clusters. In

this chapter, such cluster structure is exploited by utilizing the low-rank representation

(LRR) [103] technique. According to LRR [103], the weight matrix on each view can be

reconstructed by using itself as a dictionary, i.e., Wv = WvZv+Ev, in which Zv ∈ Rn×n is

the representation matrix and Ev is the reconstruction error. Note that the representation

matrix Zv encodes the cluster structure of exemplar SVM classifiers [103], in which the

between-cluster (resp., within-cluster) entries of Zv are generally sparse (resp., dense).

On one hand, in LRR, the representation matrices Zv’s are expected to be low-rank.

Moreover, by jointly learning Wv and low-rank matrix Zv using Wv = WvZv + Ev,

Wv is also expected to be low-rank when the error term Ev is close to zero. In such a

case, the weight vectors wv
i ’s corresponding to the positive training samples belonging to

the same hidden latent domain are expected to be similar, which is consistent with our

motivation.

On the other hand, when the training data are associated with multiple types of

features, the cluster structures of Wv’s on different views are expected to be consistent

according to the consensus principle. Based on our low-rank representation (LRR), in

which the cluster structure of Wv is encoded in Zv, such consistency can be easily
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introduced by enforcing Zv’s on multiple views to be close to each other based on our

new co-regularizer
∑

v,ṽ:v 6=ṽ ‖Zv − Zṽ‖2
F .

To this end, we formulate our EMVDG CO method as,

min
Zv,Wv,Ev

ξvi ,ε
v
ij

V∑
v=1

(
1

2
‖Wv‖2

F + C
n∑
i=1

ξvi + C
n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

εvij

)

+
V∑
v=1

(
λ1‖Ev‖2

F + λ2‖Zv‖∗
)

+
γ

2

∑
v,ṽ:v 6=ṽ

‖Zv − Zṽ‖2
F (5.2)

s.t. wv
i
′xvi

+ ≥ 1− ξvi , ξvi ≥ 0, ∀v,∀i, (5.3)

wv
i
′xvj
− ≤ −1 + εvij, εvij ≥ 0, ∀v,∀i, ∀j, (5.4)

Wv = WvZv + Ev, ∀v, (5.5)

where ξvi , εvij are the slack variables, ‖Wv‖2
F is the regularizer for controlling the com-

plexity of exemplar SVM classifiers, and C, λ1, λ2, and γ are the trade-off parameters.

The nuclear norm based regularizer ‖Zv‖∗ is used to enforce Zv to be low-rank, and

the regularizer ‖Ev‖2
F is employed to enforce the reconstruction error Ev to approach

zeros. Note hat Zv cannot be an identity matrix, otherwise Zv will be full-rank instead

of low-rank, which is against our motivation.

5.3.2.2 Optimization

For better optimizing the problem in (5.2), an intermediate variable Gv is introduced for

each Wv. Instead of employing LRR on Wv as in (5.2), we employ LRR on Gv while

enforcing Gv to be close to Wv by adding the regularizer ‖Wv −Gv‖2
F . In particular,
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we reach the following formulation:

min
Zv,Wv,Gv

Ev ,ξvi ,ε
v
ij

V∑
v=1

(
1

2
‖Wv‖2

F + C
n∑
i=1

ξvi + C
n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

εvij

)

+
V∑
v=1

(
λ1‖Wv −Gv‖2

F + λ1‖Ev‖2
F + λ2‖Zv‖∗

)
+
γ

2

∑
v,ṽ:v 6=ṽ

‖Zv − Zṽ‖2
F (5.6)

s.t. wv
i
′xvi

+ ≥ 1− ξvi , ξvi ≥ 0, ∀v,∀i, (5.7)

wv
i
′xvj
− ≤ −1 + εvij, εvij ≥ 0, ∀v,∀i,∀j, (5.8)

Gv = GvZv + Ev, ∀v, (5.9)

in which λ1 is a trade-off parameter. It is obvious that the problem in (5.6) can reduce

to the problem in (5.2) when λ1 approaches +∞. The problem in (5.6) can be solved

by an alternative approach, in which two sets of variables {Zv,Ev} and {Wv,Gv, ξvi , ε
v
ij}

are updated alternatively until the objective value of (5.6) converges.

Update Zv and Ev: When Wv, Gv, ξvi , and εvij are fixed, the problem in (5.6) becomes

the following problem:

min
Zv ,Ev

V∑
v=1

(λ1‖Ev‖2
F + λ2‖Zv‖∗) +

γ

2

∑
v,ṽ:v 6=ṽ

‖Zv − Zṽ‖2
F (5.10)

s.t. Gv = GvZv + Ev, ∀v, (5.11)

which can be solved by utilizing inexact augmented Lagrange Multiplier (ALM) method

[15]. In particular, we introduce the auxiliary variable Pv (resp., Qv) to replace Zv

in ‖Zv‖∗ (resp., Zv in the constraint (5.11)), and arrive at the augmented Lagrangian
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function as,

L =
V∑
v=1

(λ1‖Ev‖2
F + λ2‖Pv‖∗) +

γ

2

∑
v,ṽ:v 6=ṽ

‖Zv − Zṽ‖2
F (5.12)

+
V∑
v=1

〈Sv,Zv −Pv〉+
V∑
v=1

〈Tv,Zv −Qv〉

+
V∑
v=1

〈Rv,Gv −GvQv − Ev〉+
µ

2

V∑
v=1

‖Zv −Pv‖2
F

+
µ

2

V∑
v=1

‖Zv −Qv‖2
F +

µ

2

V∑
v=1

‖Gv −GvQv − Ev‖2
F ,

where µ > 0 is a penalty parameter, Sv, Tv, and Rv are the Lagrangian multipliers. The

objective function in (5.12) can be minimized by using the inexact ALM approach, i.e.,

updating the variables {Pv,Qv,Zv,Ev}’s, the Lagrangian multipliers {Sv,Tv,Rv}’s, and

the penalty parameter µ in the augmented Lagrangian function (5.12) iteratively until

the termination criterion is met. In the following, we will describe how to update Pv,

Qv, Zv, and Ev when fixing other variables one by one while the methods for updating

Sv, Tv, Rv, and µ are trivial and can be directly found in Algorithm 7.

When fixing the other variables, the subproblem for updating {Pv|Vv=1} is independent

w.r.t. each Pv, so we solve each Pv separately. After omitting and adding some constants,

we reach the objective function w.r.t. Pv as Pv = arg minPv λ2‖Pv‖∗+ µ
2
‖Pv−(Zv+Sv

µ
)‖2
F ,

which can be solved by employing the Singular Value Threshold (SVT) algorithm [18].

When fixing the other variables, the subproblem for updating {Qv|Vv=1} is inde-

pendent w.r.t. each Qv, so we solve each Qv separately. By setting the derivative of

the subproblem w.r.t. Qv to zeros, we can easily obtain the solution to Qv as Qv =

(I + Gv ′Gv)−1(Gv ′(Gv − Ev + Rv

µ
) + Zv + Tv

µ
).

When fixing the other variables, the subproblem for updating {Zv|Vv=1} can be rewrit-

ten as minZv
γ
2

∑
v,ṽ:v 6=ṽ ‖Zv−Zṽ‖2

F +
∑V

v=1 µ‖Zv−Hv‖2
F with Hv = 1

2
(Pv + Qv− 1

µ
(Sv +

Tv)), which has a close-form solution based on the vectorization of Zv.

When fixing the other variables, the subproblem for updating {Ev|Vv=1} is independent

w.r.t. each Ev, so we solve each Ev separately. By setting the derivative of the subproblem

w.r.t. Ev to zeros, the solution to Ev can be easily obtained as Ev = µ(Gv−GvQv)+Rv

2λ1+µ
. The

steps to solve (5.12) are summarized in Algorithm 7.
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Update Wv, Gv, ξvi , ε
v
ij: When fixing Zv, we equivalently replace Ev by Gv −GvZv

and rewrite the problem in (5.6) as,

min
Wv,Gv

ξvi ,ε
v
ij

V∑
v=1

(
1

2
‖Wv‖2

F + C
n∑
i=1

ξvi + C

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

εvij (5.13)

+λ1‖Wv −Gv‖2
F + λ1‖Gv −GvZv‖2

F )

s.t. wv
i
′xvi

+ ≥ 1− ξvi , ξvi ≥ 0, ∀v, ∀i, (5.14)

wv
i
′xvj
− ≤ −1 + εvij, εvij ≥ 0, ∀v, ∀i, ∀j. (5.15)

It can be observed that the above problem contains V independent subproblems

corresponding to V views. So we solve each subproblem by alternatively updating two

sets of variables {Wv, ξvi , εvij} and Gv until the objective value of (5.13) converges. In

particular, when fixing Gv, the problem w.r.t. Wv, ξvi , and εvij can be separated into n

independent subproblems with each related to one exemplar SVM classifier. Thus, we

have the following subproblem w.r.t. the i-th exemplar SVM classifier:

min
wv
i ,ξ

v
i ,ε

v
ij

1

2
‖wv

i ‖2 + C(ξvi +
m∑
j=1

εvij) + λ1‖wv
i − gvi ‖2 (5.16)

s.t. wv
i
′xvi

+ ≥ 1− ξvi , ξvi ≥ 0, (5.17)

wv
i
′xvj
− ≤ −1 + εvij, εvij ≥ 0, ∀j, (5.18)

where gvi is the i-th column vector of Gv. We introduce the dual variables {α̂+, β̂+} and

{α̂−j , β̂−j }’s for the constraints in (5.17) and (5.18) respectively, and obtain the dual form

of (5.16) as,

min
α̂

α̂′
Kv
i ◦ (yy′)

2(1 + 2λ1)
α̂+ [

2λ1(Xv′
i gvi ) ◦ y

1 + 2λ1

− 1]′α̂ (5.19)

s.t. 0 ≤ α̂ ≤ C1,

where Xv
i = [xvi

+,xv1
−, . . . ,xvm

−], Kv
i = Xv′

i Xv
i , α̂ = [α̂+, α̂−1 , . . . , α̂

−
m]′, and y =

[1,−1m
′]′. The problem in (5.19) is a quadratic programming (QP) problem, which

can be solved efficiently by using the SMO algorithm [126], i.e., updating one selected

dual variable in each iteration. With obtained α̂, wv
i can be recovered by using the

following equation:

wv
i =

1

1 + 2λ1

(2λ1g
v
i + Xv

i (y ◦ α̂)). (5.20)
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Algorithm 7 Solving (5.12) with inexact ALM

1: Input: Gv, λ1, λ2, γ

2: Initialize Zv = Ev = Sv = Tv = Rv = O, ρ = 0.1, µ = 0.1, µmax = 106, ν = 10−5,

Niter = 106.

3: for t = 1 : Niter do

4: ∀v, update Pv by solving Pv = arg minPv λ2‖Pv‖∗ + µ
2
‖Pv − (Zv + Sv

µ
)‖2
F .

5: ∀v, update Qv by Qv = (I + Gv ′Gv)−1(Gv ′(Gv − Ev + Rv

µ
) + Zv + Tv

µ
).

6: ∀v, update Zv by solving minZv
γ
2

∑
v,ṽ:v 6=ṽ ‖Zv−Zṽ‖2

F +
∑V

v=1 µ‖Zv−Hv‖2
F , where

Hv = 1
2
(Pv + Qv − 1

µ
(Sv + Tv)).

7: ∀v, update Ev by Ev = µ(Gv−GvQv)+Rv

2λ1+µ
.

8: ∀v, update Sv, Tv, and Rv by Sv = Sv +µ(Zv−Pv), Tv = Tv +µ(Zv−Qv), Rv =

Rv + µ(Gv −GvQv − Ev).

9: Update the parameter µ by µ = min(µmax, (1 + ρ)µ).

10: Break if ‖Gv −GvQv − Ev‖∞ < ν, ‖Zv −Pv‖∞ < ν, ‖Zv −Qv‖∞ < ν, ∀v.

11: end for

12: Output: Zv.

When Wv, ξvi , and εvij are fixed, we have a close-form solution for updating Gv. In

particular, by setting the derivative of (5.13) w.r.t. Gv to zeros, we can easily obtain the

updating equation of Gv as,

Gv = λ1W
v (λ1(I− Zv)(I− Zv)′ + λ1I)

−1
. (5.21)

The whole algorithm is listed in Algorithm 8.

Time Complexity Analysis: In Algorithm 8, the most time-consuming steps are

updating Pv’s and Qv’s. When updating Pv or Qv on each view, the time complexity is

O(n3) with n being the number of positive training samples due to SVD or matrix inverse

operation. Assume inexact ALM converges in T iterations, then the time complexity for

the whole algorithm is O(TV n3).

During the testing procedure, inspired by the prediction method in [164], given a test

sample, we average the higher prediction scores of this sample obtained by using the
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Algorithm 8 Exemplar-based Multi-view Domain Generalization with Co-regularizer

Require: Training data {xvi +|ni=1} and {xvj−|
m

j=1
} with V views.

1: Initialize2 Gv’s.

2: repeat

3: Use Algorithm 7 to update Zv’s.

4: repeat

5: Solve n independent subproblems in the dual form (5.19) and then recover Wv

using (5.20) on each view.

6: Update Gv by using (5.21) on each view.

7: until The objective function of (5.13) converges.

8: until The objective function of (5.6) converges.

Ensure: The learnt classifier Wv’s.

exemplar classifiers on each view. By representing each test sample as u = (u1, . . . ,uV )

with uv being the v-th view feature, we formulate the final prediction score of u as,

f(u) =
1

V

V∑
v=1

1

|Γ(uv)|
∑

i:i∈Γ(uv)

f vi (uv), (5.22)

where f vi (uv) is the prediction score of uv by using the i-th exemplar SVM classifier

wv
i , and Γ(uv) is the index set of exemplar SVM classifiers which obtain the top pre-

diction scores on uv. Following [164], the cardinality of Γ(uv) (i.e., |Γ(uv)|) is set as 5

in our experiments. By using this prediction method, we conjecture that this test sam-

ple is predicted by the exemplar SVM classifiers learnt based on the positive training

samples which may come from the most relevant hidden latent domain. Consequently,

the integrated classifier f(u) in (5.22) is expected to generalize well to arbitrary target

domain.

2We initialize Gv by using the weight vector of the exemplar classifier learnt based on the i-th positive

sample and all the negative samples on the v-th view as its i-th column vector.
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5.3.3 Exemplar-based Multi-view Domain Generalization Based

on MKL

Inspired by multiple kernel learning (MKL) [6], in this section we propose our EMVDG MK

approach by exploiting multi-view features based on the complementary principle, .

Specifically, in our multi-view scenario, multiple types of features may have comple-

mentary information, and thus it is beneficial to fuse the classifiers learnt on different

views. By treating each view as a kernel, our problem can be considered as a multiple

kernel learning (MKL) problem.

5.3.3.1 Formulation

Inspired by [6], we first write the primal form of multiple kernel learning (MKL) based

on hard-margin3 SVM with V -view features as,

min
d,w

V∑
v=1

‖wv‖2

dv
(5.23)

s.t. ỹi

V∑
v=1

wv′xvi ≥ 1, ∀i, (5.24)

1′d = 1, d ≥ 0,

where d = [d1, . . . , dV ]′, ỹi is the label of the i-th training sample, xvi is the v-th type of

feature of the i-th training sample, and wv is the SVM classifier on the v-th view. From

(5.23) we can observe that the SVM classifiers wv’s on different views are integrated

based on the complementary principle.

By introducing dual variables αi’s for the constraints in (5.24) and setting the deriva-

tive of the Lagrangian form w.r.t. each wv to zeros, we can easily obtain the following

equation:

wv = dvX
v(α ◦ ỹ), ∀v, (5.25)

3Our formulation can be similarly derived when using soft-margin SVM. Here we use parameter-free

hard-margin SVM for simplicity. Moreover, we do not employ the bias term explicitly. Instead, we

augment each feature vector with an extra element of 1.
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where Xv = [xv1, . . . ,x
v
ñ] with ñ being the number of training samples, α = [α1, . . . , αñ]′,

and ỹ = [ỹ1, . . . , ỹñ]′. By substituting (5.25) back into the Lagrangian form of (5.23), we

can obtain the dual form of (5.23) as the following min-max optimization problem:

min
d

max
α

−1

2

V∑
v=1

dvα
′(Kv ◦ (ỹỹ′))α+ 1′α (5.26)

s.t. α ≥ 0,

1′d = 1, d ≥ 0,

where Kv = Xv′Xv is the kernel matrix on the v-th view. From the dual form in (5.26),

we can observe that multiple kernels on different views are linearly combined with the

coefficient d based on the complementary principle.

In (5.25), V SVM classifiers share the same dual vector α. So in this chapter, n dual

vectors should be used because we need to train n exemplar SVM classifiers on each view

and the exemplar SVM classifiers corresponding to the same positive sample on different

views share the same dual vector. By using αi to denote the dual vector of the exemplar

SVM classifiers corresponding to the i-th positive training sample, we can formulate our

MKL problem with V views as,

min
d

max
αi

−1

2

n∑
i=1

V∑
v=1

dvα
′
iM

v
iαi +

n∑
i=1

1′αi (5.27)

s.t. αi ≥ 0, ∀i,

1′d = 1, d ≥ 0,

in which d is the same as defined in the paragraph below (5.23), and Mv
i = Kv

i ◦ (yy′)

with y and Kv
i being the same as defined in the paragraph below (5.19).

Recall that the positive training samples are likely to come from multiple hidden

latent domains. When the j-th positive training sample and the k-th training sample

come from the same latent domain, Xv
j and Xv

k should be similar, and the weight vectors

of their corresponding exemplar SVM classifiers (i.e., wv
j and wv

k) should also be similar

as discussed in Section 5.3.2. Moreover, similar as (5.25), we can easily derive that

wv
i = dvX

v
i (αi ◦ y), based on which we can infer that the dual vectors αj and αk

should be similar when wv
j is similar to wv

k and Xv
j is similar to Xv

k. Based on the
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Algorithm 9 Exemplar-based Multi-view Domain Generalization Based on MKL

Require: Training data {xvi +|ni=1} and {xvj−|
m

j=1
} with V views.

1: Initialize4 A, d = 1
V

1.

2: repeat

3: Update B by solving the problem in (5.31).

4: repeat

5: Update αi’s by solving n independent subproblems in the inner problem of (5.32)

and then recover wv
i ’s by using (7.33) on each view.

6: Update d by using (5.37).

7: until The objective function of (5.32) converges.

8: until The objective function of (5.30) converges.

Ensure: The learnt classifier Wv’s.

above discussions, the dual vectors αi’s can be organized into multiple hidden clusters.

By denoting the dual matrix as A = [α1, . . . ,αn] ∈ R(m+1)×n, we add a nuclear norm

based regularizer ‖A‖∗ to (5.27) to enforce A to be low-rank, and arrive at our final

formulation:

min
d

max
A

−1

2

n∑
i=1

V∑
v=1

dvα
′
iM

v
iαi +

n∑
i=1

1′αi − ζ‖A‖∗ (5.28)

s.t. αi ≥ 0, ∀i,

1′d = 1, d ≥ 0,

in which ζ is a trade-off parameter.

5.3.3.2 Optimization

The problem in (5.28) is not easy to be optimized due to the regularizer ‖A‖∗, so we

introduce an intermediate variable B and apply the low-rank regularizer on B instead of

4We initialize A with its i-th column vector being the dual vector of exemplar classifiers learnt based

on the averaged kernel from V views, which are obtained based on the i-th positive sample and all the

negative samples.
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A and enforce B to be close to A. Then, we reach the following formulation,

min
d

max
A,B

−1

2

n∑
i=1

V∑
v=1

dvα
′
iM

v
iαi +

n∑
i=1

1′αi − ζ1‖B‖∗ −
ζ2

2
‖A−B‖2

F (5.29)

s.t. αi ≥ 0, ∀i,

1′d = 1, d ≥ 0,

in which ζ1 and ζ2 are two trade-off parameters. It is obvious that the problem in (5.29)

can reduce to the problem in (5.28) when ζ2 approaches +∞. Since the objective function

in (5.29) is concave w.r.t. B and convex w.r.t. d, so mind and maxA can be exchanged

[100]. Then, we can rewrite (5.29) as,

max
B

min
d

max
A

−1

2

n∑
i=1

V∑
v=1

dvα
′
iM

v
iαi +

n∑
i=1

1′αi − ζ1‖B‖∗ −
ζ2

2
‖A−B‖2

F (5.30)

s.t. αi ≥ 0, ∀i,

1′d = 1, d ≥ 0.

Note that the inner problem of (5.30) w.r.t. d and A can be reformulated as a convex

problem, and will be discussed in the proof of Proposition 2. So we solve (5.30) by using

an alternating optimization approach. Particularly, we alternatively update two sets of

variables B and {A,d} until the objective of (5.30) converges.

Update B: When fixing A and d, the problem in (5.30) reduces to the following

problem,

min
B
ζ1‖B‖∗ +

ζ2

2
‖A−B‖2

F , (5.31)

which can be solved by employing the Singular Value Threshold (SVT) algorithm [18].

Update A,d: When fixing B, the problem in (5.30) can reduce to the following problem,

min
d

max
αi

−1

2

n∑
i=1

V∑
v=1

dvα
′
iM

v
iαi +

n∑
i=1

1′αi −
ζ2

2

n∑
i=1

‖αi − βi‖2 (5.32)

s.t. αi ≥ 0, ∀i,

1′d = 1, d ≥ 0,

in which βi is the i-th column of B.

Interestingly, the primal form of (5.32) is closely related to the primal form of MKL

in (5.23), which is described below.
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Proposition 2 The primal form of (5.32) can be written as,

min
d,wv

i

ξ̃i,ε̃ij

1

2

n∑
i=1

V∑
v=1

‖wv
i ‖2

dv
+

1

2ζ2

(
n∑
i=1

ξ̃2
i +

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

ε̃2ij) (5.33)

s.t.
V∑
v=1

wv′

i xvi
+ ≥ (1 + ζ2β

+
i )− ξ̃i, ∀i, (5.34)

V∑
v=1

wv′

i xvj
− ≤ −(1 + ζ2β

−
ij ) + ε̃ij, ∀i, ∀j, (5.35)

1′d = 1, d ≥ 0, (5.36)

where β+
i ’s and β−ij ’s are newly introduced variables, and ξ̃i’s and ε̃ij’s are the slack

variables. The detailed proof can be found in Appendix C.

The problem in (5.33) is jointly convex w.r.t. d, wv
i ’s, ξ̃i’s, and ε̃ij’s, so the global

optimum can be achieved by using an alternative optimization approach. Specifically,

when d is fixed, we solve αi in the dual form in (5.32) and then recover wv
i by using

(7.33). The subproblems w.r.t. each αi are independent with each subproblem being a

quadratic programming (QP) problem, which can be solved efficiently by using the SMO

algorithm [126]. When wv
i ’s are fixed, we introduce a dual variable τ for the constraint

1′d = 1 in (5.36) and set the derivative of the Lagrangian form w.r.t. dv to zero, which

leads to dv =

√∑n
i=1 ‖wv

i ‖2
2τ

. Considering 1′d = 1 and the equation in (7.33), we can easily

obtain the close-form solution for dv as,

dv =

√∑n
i=1 ‖wv

i ‖2∑V
v=1

√∑n
i=1 ‖wv

i ‖2
=

√∑n
i=1 d

2
vα
′
iM

v
iαi∑V

v=1

√∑n
i=1 d

2
vα
′
iM

v
iαi

. (5.37)

The whole algorithm of EMVDG MK is listed in Algorithm 9.

Time Complexity Analysis: In Algorithm 9, the most time-consuming step is to

update αi’s. When solving each independent subproblem in the inner problem of (5.32),

we use SMO algorithm to solve αi. According to [127], the time complexity of SMO

is between O(m) and O(m2.3), in which m is the number of negative training samples.

Because we have in total n independent subproblems with n being the number of positive

training samples, the time complexity of each inner iteration is between O(nm) and

O(nm2.3). Assume the whole algorithm takes T outer iterations and the average number
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of inner iterations in each outer iteration is t, then the time complexity of the whole

algorithm is between O(Ttnm) and O(Ttnm2.3).

In the testing stage, we use the same prediction method as for EMVDG CO (see

(5.22)) in Section 5.3.2.

5.4 Extending our EMVDG Framework for Domain

Adaptation

When we have unlabeled target domain samples in the training stage, our EMVDG

framework can be extended to exemplar-based multi-view domain adaptation (EMVDA)

by utilizing the unlabeled data for domain adaptation. Specifically, we further add a

Laplacian regularizer, such that the prediction scores of target domain samples obtained

by using the learnt exemplar SVM classifiers should satisfy the smoothness constraint.

This regularizer has proved to be effective for domain adaptation [37]. To be exact, when

two target domain samples are similar, their prediction scores obtained by using the same

set of exemplar SVM classifiers should be close to each other. We extend our EMVDG CO

and EMVDG MK methods to EMVDA CO and EMVDA MK, respectively.

5.4.1 Exemplar-based Multi-view Domain Adaptation with Co-

regularizer

We add a Laplacian regularizer to the objective function of our EMVDG CO method

(i.e., (5.6)) and formulate the objective function of our EMVDA CO approach as,

min
Zv,Wv,Gv

Ev ,ξvi ,ε
v
ij

V∑
v=1

(
1

2
‖Wv‖2

F + C
n∑
i=1

ξvi + C
n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

εvij

+λ1‖Wv −Gv‖2
F + λ1‖Ev‖2

F + λ2‖Zv‖∗)

+
γ

2

∑
v,ṽ:v 6=ṽ

‖Zv − Zṽ‖2
F + θ

V∑
v=1

Ω(Wv,Lv,Uv) (5.38)

s.t. wv
i
′xvi

+ ≥ 1− ξvi , ξvi ≥ 0, ∀v,∀i, (5.39)

wv
i
′xvj
− ≤ −1 + εvij, εvij ≥ 0, ∀v,∀i, ∀j, (5.40)

Gv = GvZv + Ev, ∀v, (5.41)
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where θ is a trade-off parameter, Ω(Wv,Lv,Uv) = tr(Wv ′UvLvUv ′Wv) is the Laplacian

regularizer, in which Uv = [uv1, . . . ,u
v
N ] is the target domain samples with N being the

total number of unlabeled target domain samples and uvi being the v-th type of feature

of the i-th target domain sample, Lv is the Laplacian matrix constructed based on the

target domain samples on the v-th view. Note that we use the nearest neighbor graph to

construct the Laplacian matrices Lv’s based on cosine similarity as suggested in [167].

We can solve the problem in (5.38) similarly to that for solving (5.6). The only

difference lies in that when updating Wv on the v-th view, compared with (5.16), the

subproblem w.r.t. the i-th exemplar classifier has an additional Laplacian regularizer,

which is written as,

min
wv
i ,ξ

v
i ,ε

v
ij

1

2
‖wv

i ‖2 + C(ξvi +
m∑
j=1

εvij) + λ1‖wv
i − gvi ‖2

+θwv
i
′UvLvUv ′wv

i (5.42)

s.t. wv
i
′xvi

+ ≥ 1− ξvi , ξvi ≥ 0, . (5.43)

wv
i
′xvj
− ≤ −1 + εvij, εvij ≥ 0, ∀j, (5.44)

which can also be solved in the dual form by using the SMO algorithm [126].

5.4.2 Exemplar-based Multi-view Domain Adaptation Based

on MKL

Similar to Section 5.4.1, we also add a Laplacian regularizer to the objective function

of our EMVDG MK method (i.e., (5.28)). Recall that wv
i = dvX

v
i (αi ◦ y) (see (7.33)),

so we can derive the Laplacian regularizer Ω(Wv,Lv,Uv) = tr(Wv ′UvLvUv ′Wv) =

d2
v

∑n
i=1α

′
i(X

v′
i UvLvUv′Xv

i ◦ (yy′))αi. Similar to the regularizer ‖wv
i ‖2 in (5.33), we

assign the weight 1
dv

to the Laplacian regularizer on the v-th view. After denoting

K̂v
i = Xv′

i Uv and adding the weighted Laplacian regularizer to (5.28), we formulate
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our EMVDA MK method as,

min
d

max
A

−1

2

n∑
i=1

V∑
v=1

dvα
′
iM

v
iαi +

n∑
i=1

1′αi − ζ‖A‖∗

−ϑ
2

n∑
i=1

V∑
v=1

dvα
′
i(K̂

v
iL

vK̂v′

i ◦ (yy′))αi (5.45)

s.t. αi ≥ 0, ∀i,

1′d = 1, d ≥ 0,

where ϑ is a trade-off parameter. After denoting M̂v
i = (Kv

i +ϑK̂v
iL

vK̂v′
i )◦ (yy′), we can

simplify (5.45) as,

min
d

max
A

−1

2

n∑
i=1

V∑
v=1

dvα
′
iM̂

v
iαi +

n∑
i=1

1′αi − ζ‖A‖∗ (5.46)

s.t. αi ≥ 0, ∀i,

1′d = 1, d ≥ 0,

which shares a similar form with (5.28) except that we replace Mv
i by M̂v

i . So the

algorithm for solving (5.46) is similar to that for solving (5.28). The only difference lies

in that when fixing B and updating {A,d}, the primal form of the subproblem can be

written as,

min
d,wv

i

ξ̃i,ε̃ij

1

2

n∑
i=1

V∑
v=1

‖wv
i ‖2

dv
+

1

2ζ2

(
n∑
i=1

ξ̃2
i +

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

ε̃2ij) (5.47)

s.t.
V∑
v=1

wv′

i ψ(xvi
+) ≥ (1 + ζ2β

+
i )− ξ̃i, ∀i,

V∑
v=1

wv′

i ψ(xvj
−) ≤ −(1 + ζ2β

−
ij ) + ε̃ij, ∀i, ∀j,

1′d = 1, d ≥ 0,

where ψ(·) is the feature mapping function induced by the kernel (Kv
i + ϑK̂v

iL
vK̂v′

i ).

The problem in (5.47) shares a similar form with (5.33) except that we apply the feature

mapping function ψ(·) on xv+
i ’s and xv−j ’s. So when updating A (resp., d), we replace

Mv
i in (5.32) (resp., (5.37)) by M̂v

i .
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5.5 Experiments

In this section, the effectiveness of our EMVDG and EMVDA frameworks for human ac-

tion recognition and object recognition is demonstrated by extensive experiments on three

benchmark datasets. In particular, we show that our EMVDG (resp., EMVDA) frame-

work outperforms all the state-of-the-art baselines in Section 5.5.1 (resp., Section 5.5.2).

We also provide the insightful analysis on why our two methods under the EMVDG

framework are effective. Moreover, we take the Office-Caltech dataset as an example to

show that the performance can be further improved by using more types of features in

Section 5.5.3.

5.5.1 Domain Generalization

Experimental Settings: All methods are evaluated for the human action recogni-

tion task on two benchmark datasets: ACT42 [26] and Online RGBD Action Dataset

(ORGBD) [168].

The ACT42 dataset consists of 2648 RGB-D videos from 14 action categories, which

are captured from 4 camera viewpoints. As suggested in [26], the samples captured from

each camera viewpoint are treated as one domain. Then, the videos from 2 domains

and the remaining 2 domains are merged as the source domain and the target domain

respectively, which leads to in total 6 settings.

The Online RGBD Action Dataset (ORGBD) [168] contains the RGB-D videos from

7 action categories. This dataset has 3 sets with each set containing 112 videos, in

which Set 3 is captured in one environment while Set 1 and Set 2 are captured in another

environment. In order to evaluate all methods for cross-environment human action recog-

nition, two sets captured in different environments are merged as the source domain and

the remaining one is treated as the target domain. Thus, we have a total of 2 settings,

that is, Set 1 and 3 (resp., Set 2 and 3) for training and Set 2 (resp., Set 1) for testing.

For human action recognition on the ACT42 and ORGBD datasets, two types of

features (i.e., RGB and depth) are used in the experiments. In particular, for each pair

of RGB and depth videos in both ACT42 and ORGBD datasets, we extract the improved

dense trajectory (IDT) descriptors [156]. Compared with the preliminary conference
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version of this paper [116], we use Fisher vector encoding method instead of Bag-of-Word

(BOW) to encode the IDT descriptors. Specifically, following [2], we train 256 Gaussian

Mixture Models (GMMs) based on the IDT descriptors from the training videos, and

then extract a 109,056-dim Fisher vector for each training and test video. Finally, we

perform PCA to reduce the dimension of Fisher vectors to 10000.

Moreover, all methods are also evaluated for the object recognition task on the bench-

mark dataset Office-Caltech [60]. The images in the Office-Caltech dataset are from 4

domains, that is, Caltech-256 (C), Amazon (A), Webcam (W), and Digital SLR (D). Fol-

lowing the experiemtal setting in [60], the 10 common categories among the 4 domains

are used, which consists of a total of 2533 images. As suggested in [59, 164], we mix D

and W (resp., C, D, and W; A and C) as the source domain and the remaining domains

are used as the target domain, which leads to 3 experimental settings in total. For each

image, we extract the 4096-dim DeCAF6 feature [38] and the 4096-dim Caffe6 [77] feature

as two-view features.

Baselines: We compare EMVDG CO and EMVDG MK methods with two basic base-

lines, i.e., SVM [29] and exemplar SVM (ESVM) [108], as well as three sets of baseline

methods: the multi-view learning approaches, the domain generalization approaches, and

the latent domain discovering approaches. For SVM, the classifiers are trained on each

view, and then we fuse the prediction scores from two views for the final prediction. For

ESVM, one exemplar SVM classifier is trained for each positive training sample on each

view, and then we use the same prediction method as in (5.22).

The multi-view learning baseline methods contain SVM-2K [49], kernel canonical

correlation analysis (KCCA) [65], low-rank common subspace (LRCS) [34], and multiple

kernel learning (MKL) [6] by utilizing two types of features, i.e., RGB/DeCAF6 features

and depth/Caffe6 features.

The domain generalization baseline methods include low-rank exemplar SVM (LRESVM)

[164] and domain-invariant component analysis (DICA) [110]. Under the multi-view set-

ting, LRESVM and DICA are employed on each view, and then we fuse the prediction

scores from multiple views.

The latent domain discovering methods contain [69] and [59]. We learn the SVM clas-

sifiers for each discovered latent domain, followed by employing two prediction strategies
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named “ensemble”and “match” as in [164]. employ two strategies to fuse the learnt

classiers as suggested in [8, 9], which are referred as the ensemble strategy and the match

strategy, respectively. The ensemble strategy is to re-weight the decision values from

dierent SVM clas-siers by using the domain probabilities learnt with the method in [69].

In the match strategy, we rst select the most relevant domain based on the MMD crite-

rion, and then use the SVM classier from this domain to predict the test samples. Similar

to latent domains discovering algorithms, sub-categorization methods aim at discovering

subcategories within each category, which can also be applied to our task. So we include

the discriminative sub-categorization (Sub-Cate) method [67] as a baseline. For all the

above methods, we employ them on each view, and then average the prediction scores

from two views.

Moreover, in order to validate the co-regularizer in (5.2), we additionally report the re-

sults of a simplified version of our EMVDG CO method, which is named EMVDG CO sim,

in which the co-regularizer
∑

v,ṽ:v 6=ṽ ‖Zv − Zṽ‖2
F is removed by setting γ to 0.

For performance evaluation, the recognition accuracy is used for all approaches. For

our EMVDG CO method, the parameters are empirically fixed as C = 0.1, λ1 = 100,

λ1 = 10, λ2 = 0.1, γ = 100 for all settings on all datasets. For our EMVDG MK method,

the parameters are empirically fixed as ζ1 = 10, ζ2 = 10000 for all settings on all datasets.

For the baselines, the optimal parameters are chosen based on their best performance on

the test set. Due to the space limitation, only the average accuracy over the 3 (resp., 6,

2) settings for the Office-Caltech (resp., ACT42, ORGBD) dataset is reported.

Results: We summarize the experimental results in Table 5.1, from which we observe

that ESVM outperforms SVM, which indicates the effectiveness of fusing multiple exem-

plar SVM classifiers to enhance the domain generalization ability.

Multi-view learning approaches LRCS, SVM-2K, KCCA, and MKL acheive better

results than SVM because they exploit the relation among multiple types of features.

LRESVM, DICA, and Sub-Cate are all better than SVM, which indicates that it is use-

ful to exploit the intrinsic structure when the training data are sampled from multiple

latent domains. The latent domain discovering approaches [59, 69] using the “match” or

“ensemble” strategy generally outperform SVM, which shows the effectiveness of discov-

ering the latent domains.
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Table 5.1: Average accuracies (%) over multiple settings of different approaches on each dataset

without using the target domain samples during the training procedure. We denote the best

results in boldface.

Dataset ACT42 ORGBD Office-Caltech

SVM [29] 68.10 62.05 84.52

ESVM [108] 69.11 62.95 86.14

LRCS [34] 70.81 66.07 85.28

SVM-2K [49] 70.34 65.63 86.10

KCCA [65] 69.56 63.84 86.33

MKL [6] 69.98 65.18 86.50

DICA [110] 69.53 66.52 86.12

LRESVM [164] 71.18 67.42 87.04

[59](match) 70.05 65.63 86.47

[59](ensemble) 69.28 66.52 86.06

[69](match) 68.60 61.16 85.75

[69](ensemble) 68.66 65.63 84.81

Sub-Cate [67] 69.90 64.74 86.64

EMVDG CO sim 72.10 67.86 87.72

EMVDG CO 74.22 69.20 88.13

EMVDG MK 73.08 70.54 88.33

Another observation is that EMVDG CO sim is better than ESVM on all datasets.

Since ESVM can be treated as a special case of our EMVDG CO sim method without

employing low rank representation (LRR), the results indicate the benefits of exploit-

ing the low-rank structure of positive training samples for domain generalization. Our

EMVDG CO method achieves better results than its simplified version EMVDG CO sim,

which shows that our new co-regularizer
∑

v,ṽ:v 6=ṽ ‖Zv − Zṽ‖2
F is effective. So it is useful

to jointly exploit the cluster structures from multiple views.

Our EMVDG CO and EMVDG MK methods outperform all the baseline methods

on all three datasets, which indicates that our EMVDG framework can improve the do-

main generalization ability and utilize multiple types of features effectively. Note that

there is no consistent winner in our EMVDG framework. In particular, our EMVDG CO
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(a) Z on RGB view w/o co-reg (b) Z on depth view w/o co-reg

(c) Z on RGB view with co-reg (d) Z on depth view with co-reg

Figure 5.1: Illustration of the learnt representation matrices on two views for the action “Put

On” on the ACT42 dataset when treating the camera viewpoint 1 and 4 (resp., 2 and 3) as the

source (resp., target) domain.

method achieves the best result on the ACT42 dataset while our EMVDG MK method

outperforms EMVDG CO on the ORGBD dataset and achieves the comparable result

on the Office-Caltech dataset.

Analysis on the learnt representation matrices using EMVDG CO sim and

EMVDG CO: In order to demonstrate how our EMVDG CO method exploits the la-

tent domains of positive training samples in an intuitive way, we take the ACT42 dataset

as an example to compare the representation matrices Zv’s (i.e., ZRGB and Zdepth) learnt

by using our EMVDG CO method and its simplified version EMVDG CO sim in Fig-
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ure 5.1, which correspond to MVDG and MVDG (w/o co-reg) in the preliminary confer-

ence version respectively. Recall that the representation matrix Zv encodes the cluster

structure of exemplar classifiers, in which the between-cluster (resp., within-cluster) en-

tries are generally sparse (resp., dense). So in ideal cases, Zv should be block-diagonal

with each block representing a latent domain. From Figure 5.1, we observe that all 4

representation matrices exhibit block-diagonal structure, which indicates that it is ef-

fective to discover hidden latent domains by employing LRR on each view. It is worth

noting that although only two domains (i.e., camera viewpoint 1 and camera viewpoint

4) are merged as the source domain, there are in fact 4 blocks in Figure 5.1, which means

that totally 4 latent domains are discovered. We conjecture that actors are likely to

put on clothes from two opposite directions with each direction leading to a latent do-

main. Thus, the videos captured from each camera viewpoint actually contain two latent

domains. Another observation is that with our newly proposed co-regularizer, the two

representation matrices learnt by using our EMVDG CO method are more consistent

and also exhibit relatively clearer block-diagonal structure than those learnt by using the

simplified version EMVDG CO sim. This result demonstrates the benefits of using our

co-regularizer. We have similar observations for the other scenarios.

Analysis on the learnt kernel weights using EMVDG MK: From Table 5.1, we

observe that our EMVDG MK method outperforms our EMVDG CO method on the

ORGBD dataset, which could be explained as follows. Since two types of features (i.e.,

RGB and depth) are used on the ORGBD dataset, we conjecture that one of them

(i.e., RGB or depth) is more discriminative so that assigning higher weight for more

discriminative features will help better exploit the latent domain structure and learn

more robust classifiers, which leads to better performance. To this end, we analyze the

learnt kernel weights d in (5.28) by taking the two settings on the ORGBD dataset as

examples.

To capture the relation between the kernels constructed from different types of fea-

tures and the learnt kernel weights, we additionally report the accuracies of SVM by

using only RGB or depth features. When the performance of SVM obtained based on

one feature is higher than the other one, the corresponding kernel is expected to be more
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of the kernel combination weights and the accuracies of SVM based

on each kernel corresponding to RGB and depth features on the two settings on the ORGBD

dataset.

discriminative and the weight assigned to this kernel is expected to be higher. With

regards to the kernel weights, we have a set of learnt kernel combination weights for each

category, as our EMVDG MK method is under the binary classification setting. For

better representation, we report the average of the learnt kernel weights over all cate-

gories. To this end, we illustrate the accuracies of SVM and the learnt kernel weights

in Fig. 5.2, from which we observe that the SVM classifiers trained based on the RGB

features achieve better performance on both settings. Moreover, higher weights are cor-

rectly assigned to the RGB kernel by EMVDG MK on both settings, which demonstrates

that our EMVDG MK method can select more discriminative kernels.

Parameter Study: Note that for our EMVDG CO and EMVDG MK methods, there

exist several trade-off parameters, which are empirically fixed in our experiments. Actu-

ally, our methods are insensitive to the parameters when varying one parameter in certain

range while fixing other parameters. By taking our EMVDG MK method on the ACT42

dataset as an example, when setting ζ1 ∈ [10−2, 102], the accuracy of EMVDG MK is in

the range of [73.04%, 73.80%]. Similarly, the accuracy of EMVDG MK is in the range of

[72.66%, 73.16%] when setting ζ2 ∈ [101, 105].

5.5.2 Domain Adaptation

Experimental Settings: We use the same experimental settings as in Section 5.5.1

except that we additionally use the unlabeled target domain data in the training process.
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Table 5.2: Average accuracies (%) over multiple settings of different approaches on each dataset

after utilizing the target domain samples during the training procedure. The best results are

denoted in boldface.

Dataset ACT42 ORGBD Office-Caltech

SVM [29] 68.10 62.05 84.52

DASVM [16] 70.61 65.63 85.60

KMM [71] 71.74 65.18 86.34

TCA [119] 70.29 64.74 85.79

SA [53] 71.85 67.42 86.79

DIP [7] 71.49 66.07 86.58

GFK [60] 70.31 65.63 86.22

SGF [62] 71.31 62.50 85.78

Co-training [12] 73.36 67.86 87.96

Co-LapSVM [141] 73.76 68.31 88.20

Coupled [11] 73.16 68.31 86.48

MVTL LM [174] 73.80 62.95 87.76

MDT [166] 72.66 67.42 86.87

DTMKL [39] 73.57 68.31 88.07

LRCS [34] 73.04 67.42 86.12

EMVDA CO 76.18 70.09 91.04

EMVDA MK 75.08 71.88 89.84

Baselines: We compare our EMVDA framework including EMVDA CO and EMVDA MK

methods with three sets of baseline methods: the domain adaptation approaches and the

multi-view semi-supervised learning approaches as well as the existing multi-view domain

adaptation approaches.

The domain adaptation baselines are kernel mean matching (KMM) [71], domain

adaptive SVM (DASVM) [16], domain invariant projection (DIP) [7], subspace alignment

(SA) [53], transfer component analysis (TCA) [119], sampling geodesic flow (SGF) [62],

and geodesic flow kernel (GFK) [60]. The above domain adaptation approaches are

employed on each view, followed by fusing the prediction scores from two views using the
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late fusion strategy.

Our EMVDA framework is also compared with multi-view semi-supervised learning

approaches Co-LapSVM [141] and Co-training [12], together with the multi-view domain

adaptation approaches including multi-view transfer learning (MVTL LM) [174], Cou-

pled [11], multi-view discriminant transfer (MDT) [166], and domain transfer multiple

kernel learning (DTMKL) [39], which exploit the relation among multiple types of fea-

tures and simultaneously cope with the domain distribution mismatch. Additionally, we

compare our EMVDA framework with low-rank common subspace (LRCS) [34] by using

the target domain samples as the dictionary as suggested in [34].

Compared with EMVDG CO, our EMVDA CO method has an extra parameter θ,

which is empirically set as 10−5 for all settings on all datasets. Similarly, compared with

EMVDG MK, our EMVDA MK method has an extra parameter ϑ, which is empirically

set as 10−7 for all settings on all datasets. For the baselines, the optimal parameters are

chosen based on their best results on the test set. Due to the space limitation, only the

average accuracy over the 3 (resp., 6, 2) settings for the Office-Caltech (resp., ACT42,

ORGBD) dataset is reported.

Results: We summarize the experimental results in Table 5.2. The results of SVM

from Table 5.1 are also included for comparison. It can be observed that the domain

adaptation approaches DASVM, KMM, SA, DIP, GFK, TCA, and SGF outperform SVM,

which indicates the advantage of reducing the domain distribution mismatch between the

source domain and the target domain.

We also observe that the multi-view semi-supervised learning approaches Co-LapSVM

and Co-training as well as the multi-view domain adaptation approaches Coupled, MVTL LM,

MDT, and DTMKL are generally better than the multi-view learning approaches reported

in Table 5.1, which demonstrates the effectiveness of utilizing the unlabeled target do-

main samples. Another observation is that the multi-view domain adaptation approaches

are generally better than or comparable to other domain adaptation approaches, which

shows the advantage of additionally exploiting the relation among multiple views. LRCS

also achieves better results by using the target domain data as the dictionary, when

compared with its corresponding results without using the target domain data.

Our EMVDA CO (resp., EMVDA MK) method outperforms our EMVDG CO (resp.,

EMVDG MK) method reported in Table 5.1, which indicates the benefits of utilizing the
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Table 5.3: Average training time (s) of our EMVDG and EMVDA frameworks on the Office-

Caltech dataset by employing 2-view or 4-view features.

Method EMVDG CO EMVDG MK EMVDA CO EMVDA MK

2 views 2795.2013 399.4078 3245.8470 570.6233

4 views 4815.8333 439.0771 7630.5167 643.8519

Table 5.4: Average accuracies (%) of our EMVDG and EMVDA frameworks on the Office-

Caltech dataset by employing 2-view or 4-view features.

Method EMVDG CO EMVDG MK EMVDA CO EMVDA MK

2 views 88.13 88.33 91.04 89.84

4 views 91.54 90.63 93.26 92.20

unlabeled target domain data during the training procedure. Moreover, our EMVDA CO

and EMVDA MK methods outperform all the baselines on all datasets. Our EMVDA CO

method achieves the best results on the ACT42 and Office-Caltech dataset while our

EMVDA MK achieves the best result on the ORGBD dataset.

5.5.3 Utilizing Multiple Types of Features

Although we only use two types of features (i.e., RGB/depth features for human action

recognition and Decaf6/Caffe6 for object recognition) in Section 5.5.1 and Section 5.5.2,

our EMVDG and EMVDA frameworks can be readily used for multiple types of features.

When employing more types of features, our EMVDG MK and EMVDA MK methods

are much more efficient than our EMVDG CO and EMVDA CO methods, which can be

explained as follows. For our EMVDG CO method, we need to update Wv’s and Gv’s

on each view as indicated in Algorithm 8, and update Zv’s by solving the subproblems on

each view as indicated in Algorithm 7. So the training time of our EMVDG CO method

increases linearly with the number of views. In contrast, for our EMVDG MK method,

the most time-consuming steps are to solve the problem in (5.31) and the inner problem

of (5.32), and their time complexity is irrelevant to the number of views, as indicated in

Algorithm 9. So the extra training time of our EMVDG MK method with multiple types

of features is much less than that of EMVDG CO. The analysis of the time complexity
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for EMVDA CO and EMVDA MK is similar to that for EMVDG CO and EMVDG MK,

respectively.

To compare EMVDG MK (resp., EMVDA MK) with EMVDG CO (resp., EMVDA CO)

in terms of the training time and accuracy when using different numbers of views, we

take the Office-Caltech dataset as an example to conduct experiments on a server ma-

chine with Intel Xeon 3.2 GHz CPUs and 16 GB RAM using a single thread. Besides the

Decaf6 and Caffe6 features, we additionally use Decaf7 and Caffe7 features, which leads to

four types of features in total. The average training time over three settings of our four

methods is reported in Table 5.3, from which we can observe that the training time of

EMVDG CO and EMVDA CO approximately increases linearly as the number of views

increases while the training time of EMVDG MK and EMVDA MK increases much less.

We also report the average accuracies over three settings of our four methods in Table 5.4,

from which we observe that the performances of all four methods are improved after em-

ploying two more types of features. When using four types of features, EMVDG CO

(resp., EMVDA CO) achieves better result than EMVDG MK (resp., EMVDA MK).

However, our EMVDG MK and EMVDA MK methods are much more efficient.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, an exemplar-based multi-view domain generalization (EMVDG) frame-

work has been proposed for visual recognition. Our framework can enhance the domain

generalization capability to arbitrary target domain and simultaneously exploit the re-

lation among multiple types of features. Moreover, our EMVDG framework has been

further extended to a new domain adaptation framework named EMVDA by addition-

ally using the unlabeled target domain samples in the training process. The effectiveness

of our EMVDG and EMVDA frameworks has been demonstrated by extensive experi-

ments for visual recognition on three benchmark datasets.
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Chapter 6

Domain Adaptation Based on Fisher Vector for

Visual Recognition

Recently, Fisher vector is widely used and has achieved excellent performance in various

visual recognition tasks. In this chapter, we consider Fisher vector in the context of

domain adaptation, which has rarely been discussed by the existing domain adaptation

methods. Particularly, in many real scenarios, the distributions of Fisher vectors of the

training samples (i.e., source domain) and test samples (i.e., target domain) are consid-

erably different, which may degrade the classification performance on the target domain

by using the classifiers/regressors learnt based on the training samples from the source

domain. To address the domain shift issue, we propose a Domain Adaptive method based

on Fisher Vector (DAFV), which learns a transformation matrix to select the domain in-

variant components of Fisher vectors and simultaneously solves a regression problem for

visual recognition tasks based on the transformed features. Specifically, we employ a

group lasso based regularizer on the transformation matrix to select the components of

Fisher vectors, and use a regularizer based on the Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD)

criterion to reduce the data distribution mismatch of transformed features between the

source domain and the target domain. Comprehensive experiments demonstrate the

effectiveness of our DAFV method on two benchmark datasets.

6.1 Introduction

Constructing global feature representations based on local descriptors of images/videos is

a common approach in a multitude of visual recognition tasks. In particular, for each im-

age/video, we extract a set of local descriptors and encode them into a high dimensional
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vector based on different encoding methods. As a commonly used encoding method,

Fisher vector [74] encodes both first and second order statistical information of local

descriptors w.r.t. the generative model (e.g., Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)) trained

based on them, and one Gaussian model in the GMM corresponds to one component in

the extracted Fisher vector. Recently, Fisher vector achieves excellent performance for

object recognition by using traditional hand-craft features (e.g., SIFT) as local descrip-

tors [125, 140] or CNN features of proposals as local descriptors [149, 159]. Moreover,

Fisher vector also achieves competitive results for human action recognition by using Im-

proved Dense Trajectory (IDT) features as local descriptors [123, 155]. To extract Fisher

vector, we generally train a GMM based on the local descriptors of training samples

and extract Fisher vectors for both training and test samples based on the pre-trained

GMM. However, the GMM trained on the training samples does not consider the data

distribution of test samples properly and thus lacks the generalization ability [36] on the

test samples, leading to unsatisfactory recognition performance on the test datasets.

When the target domain data are available in the training stage, we can train GMMs

based on the mixture of local descriptors from both source domain and target domain.

However, even in this case, the generated Fisher vectors of source domain samples and

target domain samples may be still considerably different in terms of statistical properties,

which is referred to as dataset bias [144]. Instead of training GMMs based on the data

from both domains, another approach is to adapt the GMM trained based on the source

domain to the target domain, or interpolate two GMMs which are trained based on the

source domain and the target domain separately. In particular, some Bayesian model

adaptation methods such as [36] can be used to adapt the background GMM to new

samples and a recent work [81] can be used to interpolate a set of GMMs. However,

these methods did not explicitly consider the domain distribution mismatch between the

source domain and the target domain. So they cannot guarantee the extracted Fisher

vectors based on the adapted or interpolated GMMs are domain invariant.

In recent works, many domain adaptation approaches [3, 7, 16, 53, 60, 62, 71, 119, 133,

136] have been proposed to tackle the domain shift issue between the source domain and

the target domain (see Section 6.2 for details). However, none of them is specifically

designed for Fisher Vector, since they did not take the generative models (i.e., GMMs)
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into consideration. Therefore, the excellent performance of Fisher vector for visual recog-

nition [123, 149] and the lack of effective domain adaptation methods for Fisher vector

motivate our work. By noticing that each Gaussian model in the GMM characterizes

the data distribution of a cluster of local descriptors, and some Gaussian models are

more likely to capture the common data distribution between the source domain and

the target domain, we come out the idea of identifying the common Gaussian models

via selecting the corresponding components of Fisher vectors that are more likely to be

domain invariant.

Let us take the object recognition and human action recognition tasks as two examples

to provide more explanations for domain invariant components. For object recognition,

the appearance of images within the same category may be quite different between the

source domain and the target domain, which is usually referred to as intra-class differ-

ence, while some specific object regions within the category may be relatively consistent.

Considering extracting the CNN features of object proposals as local descriptors and

encoding them into Fisher vectors based on the pre-trained GMM, we expect to select

the components of Fisher vectors corresponding to the Gaussian models from the object

proposals which are more consistent across the source domain and the target domain. To

validate this point, we present a detailed showcase associated with more discussions in

Section 6.5.1. For human action recognition, sometimes the videos in the source domain

are captured from the front view while the videos in the target domain are captured from

the back view. When using the popular Improved Dense Trajectory (IDT) features as

local descriptors in videos, each trajectory represents a local movement of human body,

some of which can be observed from both front view and back view while the others can

only be observed from one view. After encoding the IDT descriptors in videos into Fisher

vectors based on the pre-trained GMM, we want to select the components of Fisher vec-

tors corresponding to the Gaussian models from the trajectories which can be observed

from both views.

To this end, we propose our Domain Adaptation method based on Fisher Vector

(DAFV). Specifically, we learn a transformation matrix to project the Fisher vectors into

a lower dimensional latent subspace and consider visual recognition task as a regression

problem based on the transformed features. A group lasso based regularizer [170] is
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employed on the transformation matrix to enforce the components of the transformation

matrix corresponding to the selected (resp., unselected) components of Fisher vectors to

be associated with large (resp., small) weights. At the same time, we apply the criterion of

minimizing the Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) of the transformed features between

the source domain and the target domain by using an MMD-based regularizer. In Section

6.3, we briefly provide the background knowledge of Fisher vector. In Section 6.4, we

introduce our Domain Adaptation method based on Fisher Vector (DAFV) in detail and

also present a novel solution to the nontrivial optimization problem. In section 6.5, we

conduct extensive experiments on two benchmark datasets Bing-Caltech256 and ACT42

to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method.

6.2 Related Work

This chapter is related to using Fisher vector for visual recognition tasks. Fisher vector

was first used for image classification in [124] and further improved in [125] with power

normalization and L2 normalization. In [140], Simonyan et al. developed a two-layer

deep network based on Fisher vector for large-scale image classification. More recently,

with the breakthrough in image representation by using Convolutional Neural Networks

(CNN), CNN features of local regions have been used as local descriptors for Fisher

vector [61, 104, 149, 159]. Fisher vector was also applied to video action and event recog-

nition [118, 155]. Similar to the idea in [140] for image classification, Peng et al. proposed

stacked Fisher vectors for human action recognition in [123]. All these methods assume

the training samples and test samples are with the same data distribution while this

assumption does not hold in domain adaptation scenarios.

This chapter is related to domain adaptation. The existing domain adaptation

methods can be classified into feature-based methods [3, 7, 19, 53, 60, 62, 86, 119], SVM-

based methods [16, 39, 41], instance-reweighting methods [71], dictionary learning meth-

ods [136], and low-rank based methods [76, 133]. However, all the above methods are not

specifically designed for Fisher vector. Among them, our method is more related to [7]

and [119] which also learn a transformation matrix. However, [7, 119] are only feature

learning methods without considering the property of Fisher vector while our method
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can select the domain invariant components of Fisher vectors and simultaneously learn

the regression matrix.

Finally, this chapter is also related to adapted or interpolated GMMs. Recently,

Bayesian model adaptation has attracted much attention and several approaches have

been proposed to adapt the background GMM to each image [178] or each category

with very few examples [51]. Then, a more general formulation of Bayesian adaptation

was proposed in [36] for image classification. Note that these methods [36, 51, 178] focus

on adapting the background GMM to either a new image or a new category instead of

considering the difference between two domains. So the motivation of their methods is

intrinsically different from ours. More recently, Kim et al. proposed to interpolate a set of

GMMs on the manifold in [81], which can be used to learn the interpolation between two

GMMs from two domains. Nevertheless, all the above works did not explicitly address

the domain shift issue. In contrast, our method explicitly reduces the domain distribution

mismatch between two domains. Moreover, the Fisher vectors based on the GMMs learnt

by their methods can be readily used to replace the original Fisher vectors in our method

to further improve the performance.

6.3 Fisher Vector

Fisher vector is a commonly used encoding method to construct global feature repre-

sentations from local descriptors. As a combination of generative and discriminative ap-

proaches, on one hand, the generation procedure of a set of local descriptors X = {xi|Ni=1}

(N is the number of local descriptors) is assumed to obey a probability density function

p(X;θ) with parameters θ. On the other hand, the gradients of the log-likelihood w.r.t.

the model parameters, which describe the contribution of model parameters to the gen-

eration procedure of X [74], can be used as input features for discriminative methods

such as classifiers and regressors. Since each image/video can be treated as a set of local

descriptors {xi|Ni=1}, its Fisher vector can be represented as,

GX
θ =

1

N

N∑
i=1

∇θ log p(xi;θ). (6.1)
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For visual recognition tasks, the probability density function p(X;θ) is usually mod-

eled by Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [118, 124]. Suppose K is the number of Gaus-

sian models in the GMM, we use model parameters θ = {π1,µ1,σ1; . . . ; πK ,µK ,σK}

to denote the mixture weights, means, and diagonal covariances of GMM, respectively.

Based on the definition of Fisher vector (6.1), the gradients of the log-likelihood w.r.t.

the model parameters (i.e., means and diagonal covariances) of the k-th Gaussian model

can be written as (refer to [124] for the derivation details),

GXµ,k =
1

N
√
πk

N∑
i=1

γi(k)(
xi − µk
σk

), (6.2)

GXσ,k =
1

N
√

2πk

N∑
i=1

γi(k)[
(xi − µk)2

σ2
k

− 1], (6.3)

where γi(k) is the probability that the i-th local descriptor xi belongs to the k-th Gaussian

model, which is defined as,

γi(k) =
πkN (xi;µk,σk)∑K
j=1 πjN (xi;µj,σj)

, (6.4)

in which N (xi;µk,σk) is the probability of xi based on the Gaussian distribution of the

k-th Gaussian model. Assuming that the dimension of local descriptors is d, then the

dimension of the k-th component of Fisher vectors corresponding to the k-th Gaussian

model is 2d by concatenating (6.2) and (6.3). So the final Fisher vector is a 2Kd-dim

vector w.r.t. a K-component GMM.

6.4 Domain Adaptation based on Fisher Vector

In this section, we introduce our Domain Adaptation method based on Fisher Vector

(DAFV), in which we select the domain invariant components of Fisher vectors by simul-

taneously learning a transformation matrix and a regression matrix for visual recognition

tasks. In order to make the proposed formulation easier to be optimized, we introduce an

intermediate variable and relax our formulation, and then develop an effective algorithm

to solve the optimization problem.
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6.4.1 Formulation

Suppose we have ns source domain samples and nt target domain samples from C cat-

egories. Each sample is represented by a 2Kd-dim Fisher vector, in which d is the

dimension of local descriptors and K is the number of Gaussian models in the GMM.

Let us denote Xs ∈ R2Kd×ns and Xt ∈ R2Kd×nt as the features of source domain samples

and target domain samples, and Y ∈ ZC×ns as the binary label matrix for the source do-

main samples. In order to select domain invariant components and simultaneously keep

discriminative information, we use the transformation matrix R ∈ Rm×2Kd to project

the original Fisher vector to lower dimensional subspace with m being the dimension

of transformed features. We employ the group lasso based regularizer [170] ‖R̃‖2,1 to

enforce each column of R̃ to have either all zero weights or multiple nonzero weights,

in which R̃ ∈ R2d×Km is a reshaped matrix of R by setting each group of 2d entries in

each row of R corresponding to one component in the Fisher vector as one column in

R̃. To be exact, we expect to assign nonzero weights to the selected domain invariant

components of Fisher vectors and zero weights to the remaining ones.

To ensure the selected components are domain invariant, we tend to minimize the

Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) of transformed features between the source domain

and the target domain by using an MMD-based [71] regularizer ‖ 1
ns

RXs1 − 1
nt

RXt1‖2,

in which 1
ns

RXs1 (resp., 1
nt

RXt1) is the mean of transformed features from the source

(resp., target) domain, so that the data distribution mismatch between two domains

can be reduced. Additionally, inspired by [119], we add a constraint RXHX′R′ = I

to maximally preserve the data variance, where X = [Xs,Xt] and H = In − 1
n
11′ with

n = ns + nt.

By denoting W ∈ RC×m as the regression matrix, we formulate our method by solving

the following regression problem:

min
W,R

1

2
‖WRXs −Y‖2

F +
γ

2
‖W‖2

F + λ‖R̃‖2,1

+
1

2
‖ 1

ns
RXs1− 1

nt
RXt1‖2 (6.5)

s.t. RXHX′R′ = I, (6.6)

in which ‖WRXs −Y‖2
F is the regression error, ‖W‖2

F is the weight decay regularizer

to control the complexity of W, γ and λ are two trade-off parameters.
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The problem in (6.5) is not easy to solve due to the constraint in (6.6). For ease

of optimization, we introduce an intermediate variable S and promote the coherence

between R and S by adding a coherent regularizer ‖RS′‖2
F [130]. With larger ‖RS′‖2

F , R

is more coherent to S. As a result, the proposed formulation after introducing S becomes,

min
W,R,S

1

2
‖WSXs −Y‖2

F +
γ

2
‖W‖2

F + λ‖S̃‖2,1

+
1

2
‖ 1

ns
RXs1− 1

nt
RXt1‖2 − 1

2
‖RS′‖2

F (6.7)

s.t. RXHX′R′ = I. (6.8)

By replacing R in ‖WRXs −Y‖2
F and ‖R̃‖2,1 in (6.5) by S, the subproblem w.r.t.

R in (6.7) can be easily solved by using eigen decomposition, which will be discussed in

detail in the next section.

Another problem is that the dimension of Fisher vector is usually very high. Consid-

ering high time-complexity operations such as eigen decomposition, the algorithm will

become very time-consuming. To accelerate the algorithm and simultaneously capture

the semantic information within each category, we partition each Fisher vector into C un-

correlated parts by training a category-specific GMM with a smaller number of Gaussian

models based on the training samples within each category. Then, a set of Wc, Rc, and

Sc is learnt for the components of each Fisher vector corresponding to the c-th GMM.

As a result, we have totally C sets of Wc ∈ RC×m̄, Rc ∈ Rm̄×2K̄d, and Sc ∈ Rm̄×2K̄d for

c = 1, . . . , C, in which we denote the number of Gaussian models in each category-specific

GMM as K̄ (K̄ << K) and the dimension of the transformed features corresponding to

each category-specific GMM as m̄ (m̄ << m). Correspondingly, we partition the training

(resp., test) features Xs (resp., Xt) into Xs
c ∈ R2K̄d×ns ’s (resp., Xt

c ∈ R2K̄d×nt ’s) with

each obtained based on the c-th GMM, and denote Xc = [Xs
c,X

t
c]. In fact, supervised

learning for GMM (i.e., train one GMM per category) has been studied in [50] and proved

to be able to preserve the useful discriminative information. To this end, we can relax

the problem in (6.7) as,
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min
Wc,Rc,Sc

1

2
‖

C∑
c=1

WcScX
s
c −Y‖2

F +
γ

2

C∑
c=1

‖Wc‖2
F + λ

C∑
c=1

‖S̃c‖2,1

+
1

2

C∑
c=1

‖ 1

ns
RcX

s
c1−

1

nt
RcX

t
c1‖2 − 1

2

C∑
c=1

‖RcS
′
c‖2
F (6.9)

s.t. RcXcHX′cR
′
c = I, ∀c. (6.10)

By partitioning a Fisher vector into C uncorrelated parts, we can solve C small-

scale subproblems instead of a large-scale problem, which is more efficient. Considering

the tradeoff between efficiency and effectiveness, we set K̄ as 8 and m̄ as 1000 in our

experiments. Moreover, another benefit of replacing ‖S̃‖2,1 with ‖S̃c‖2,1 is that we can

guarantee at least one Gaussian model is selected from each category-specific GMM,

which ensures capturing the semantic information over all categories. Next, we will

discuss how to solve the problem in (6.9).

6.4.2 Optimization

We solve the problem in (6.9) by using an alternative optimization approach. Specifically,

we alteratively update three sets of variables Wc’s, Sc’s, and Rc’s until the objective value

of (6.9) converges.

Update Wc when fixing Rc and Sc: When fixing Rc’s and Sc’s, the problem in

(6.9) reduces to:

min
Wc

1

2
‖

C∑
c=1

WcScX
s
c −Y‖2

F +
γ

2

C∑
c=1

‖Wc‖2
F (6.11)

By setting the derivative of (6.11) w.r.t. each Wc to 0, we can derive the close-form

solution for each Wc as,

Wc = (Y −
C∑

c̃=1,c̃ 6=c

Wc̃Sc̃X
s
c̃)X

s
c
′S′c(ScX

s
cX

s
c
′S′c + γI)−1. (6.12)

We calculate each Wc when fixing all the other Wc̃ for c̃ 6= c and repeat this process

iteratively until the objective value of (6.11) converges.
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Update Rc when fixing Wc and Sc: When fixing Wc’s and Sc’s, the problem in

(6.9) can be separated into C independent subproblems with one for each Rc. For ease of

optimization, we rewrite the subproblem w.r.t. each Rc by using trace norm as follows,

min
Rc

1

2
tr(RcXcLX′cR

′
c)−

1

2
tr(RcS

′
cScR

′
c) (6.13)

s.t. RcXcHX′cR
′
c = I, (6.14)

where L is an indicator matrix, in which Lij = 1
n2
s

if i ≤ ns and j ≤ ns; else Lij = 1
n2
t

if

i > ns and j > ns; otherwise, Lij = − 1
nsnt

.

By introducing a symmetric matrix Zc containing the Lagrangian multipliers for the

constraints in (6.14), we obtain the Lagrangian form of (6.13) as,

LRc,Zc = tr(Rc(
1

2
XcLX′c −

1

2
S′cSc)R

′
c)− tr((RcXcHX′cR

′
c − I)Zc). (6.15)

By setting the derivative of (6.15) w.r.t. Rc to 0, we arrive at

Rc(XcLX′c − S′cSc) = 2ZcRcXcHX′c. (6.16)

Multiplying both sides on the right by R′c, we obtain the solution w.r.t. Zc as follows,

Zc =
1

2
(Rc(XcLX′c − S′cSc)R

′
c)(RcXcHX′cR

′
c)
−1. (6.17)

By substituting (6.17) back into (6.15) followed by some simplifications, we reach an

equivalent problem of (6.13) as

max
Rc

1

2
tr((RcXcHX′cR

′
c)(Rc(XcLX′c − S′cSc)R

′
c)
−1) (6.18)

Similar to kernel Fisher discriminant analysis [111], the problem in (6.18) can be solved

by eigen decomposition and the rows of Rc are the m̄ leading eigen vectors of (XcLX′c−
S′cSc)

−1(XcHX′c).

Update Sc when fixing Rc and Wc: When fixing Rc’s and Wc’s, the problem in (6.9)

reduces to the following problem:

min
Sc

1

2
‖

C∑
c=1

WcScX
s
c −Y‖2

F + λ

C∑
c=1

‖S̃c‖2,1 −
1

2

C∑
c=1

‖RcS
′
c‖2
F (6.19)
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The optimization problem in (6.19) is non-convex and thus only local optimum can

be reached by using gradient descent algorithm. First, we derive the derivative of each

term in (6.19) w.r.t. each Sc separately.

J1 =
∂ 1

2
‖
∑C

c=1 WcScX
s
c −Y‖2

F

∂Sc
= W′

c(
C∑
c=1

WcScX
s
c −Y)Xs

c
′, (6.20)

J2 =
∂λ‖S̃c‖2,1

∂Sc
= λSc ◦Dc, (6.21)

where Dc ∈ Rm̄×2K̄d is a matrix, in which each entry Dij
c is set as 1

‖Sikc ‖2
if j belongs to

the k-th component, with Si,kc denoting the k-th component in the i-th row of Sc.

J3 =
∂ − 1

2
‖RcS

′
c‖2
F

∂Sc
= −ScR

′
cRc. (6.22)

In each iteration, we update each Sc when fixing all the other Sc̃’s for c̃ 6= c by using

the following equation:

Sc ← Sc − η(J1 + J2 + J3), (6.23)

where η is the learning rate, which is empirically fixed as 0.0001 in our experiments. We

repeat this process iteratively until the objective value of (6.19) converges. The whole

algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 10.

In the testing stage, for each test sample xt which contains the features xtc’s obtained

based on each category-specific GMM, we use
∑C

c=1 WcScx
t
c to obtain the regression val-

ues and assign this test sample to the category corresponding to the maximum regression

value.

6.5 Experiments

In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our Domain Adaptive approach based

on Fisher Vector (DAFV) for object recognition and human action recognition by con-

ducting extensive experiments on two benchmark datasets Bing-Caltech256 and ACT42.
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Algorithm 10 Domain Adaptation based on Fisher Vector (DAFV) Algorithm

1: Input: Xs
c,X

t
c,Y, λ, γ

2: Initialize Sc as the PCA projection matrix on Xc.

3: repeat

4: repeat

5: For c=1,. . . ,C, update Wc using (6.12).

6: until The objective of (6.11) converges.

7: For c=1,. . . ,C, update Rc by solving (6.18).

8: repeat

9: For c=1,. . . ,C, update Sc using (6.23).

10: until The objective of (6.19) converges.

11: until The objective of (6.9) converges.

12: Output: Wc, Sc.

We compare our method with state-of-the-art baselines, and also compare it with its two

special cases to validate our MMD-based regularizer and group lasso based regularizer.

Moreover, we take the object recognition task as an example to visually illustrate the

domain invariant components of Fisher vectors selected by using our method.

6.5.1 Object Recognition

Experimental Settings: We use Bing-Caltech256 [9] dataset, which is commonly used

to evaluate domain adaption methods for object recognition. Bing-Caltech256 dataset

consists of the images from Caltech256 dataset and the images from Bing search en-

gine distributed in 256 categories. Generally, Bing is treated as the source domain and

Caltech-256 is treated as the target domain, because Bing images are collected by the

search engine without having ground-truth labels and thus not appropriate for being

used as test set. Following the setting in [68], we use the first 20 categories and set the

number of source (resp., target) domain examples per category to be 50 (resp., 25) based

on the train/test split provided in [9].

In order to generate local descriptors for each image, we first use selection search [148]
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to generate object proposals. Then, we use the output of the 6-th layer of AlexNet [84]

as the 4096-dim feature for each proposal with the pretrained model in [77]. After re-

ducing the dimension of proposal features to 200 by using Principle Component Analysis

(PCA), we use the proposals from the source domain within each category to train an

8-component Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), which leads to a total of 160 components

for all categories. Finally, we encode each image, which is a bag of 200-dim proposal

features, as a 64, 000-dim Fisher vector based on the trained GMMs.

Baselines: We compare our DAFV method with two sets of baselines: domain adap-

tation baselines and GMM based baselines. We also include Regularized Least Square

(RLS) as a baseline. For domain adaptation baselines, we compare our method with

feature-based methods GFK [60], SGF [62], SA [53], DIP [7], TCA [119], LSSA [3], the

SVM-based method DASVM [39], the instance reweighting method KMM [71], the dic-

tionary learning method SDDL [136], and the low-rank based method LTSL [133]. Note

that for feature-based methods [3, 7, 53, 60, 62, 119], we first obtain the transformed fea-

tures by employing their methods suggested in the original papers [3, 7, 53, 60, 62, 119]

and then use the transformed features as input features for RLS.

For GMM based baselines AGMM [36] and EM RGMM [81], we use different ap-

proaches to obtain GMMs, which is explained as follows,

• AGMM [36]: We first train a 160-component GMM by using proposals from the

source domain, and then adapt this GMM using the proposals from the target

domain. Based on the GMM on the source domain and the adapted GMM, we

extract two sets of Fisher vectors for all images from both domains. Based on these

two sets of Fisher vectors, we train regressors and obtain the regression values of

test images separately, and finally use the average fusion of two sets of regression

values for prediction.

• EM RGMM [81]: We train two 160-component GMMs based on the proposals

from the source domain and the target domain, separately. Then, we calculate the

interpolated GMM between the two GMMs. Based on the interpolated GMM, we

extract Fisher vectors for all images from both domains. Finally, we train regressors

and predict the test images based on the extracted Fisher vectors.
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Table 6.1: Accuracies (%) of RLS and GMM based baselines, as well as our DAFV method and

its two special cases for object recognition. The best result is denoted in boldface

RLS AGMM EM RGMM DAFV sim1 DAFV sim2 DAFV

73.2 76.8 77.4 75.4 77.8 79.4

Table 6.2: Accuracies (%) of domain adaptation baselines and our DAFV method for object

recognition. The best result is denoted in boldface

KMM DASVM GFK SGF SA DIP TCA LSSA SDDL LTSL DAFV

73.6 75.8 73.6 74.4 74.2 71.8 74.8 77.8 62.4 77.6 79.4

Moreover, in order to validate our MMD-based regularizer and group lasso based

regularizer, we compare our method with its two simplified versions. Specifically, we

remove the group lasso based regularizer
∑C

c=1 ‖S̃c‖2,1 in (6.9) by setting the parameter

λ as 0 and refer to this special case as DAFV sim2. Based on DAFV sim2, we further

remove the MMD-based regularizer ‖ 1
ns

RcX
s
c1− 1

nt
RcX

t
c1‖2 and denote this special case

as DAFV sim1.

We use accuracy for performance evaluation. Two trade-off parameters γ and λ in

(6.9) are empirically set as 1000 and 10 for our DAFV method. For the baseline methods,

we choose their optimal parameters based on their accuracies on the test dataset.

Experimental Results: We report the results of RLS, the GMM based baselines, and

our DAFV method including its two special cases in Table 6.1, from which we observe

that AGMM and EM RGMM achieve better results than RLS, suggesting the benefits of

adapting or interpolating GMMs. We also observe that our DAFV method outperforms

DAFV sim2, which validates the effectiveness of selecting some components of Fisher

vectors by using group lasso based regularizer. Additionally, DAFV sim2 outperforms

DAFV sim1, which validates our MMD based regularizer. Finally, our DAFV method

outperforms the GMM based baselines, which shows its effectiveness on reducing domain

distribution mismatch between the source domain and the target domain.

Moreover, we report the results of domain adaptation baselines in Table 6.2 and also

include the result of our DAFV method for comparison. From Table 6.2, we observe that
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Figure 6.1: The top object proposals belonging to the selected Gaussian model for the “beer-

mug” category from the Bing dataset

the domain adaptation baselines are generally better than RLS reported in Table 6.1. The

results validate the effectiveness of employing different strategies to address the domain

shift issue. However, all the domain adaptation baselines are worse than our DAFV

method. One possible explanation is that we select the domain invariant components of

Fisher vectors, which is designed for Fisher vectors.

Discussion on Domain Invariant Components: As discussed in Section 6.1, the

motivation of our DAFV method is that each Gaussian model in the GMM represents

the data distribution of a cluster of local descriptors and corresponds to one component

in the encoded Fisher vector. Assuming that there exist some Gaussian models represent-

ing common distribution shared by both source and target domain, the corresponding

components of Fisher vectors should be more domain invariant. The benefit of selecting

domain invariant components has been demonstrated in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2, and

now we provide some intuitive examples to illustrate the domain invariant components.

First, recall that we train C category-specific GMMs and Sc ∈ Rm̄×2K̄d is the trans-

formation matrix corresponding to the c-th GMM. For the c-th category, we compute the

L2 norm for each component in each row of Sc, which corresponds to one Gaussian model

in the c-th GMM. Then, we sum the computed values over different rows and choose the

component with the maximum value, which corresponds to the selected Gaussian model

in the c-th GMM. Because there are probabilities γi(k)’s that the i-th proposal belongs

to the k-th Gaussian model (see Section 6.3) when training a GMM, we can easily pick

out the top proposals that belong to the cluster corresponding to the selected Gaussian

model. Let us take the “beer-mug” category as an example to show the top proposals for

the selected Gaussian model in Fig 6.1, from which we have an interesting observation
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Table 6.3: Accuracies (%) of RLS and GMM based baselines, as well as our DAFV method and

its two special cases for human action recognition. The best results on each setting are denoted

in boldface

Setting RLS AGMM EM RGMM DAFV sim1 DAFV sim2 DAFV

1->2 69.94 72.36 73.72 71.00 72.96 74.92

1->3 44.11 46.07 46.22 45.02 46.68 48.49

1->4 77.64 80.21 80.06 81.27 82.33 83.99

2->1 74.17 77.95 74.02 77.04 77.64 79.61

2->3 67.37 67.52 67.82 69.94 71.00 72.96

2->4 60.88 61.03 61.18 60.57 62.24 63.90

3->1 52.87 47.89 51.96 51.21 52.87 55.74

3->2 66.92 66.92 67.07 69.18 69.94 71.90

3->4 40.03 41.69 41.99 41.69 43.20 45.47

4->1 71.75 73.72 72.21 68.73 75.98 76.13

4->2 46.37 52.27 52.11 49.40 51.96 53.92

4->3 37.31 38.97 36.71 38.52 40.03 41.69

Avg 59.11 60.55 60.42 60.30 62.24 64.06

that the proposals are all near the handle of beer mug. We conjecture beer mugs from

different domains are quite different in shape, color, and pattern of body regions, but

the handle regions generally look similar as illustrated in Fig 6.1. Intuitively, the handle

regions can be used to discriminate beer mugs against the other categories but are less

variant across different domains. So the components of Fisher vectors corresponding to

the selected Gaussian models are assigned larger weights, which is helpful for improving

the performance of object recognition.

6.5.2 Human Action Recognition

Experimental Settings: We use the ACT42 [26] dataset for human action recognition.

The ACT42 dataset contains videos from 14 categories of human actions, which are
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Table 6.4: Accuracies (%) of domain adaptation baselines and our DAFV method for human

action recognition. The best results on each setting are denoted in boldface

Setting KMM DASVM GFK SGF SA DIP TCA LSSA SDDL LTSL DAFV

1->2 67.67 59.52 73.11 66.16 72.96 72.21 72.81 73.56 72.96 71.75 74.92

1->3 45.62 35.65 46.37 45.02 45.92 46.37 46.53 44.11 45.02 45.17 48.49

1->4 79.91 74.17 81.72 78.85 80.97 80.51 82.93 82.33 79.00 81.72 83.99

2->1 76.74 68.88 77.95 70.85 75.98 75.38 79.76 68.88 75.98 75.68 79.61

2->3 69.94 55.29 70.54 66.62 69.79 71.60 69.49 65.41 69.94 68.73 72.96

2->4 61.33 56.34 61.48 59.06 62.08 62.84 61.78 62.08 61.33 61.33 63.90

3->1 54.98 48.94 53.78 47.73 54.08 54.53 54.68 50.45 53.47 54.08 55.74

3->2 70.54 62.08 69.94 69.79 67.07 71.00 67.67 64.20 68.88 67.82 71.90

3->4 41.39 32.33 42.60 41.09 42.45 43.20 43.35 40.94 36.40 43.96 45.47

4->1 74.62 67.98 73.11 74.17 73.87 73.87 73.26 66.01 74.47 72.36 76.13

4->2 54.83 46.37 49.24 53.02 53.32 51.66 49.85 52.11 47.43 51.66 53.92

4->3 34.29 36.40 40.03 39.43 38.97 40.33 39.27 39.73 37.61 38.97 41.69

Avg 60.99 53.66 61.66 59.32 61.46 61.96 61.78 59.15 60.21 61.10 64.06

captured from 4 camera viewpoints. Following [26], we use a subset with 2648 RGB

videos from all 4 viewpoints. We treat one view as the source domain and another

different view as the target domain, which results in totally 12 settings.

Following [155], we use the source codes provided in [155] to extract four types of

Improved Dense Trajectory (IDT) descriptors (i.e., 30-dim trajectories, 96-dim HOG,

108-dim HOF, and 192-dim MBH). Following [155], we first reduce the dimension of

descriptors by a factor of two using PCA. Then, we use the descriptors from the videos

in the source domain within each category to train an 8-component GMM, which leads to

totally 112 components for all categories. Finally, we encode each video, which is a bag

of 213-dim IDT descriptors, as a 47712-dim Fisher vector based on the trained GMMs.

Baselines: We compare our DAFV method with the same baselines as discussed in

Section 6.5.1. The only difference is that we train 112-component GMMs for AGMM

and EM RGMM. For the human action recognition task, accuracy is still used for perfor-
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mance evaluation. Our DAFV method employs the same parameters as used for object

recognition while optimal parameters of the baseline methods are chosen according to

their accuracies on the test dataset.

Experimental Results: We report the experimental results of RLS and GMM based

baselines, as well as our DAFV method and its two special cases on 12 settings in Ta-

ble 6.3. From the results, we can draw similar conclusions as those for object recognition

in Section 6.5.1. In particular, the comparisons among our DAFV method and its two

special cases clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of our group lasso based regularizer

and the MMD-based regularizer. Moreover, our DAFV method is better than the GMM

based baselines on all settings. The results again demonstrate that the recognition per-

formance can be improved by reducing domain distribution mismatch.

Table 6.4 shows the results of domain adaptation baselines. It can be seen that

the average accuracies of the domain adaptation baselines are better than that of RLS

reported in Table 6.3 except DASVM, which indicates the advantage of coping with

domain difference by using various methods. While TCA (resp., KMM) is better than

our DAFV method on the setting 2->1 (resp., 4->2), our method achieves the best results

on 10 out of 12 settings. Moreover, in terms of the average accuracy over 12 settings, our

DAFV method is the best, which again demonstrates it is helpful to address the domain

shift issue by selecting domain invariant components of Fisher vectors.

6.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed a Domain Adaptation method based on Fisher Vector

(DAFV), which is designed for Fisher vectors. Based on the assumption that some

Gaussian models in the GMM can better capture the common data distribution between

the source domain and the target domain, our DAFV method is designed to select the

domain invariant components of Fisher vectors corresponding to the common Gaussian

models and simultaneously solve a regression problem. The effectiveness of our DAFV

method for visual recognition has been demonstrated by extensive experiments on two

benchmark datasets.
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Conclusion and Future Work

Domain adaptation and domain generalization are very important research topics for

visual recognition and have attracted a large number of researchers. In this thesis, we

study the domain adaptation and domain generalization problems when learning from

web data or well labeled data. When learning from web data, we propose both a domain

adaptation framework and a domain generalization method which can handle the label

noise of web data, utilize the textual information (i.e., privileged information) associated

with the web data, and simultaneously address the domain issue between web training

data and test data. For learning from well labeled data, we propose a multi-view do-

main generalization approach when both training data and test data are associated with

multiple types of features, and also specifically design a domain adaptation approach for

Fisher vectors. In this chapter, we summarize our proposed methods and also discuss

several promising future research directions.

7.1 Conclusion

We summarize our contributions to domain adaptation and generalization for visual

recognition as follows,

• We have proposed a MIL-PI framework for visual recognition, which can utilize the

textual information associated with the loosely labeled training web and simulta-

neously handle the label noise in the training web data. We have also extended

our MIL-PI framework to MIL-PI-DA framework, which can further reduce the

data distribution mismatch between the web training data and test data. The
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effectiveness of our proposed frameworks have been clearly demonstrated by the

comprehensive experiments on action and event recognition.

• We have proposed a novel weakly supervised domain generalization approach WSDG

by learning loosely labeled web data for visual recognition. Our WSDG method

can cope with the label noise and generalize the source classifier to arbitrary target

domain at the same time. Moreover, our WSDG approach has been extended to

WSDG-PI by further utilizing additional textual descriptions associated with the

training web data as privileged information. Comprehensive experiments on object

recognition and event recognition have indicated the effectiveness of our WSDG

and WSDG-PI approaches.

• We have proposed a multi-view domain generalization framework named EMVDG,

which builds upon exemplar SVM classifiers. By fusing multiple exemplar SVM

classifiers in the testing stage, the integrated classifier is generalizable to any unseen

target domain. Moreover, we exploit the relation among multiple types of features.

We have also extended our EMVDG framework to a multi-view domain adaptation

framework named EMVDA when the unlabeled target domain data are available in

the training stage. Extensive experiments on object recognition and human action

recognition have shown the effectiveness of our EMVDG and EMVDA frameworks.

• We have proposed a Domain Adaptation method based on Fisher Vector (DAFV)

based on Fisher vectors, which can learn the project matrix to select the domain

invariant components of Fisher vectors and simultaneously learn the regression

matrix for visual recognition. The effectiveness of our DAFV method has been

demonstrated by comprehensive experiments on object recognition and human ac-

tion recognition.

7.2 Future Work

In the following, we propose three possible research directions for future investigation.
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• Although tons of works have been done on domain adaptation and generalization,

the concept of “domain” is still very ambiguous because there is no clear definition

w.r.t. what the “domain” is. In our experiments, we can treat the data from

different datasets, collected in different environments, or captured from different

camera viewpoints as different domains. In the future, we may be specific about

the definition of domain and what to transfer from the source domain to the target

domain, and then discover a domain adaption or generalization technique that can

be well applied to all the specific situations and achieve satisfactory performance.

• In our previous works, we build our self-designed algorithm upon deep learning

features. Specifically, we use the output of intermediate layers of deep learning as

features, and then apply our own algorithms on the extracted features. However,

deep learning has achieved state-of-the-art results for more and more computer vi-

sion applications with an end-to-end system. Moreover, lots of research has been

done on webly supervised deep learning [35], multi-view deep learning [153], and

deep learning for domain adaptation [58]. In the future, we may unify our previ-

ous technics (e.g., weakly supervised learning, multi-view learning, learning using

privileged information, and transfer learning) with deep learning more coherently

and elegantly by directly modifying the neural network structure to generate an

end-to-end system for visual recognition.

• In our previous works for learning from web data, we utilize the privilege infor-

mation associated with the web images/videos to assist in coping with the label

noise. However, the associated privilege information is generally quite noisy and

not always reliable. To better leverage the privilege information, we can develop

some more advanced techniques to suppress the noise in privilege information or

select the valid useful information from privilege information, which will be left for

future investigation.
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Appendix

Appendix A: Proof of Proposition 1

Proof: By introducing the dual variables α̂ = [α1, . . . , αL+ ]′ ∈ RL+
for the constraints

in (3.18), ᾱ = [αL++1, . . . , αm]′ ∈ Rm−L+
for the constraints (3.19), β̂ = [β1, . . . , βL+ ]′

∈ RL+
for the constraints in (3.20), β̄ = [βL++1, . . . , βm]′ ∈ Rm−L+

for the constraints in

(3.21), and ζ = [ν1, . . . , νm]′ for the constraints in (3.22), we arrive at its Lagrangian as

follows:

L =
1

2

(
‖w‖2 + γ‖w̃‖2

)
+ C1

L+∑
i=1

(w̃′z̃si + b̃) (7.1)

+
m∑

i=L++1

ηi +
λ

2
‖ŵ − ρv‖2 + C2

m∑
i=1

(ŵ′zsi + b̂)

−
L+∑
i=1

α̂i(w
′zsi + b− pi + w̃′z̃si + b̃+ ŵ′zsi + b̂)

−
m∑

i=L++1

ᾱi(−w′zsi − b− 1 + ηi + ŵ′zsi + b̂)

−
L+∑
i=1

β̂i(w̃
′z̃si + b̃)−

m∑
i=L++1

β̄iηi −
m∑
i=1

νi(ŵ
′zsi + b̂),

Let us define α = [α̂′, ᾱ′]′, β = [β̂′, β̄′]′, Z = [zs1, . . . , z
s
m], Z̃ = [z̃s1, . . . , z̃

s
L+ ], and

y = [1′L+ ,−1′m−L+ ]′, then the derivatives of the Lagrangian w.r.t. w, b, w̃, b̃, ŵ, b̂,η can
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be obtained as follows:

∂L
∂w

= w − Z(α ◦ y),

∂L
∂b

= −α′y,

∂L
∂w̃

= γw̃ − Z̃(α̂+ β̂ − C11L+),

∂L
∂b̃

= −1′L+(α̂+ β̂ − C11L+),

∂L
∂ŵ

= λŵ − λρv − Z(α+ ζ − C21m),

∂L
∂b̂

= −1′m(α+ ζ − C21),

∂L
∂η

= 1m−L+ − ᾱ− β̄.

By setting those derivatives to zeros, we have the following equations:

w = Z(α ◦ y), (7.2)

w̃ =
1

γ
Z̃(α̂+ β̂ − C11L+), (7.3)

ŵ = ρv +
1

λ
Z(α+ ζ − C21m), (7.4)

as well as the following constraints, α′y = 0, 1′L+(α̂+β̂−C11L+) = 0, 1′m(α+ζ−C21m) =

0, ᾱ ≤ 1m−L+ . Substituting the equations (7.2), (7.3) and (7.4) into (7.1) and considering

α,β, ζ ≥ 0, we obtain the following dual form,

min
α,β,ζ

−p′α+
1

2
α′(K ◦ yy′)α+

1

2γ
(α̂+ β̂ − C11)′K̃(α̂+ β̂ − C11)

+
1

2λ
(α+ ζ − C21m)′K(α+ ζ − C21m) + ρv′Z(α+ ζ − C21m) (7.5)

s.t. α′y = 0, 1′L+(α̂+ β̂ − C11L+) = 0, (7.6)

ᾱ ≤ 1m−L+ ,

1′m(α+ ζ − C21m) = 0, α,β, ζ ≥ 0,

Let us define θ = 1
C2

(α+ζ), then the constraint 1′m(α+ζ−C21m) = 0 becomes 1′mθ = m,

and the constraint ζ ≥ 0 becomes α ≤ C2θ. Let us define the feasible set for (α,β, ζ) as
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A = {α′y = 0,1′L+(α̂ + β̂ − C11L+) = 0, ᾱ ≤ 1m−L+ ,1′mθ = m,α ≤ C2θ,α,β,θ ≥ 0}.

Substituting θ = 1
C2

(α+ ζ) into (7.5), we arrive at,

min
(α,β,θ)∈A

−p′α+
1

2
α′(K ◦ yy′)α+

1

2γ
(α̂+ β̂ − C11)′K̃(α̂+ β̂ − C11)

+
(C2)2

2λ
(θ − 1m)′K(θ − 1m) + ρC2v

′Z(θ − 1m)

Recall in the main text we have defined H(α,β) = −p′α+ 1
2
α′(K ◦yy′)α+ 1

2γ
(α̂+ β̂−

C11)′K̃(α̂+ β̂ − C11), then we simplify the objective function in (7.7) as follows,

min
(α,β,θ)∈A

H(α,β) +
(C2)2

2λ
(θ − 1m)′K(θ − 1m) + ρC2v

′Z(θ − 1m) (7.7)

Now, we derive the objective function as follows,

min
(α,β,θ)∈A

H(α,β) +
(C2)2

2λ
(θ − 1m)′K(θ − 1m) + ρC2v

′Z(θ − 1m) (7.8)

⇔ min
(α,β,θ)∈A

H(α,β) +
(C2)2

2λ
(θ′Kθ − 21′mKθ) + ρC2v

′Zθ (7.9)

⇔ min
(α,β,θ)∈A

H(α,β)+
(C2)2

2λ
θ′Kθ− (C2)2

λ
1′mKθ+

ρC2

m
1′mKθ− ρC2

nt
1′ntKtsθ (7.10)

where in (7.9) we omit the constant terms, and in (7.10) we use the equation that v′Z =

1
m

1′mK − 1
nt

1′ntKts with Kts ∈ Rnt×m being the kernel matrix between the target domain

samples and the source domain samples. Let us define λ = (C2m)2

µ
and ρ = C2m

λ
= µ

C2m

and omit the constant term, then the problem in (7.10) becomes

min
(α,β,θ)∈A

H(α,β) +
µ

2m2
θ′Kθ − µ

mnt
1′ntKtsθ

⇔ min
(α,β,θ)∈A

H(α,β) +
µ

2m2
θ′Kθ − µ

mnt
1′ntKtsθ +

µ

2n2
t

1′ntKt1nt (7.11)

⇔ min
(α,β,θ)∈A

H(α,β) +
µ

2
‖ 1

m

m∑
i=1

θiz
s
i −

1

nt

nt∑
i=1

zti‖2, (7.12)

where in (7.11) we add a constant µ
2n2
t
1′ntKt1nt to the objective function with Kt ∈ Rnt×nt

being the kernel matrix on the target domain samples. Note the problem in (7.12) is

exactly the problem in (3.13). We complete the proof here.
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Appendix B: Derivations of (4.13) and (4.29)

The derivations of (4.13) and (4.29) are very similar. In fact, the derivation of (4.13) can

be used for deriving (4.29) by removing the terms related to privileged information. In

the following, we firstly provide the derivation of (4.29), and then discuss how to derive

(4.13).

To derive the dual form of (4.24), we firstly reformulate it into a simpler form. In

particular, an intermediate variable θi,c,m,m̃ is introduced as follows,

θi,c,m,m̃ =

{
β̂i,m c = yi,

δ(m = m̃) c 6= yi.
(7.13)

Then, we can have
∑M

m=1 β̂i,m(wyi,m)′φ(xi) =
∑M

m=1 θi,yi,m,m̃(wyi,m)′φ(xi) and (wc,m̃)′φ(xi) =∑M
m=1 θi,c,m,m̃(wc,m)′φ(xi). Similarly, we can represent

∑M
m=1 β̂i,m(w̃yi,m)′φ̃(zi) an (w̃c,m̃)′φ̃(zi)

by using θ.

Let us define a function G(Bl, c̃, m̃) = 1
|Bl|
∑

i∈Il hi

(∑M
m=1 θi,Yl,m,m̃(wYl,m)′φ(xi) −∑M

m=1 θi,c̃,m,m̃(wc̃,m)′φ(xi)
)

. By similarly defining G̃(Bl, c̃, m̃) using θi,c,m,m̃’s, the con-

straints in (4.25) and (4.27) can be uniformly written as follows,

G(Bl, c̃, m̃) ≥ ζl,c̃,m̃ − G̃(Bl, c̃, m̃)− ξl, ∀l, c̃, m̃, (7.14)

in which ζl,c̃,m̃ = 0 if c̃ = Yl, and ζl,c̃,m̃ = η otherwise.

Similarly, the constraints in (4.26) and (4.28) can be uniformly written as G̃(Bl, c̃, m̃) ≥

ζl,c̃,m̃ − εl, ∀l, c̃, m̃.

All wc,m’s are concatenated and we define w = [w′1,1, . . . , w′1,M , w′2,1, . . . , w′C,M ]′.

Furthermore, a new mapping function is defined for each Bl as ϕ(h,Bl, c, m̃) = [ 1
|Bl|∑

i∈Il hi θi,1,1,m̃δ(c = 1)φ(xi)
′, . . . , 1

|Bl|
∑

i∈Il hi θi,C,M,m̃δ(c = C)φ(xi)
′]′. Similarly, we

concatenate all w̃c,m’s as w̃ and define ϕ̃(h,Bl, c, m̃) by replacing φ(xi)’s with φ̃(zi)’s.

By further denoting ψ(h,Bl, c, m̃) = ϕ(h,Bl, Yl, m̃) − ϕ(h,Bl, c, m̃) and ψ̃(h,Bl, c, m̃) =

ϕ̃(h,Bl, Yl, m̃)− ϕ̃(h,Bl, c, m̃), we observe G(Bl, c̃, m̃) and G̃(Bl, c̃, m̃) can be represented

as w′ψ(h,Bl, c,m) and w̃′ψ̃(h,Bl, c,m) respectively, so we can simply the objective func-
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tion in (4.24) as follows,

min
h∈H,w,w̃
ξl,εl

1

2
(‖w‖2 + λ‖w̃‖2) + C1

L∑
l=1

(ξl + εl)

−C2 ρ(B,K ◦ (hh′)) + C3w̃
′ψ̃(h,Bl, c,m) (7.15)

s.t. w′ψ(h,Bl, c,m) ≥ ζl,c,m − w̃′ψ̃(h,Bl, c,m)− ξl,∀l, c,m, (7.16)

w̃′ψ̃(h,Bl, c,m) ≥ ζl,c,m − εl, ∀l, c,m. (7.17)

We introduce a dual variable αl,c,m and ςl,c,m for each constraint in (7.16) and (7.17)

respectively. When the derivatives of the Lagrangian form of (7.15) w.r.t. ξl’s and εl’s

are set to zeros respectively, we can obtain
∑

c,m αl,c,m = C1,∀l and
∑

c,m ςl,c,m = C1,∀l.
By respectively setting the derivative of the Lagrangian of (7.15) w.r.t. w and w̃ as zero,

we can obtain the following equations:

w =
∑
l,c,m

αl,c,mψ(h,Bl, c,m), (7.18)

w̃ =
1

λ

∑
l,c,m

(αl,c,m + ςl,c,m − C3)ψ̃(h,Bl, c,m). (7.19)

By substituting (7.18) and (7.19) back into the Lagrangian of (7.15), we can arrive

at the dual form of (7.15) as follows,

min
h∈H

max
α,ς

−1

2
α′Qhα− 1

2λ
(α+ ς − C31)′Q̃h(α+ ς − C31)

+ζ ′(α+ ς)− C2ρ(B,K ◦ (hh′)) (7.20)

s.t.
∑
c,m

αl,c,m = C1, ∀l

αl,c,m ≥ 0, ∀l, c,m,∑
c,m

ςl,c,m = C1, ∀l

ςl,c,m ≥ 0, ∀l, c,m,

where α ∈ R
D̃ (resp., ς ∈ R

D̃ ) is a vector containing the dual variables αl,c,m (resp.,

ςl,c,m ), D̃ = L · C · M , ζ ∈ R
D̃ is a vector, in which each entry ζl,c,m = 0 if c = Yl

and ζl,c,m = η otherwise., Qh ∈ R
D̃×D̃ is a matrix with each entry being Qh

u,v =

ψ(h,Bl, c,m)′ψ(h,Bl̃, c̃, m̃), in which u and v are the indices defined in the paragraph be-

low (4.13), and Q̃h is similarly defined as Qh by replacing ψ(h,Bl, c,m) with ψ̃(h,Bl, c,m).
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In the following, we derive the detailed form ofQh
u,v and Q̃h

u,v. Recall that ψ(h,Bl, c, m̃)

= ϕ(h,Bl, Yl, m̃)− ϕ(h,Bl, c, m̃), then we can obtain that

ψ(h,Bl, c,m)′ψ(h,Bl̃, c̃, m̃) (7.21)

= (ϕ(h,Bl, Yl,m)− ϕ(h,Bl, c,m))′ (ϕ(h,Bl̃, Yl̃, m̃)− ϕ(h,Bl̃, c̃, m̃))

= −ϕ(h,Bl, Yl,m)′ϕ(h,Bl̃, c̃, m̃) + ϕ(h,Bl, Yl,m)′ϕ(h,Bl̃, Yl̃, m̃)

+ϕ(h,Bl, c,m)′ϕ(h,Bl̃, c̃, m̃)− ϕ(h,Bl, c,m)′ϕ(h,Bl̃, Yl̃, m̃)

Let us define S1 = ϕ(h,Bl, Yl,m)′ ϕ(h,Bl̃, c̃, m̃), S2 = ϕ(h,Bl, Yl,m)′ ϕ(h,Bl̃, Yl̃, m̃),

S3 = ϕ(h,Bl, c,m)′ ϕ(h,Bl̃, c̃, m̃), S4 = ϕ(h,Bl, c,m)′ ϕ(h,Bl̃, Yl̃, m̃) , then ψ(h,Bl, c,m)′

ψ(h,Bl̃, c̃, m̃) = −S1 + S2 + S3 − S4. We derive the detailed form of S1, S2, S3 and S4 as

follows. Recall that ϕ(h,Bl, c, m̃) = [ 1
|Bl|

∑
i∈Il hi θi,1,1,m̃δ(c = 1)φ(xi)

′, . . . , 1
|Bl|

∑
i∈Il hi

θi,C,M,m̃δ(c = C)φ(xi)
′]′. The first term S1 can be derived as,

S1 = ϕ(h,Bl, Yl,m)′ϕ(h,Bl̃, c̃, m̃) (7.22)

=
1

|Bl||Bl̃|
∑
i∈Il

∑
j∈Il̃

hihj[δ(c = Yl)δ(c = Yl̃)
M∑
q=1

β̂i,qβ̂j,q

φ(xi)
′φ(xj) + (1− δ(c = Yl))δ(c = Yl̃)β̂j,mφ(xi)

′φ(xj)]

The second term S2 is derived as,

S2 = ϕ(h,Bl, Yl,m)′ϕ(h,Bl̃, Yl̃, m̃) (7.23)

=
δ(Yl = Yl̃)

|Bl||Bl̃|
∑
i∈Il

∑
j∈Il̃

hihj

M∑
q=1

β̂i,qβ̂j,qφ(xi)
′φ(xj).

Similarly, we can derive the third term S3 as follows,

S3 = ϕ(h,Bl, c,m)′ϕ(h,Bl̃, c̃, m̃), (7.24)

=
δ(c = c̃)

|Bl||Bl̃|
∑
i∈Il

∑
j∈Il̃

hihj[δ(c = Yl)δ(c̃ = Yl̃)
M∑
q=1

β̂i,qβ̂j,q

φ(xi)
′φ(xj) + (1− δ(c = Yl))δ(c̃ = Yl̃)β̂j,mφ(xi)

′φ(xj)

+δ(c = Yl)(1− δ(c̃ = Yl̃))β̂i,m̃φ(xi)
′φ(xj)

+(1− δ(c = Yl))(1− δ(c̃ = Yl̃))δ(m = m̃)φ(xi)
′φ(xj)].
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Finally, the last term S4 is derived as,

S4 = ϕ(h,Bl, c,m)′ϕ(h,Bl̃, Yl̃, m̃) (7.25)

=
1

|Bl||Bl̃|
∑
i∈Il

∑
j∈Il̃

hihj[δ(c̃ = Yl̃)δ(c̃ = Yl)
M∑
q=1

β̂j,qβ̂i,q

φ(xi)
′φ(xj) + (1− δ(c̃ = Yl̃))δ(c̃ = Yl)β̂i,m̃φ(xi)

′φ(xj)].

By substituting (7.22), (7.23), (7.24), and (7.25) into (7.21), and combining similar

terms, we arrive at

ψ(h,Bl, c,m)′ψ(h,Bl̃, c̃, m̃)

= −S1 + S2 + S3 − S4

=
1

|Bl||Bl̃|
∑
i∈Il

∑
j∈Il̃

hihj[δ(Yl = Yl̃)(1− δ(c = Yl))

(1− δ(c̃ = Yl̃))
M∑
q=1

β̂j,qβ̂i,qφ(xi)
′φ(xj)

−(1− δ(c = Yl))(1− δ(c = c̃))δ(c = Yl̃)

β̂j,mφ(xi)
′φ(xj)− (1− δ(c̃ = Yl̃))(1− δ(c = c̃))

δ(c̃ = Yl)β̂i,m̃φ(xi)
′φ(xj) + δ(m = m̃)δ(c = c̃)

(1− δ(c̃ = Yl̃))(1− δ(c = Yl))φ(xi)
′φ(xj)]

=
1

|Bl||Bl̃|
∑
i∈Il

∑
j∈Il̃

hihjφ(xi)
′φ(xj)γ(i, j, c, c̃,m, m̃),

where γ(i, j, c, c̃,m, m̃) is defined in the paragraph below (4.13).

Recall thatQh
u,v = ψ(h,Bl, c,m)′ψ(h,Bl̃, c̃, m̃), where u and v are the indices defined in

the paragraph below (4.13), soQh
u,v = 1

|Bl||Bl̃|
∑

i∈Il

∑
j∈Il̃

hihj φ(xi)
′φ(xj) γ(i, j, c, c̃,m, m̃).

Note that the detailed form of each entry in Q̃h, i.e., Q̃h
u,v, can be similarly derived by

replacing φ(xi) with φ̃(zi). Given the detailed form of each entry in Qh and Q̃h, the

optimization problem in (7.20) is equivalent to (4.29), so we complete the derivation of

(4.29) here.

To derive (4.13), by concatenating all wc,m’s as w and using the same definition of
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ϕ(h,Bl, c, m̃), we can simplify the problem in (4.9) as follows,

min
h∈H
w,ξl

1

2
‖w‖2 + C1

L∑
l=1

ξl − C2 ρ(B,K ◦ (hh′))

s.t. w′ψ(h,Bl, c,m) ≥ ζl,c,m − ξl, ∀l, c,m. (7.26)

After introducing dual variables αl,c,m’s for the constraints in (7.26), we can similarly

obtain the dual form of (7.26) as (4.13).

Appendix C: Derivation of (2)

We rewrite (5.32) as follows,

min
d

max
αi

−1

2

n∑
i=1

V∑
v=1

dvα
′
iM

v
iαi +

n∑
i=1

1′αi −
ζ2

2

n∑
i=1

‖αi − βi‖2 (7.27)

s.t. αi ≥ 0, ∀i,

1′d = 1, d ≥ 0,

in which βi is the i-th column of B.

Now we prove that the primal form of (5.32) can be written as follows,

min
d,wv

i

ξ̃i,ε̃ij

1

2

n∑
i=1

V∑
v=1

‖wv
i ‖2

dv
+

1

2ζ2

(
n∑
i=1

ξ̃2
i +

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

ε̃2ij) (7.28)

s.t.
V∑
v=1

wv′

i xvi
+ ≥ (1 + ζ2β

+
i )− ξ̃i, ∀i, (7.29)

V∑
v=1

wv′

i xvj
− ≤ −(1 + ζ2β

−
ij ) + ε̃ij, ∀i,∀j, (7.30)

1′d = 1, d ≥ 0, (7.31)

where β+
i ’s and β−ij ’s are newly introduced variables, and ξ̃i’s and ε̃ij’s are the slack

variables.

After introducing the dual variables α+
i ’s for the constraints in (5.34) and α−ij’s for
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the constraints in (5.35), we arrive at the Lagrangian form of (5.33) as,

Lw =
1

2

n∑
i=1

V∑
v=1

‖wv
i ‖2

dv
+

1

2ζ2

(
n∑
i=1

ξ̃2
i +

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

ε̃2ij) (7.32)

−
n∑
i=1

α+
i (

V∑
v=1

wv′

i xvi
+ − 1− ζ2β

+
i + ξ̃i)

+
n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

α−ij(
V∑
v=1

wv′

i xvj
− + 1 + ζ2β

−
ij − ε̃ij)

By setting the derivatives of Lw w.r.t. ξ̃i, ε̃ij, and wv
i to zeros separately, we obtain

ξ̃i = ζ2α
+
i , ε̃ij = ζ2α

−
ij, and the following equation:

wv
i = dvX

v
i (αi ◦ y), (7.33)

in which Xv
i and y are the same as defined in the paragraph below (5.19), and αi =

[α+
i , α

−
i1, . . . , α

−
im]′ corresponds to the dual vector in (5.32). By substituting (7.33) back

into (7.32), we can obtain the dual form of (5.33) as,

min
d

max
αi

−1

2

n∑
i=1

V∑
v=1

dvα
′
iM

v
iαi +

n∑
i=1

(1 + ζ2βi)
′αi −

ζ2

2

n∑
i=1

‖αi‖2 (7.34)

s.t. αi ≥ 0, ∀i,

1′d = 1, d ≥ 0,

where βi = [β+
i , β

−
i1, . . . , β

−
im]′ corresponds to βi in (5.32). After adding a constant term

− ζ2
2

∑n
i=1 ‖βi‖2 in (7.34) followed by some simplifications, we can arrive at the exact

form of (5.32). So we complete the proof here.
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